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• And science, we should insist, better than any other discipline, can hold up 

to its students and followers an ideal of patient devotion to the search for 

objective truth, with vision unclouded by personal or political motive, not 

tolerating any lapse from precision or neglect of any anomalJ, fearing only 

prejudice and preconception, accepting nature's answers humbly l'lnd with 

courage, and giving them to the world with unflinching fidelity r.ie world 

cannot afford to lose such a contribution to the moral framework of ii• 
civilisation.• 

- Sir Henry Dale 
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SYNOPSIS 

The interrelationship betvleen mineral liberation and leaching behaviour of a gold 

ore is ill definer' ~nd lacks understanding mainly due to the complexity of the 

individually processes, i.e. leaching and mineral liberation. An understanding of 

this relationship could result in lower costs, since an increase in the efficiency of 

gold dissolution and a decrease in costs related to the crushing and grinding 

operations, could be expected. 

Diagnostic leaching was used as the analytical method to investigate the 

mineralogy (gold deportment} of various gold-bearing ores designating from 

different goldfields in South Africa. A thorough literature survey was also 

conducted to determine the availibility of theoretical models ....tlich could describe 

the relationship betvleen liberation and leaching behaviour. 

From the experimental results obtained, it was concluded that the leachability of 

an ore is not only dependent on the degree of liberation of that ore ....tlen 

comminuted, but that it is also very much dependent on the degree of exposure of 

gold grains throughout the ....tlole of the ore. It was found that all the theoretical 

liberation and exposure models underestimated the amount of leachable gold in 

each particle size fraction, mainly due to the neglecting of exposed gold grains 

situated in minor cracks and fractures. 

It became evident in this research, that in order to model the leachability of gold 

fundamentally, the data obtained from diagnostic leaching tests alone are 

insufficient. Data concerning the amounts of gold bearing minerals, present in the 

ores as well as SEM dab. of the gold grains, are needed together with diagnostic 

leaching rtsults. 

However, an empirical model was developed that predicts the degree of liberation 

(leachability) of an ore milled to 70% -75µm fairly accurately as a first attempt to 

model this highly complex process. The degree of liberation (leachability} was 

found to be a function of the particle size and the gold deportment of the urmilled 

ore It was decided to extend tne King liberation model and the exposure model 

developed by Hsih and co-workers empirically to provide for the fraction of gold 

not directly related to liberation. Both the models showed good agreements with 

the experimental results. Neural network analysis of the diagnostic leaching 

results were done with partial success, but unfortunately more data is still needed 

to assist in the development of an accurate leaching or liberation model 
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OPSOMMING 

Weens die komplekse aard van die mineraalvrystelling- en logings prosesse, 

word die verwantskap tussen mineraal vrystelling an die logingsgedrag van 'n 

goud erts nie goed verstaan nie. Aanges1en hoe kostes verbonde is aan die 

vergruising- en die maalproses van die ertse, is dit belangrik om hierdie verwant

skap goed te verstaan Dit kan ook tot gevolg he c · die effektiwiteit waarmee die 

goud opgelos word,.verhoog word, wat op sy bGurt tot laer Kostes sal lei. 

Die analitiese metode, diagnostiese loging, is gebru1k om die mineralog1e (goud 

verspreiding relatief tot die verskillende minerale, In die erts) van ertse uit 

verskeie Suid-Afrikaanse goudvelde te bepaal. 'n Deeglike literatuurstudie het 

die verskillende teoretiese mineraal vrystelli,1gs modelle getoon, wat vrystelling 

met logingsgedrag in verband probeer bring. 

Die eksperimentele resultate het getoon dat die loogbaarheid van 'n erts nie slegs 

afhanklik is van die graad van vrystelling nie, maar ook van die mate waartoe die 

goudkorrels aan die logingsvloeistof blootgestel is. Daar is tot die gevolgtrekking 

gekom dat al die teoret1ese mineraal vr -,IHngsmodelle, die hoeveelheid goud in 

elke partikelgrootte fraksie totaal en al onderskat Dit kan hoofsaakhk toegeskryf 

word aan die hoeveelheid goud wat barste en krake in die erts vul, wat nie so 

seer vrygestel is nie, maar wel loogbaar is. 

Dit blyk duidelik uit oie navorsirg, dat die diagnostiese logingsdata alleen, 

onvoldoende is om die loogbaarheid van goud fundamenteel te modelleer Data 

in verband met die hoeveelheid van elke mineraal wat in die erts teenwoordig is 

asook SEM data van die goudkorrels in die verskillende minerale, word ook 

sodanig benodig. 

Desnieteenstaande, is daar as 'n eerste probeerslag, 'n empmese model 

voorgestel wat die loogbaarheid van 'n gemaalde erts (gemaal tot 70% -75 µm) 

redelik goed voorspel. Die graad waartoe die goud loogbaar is (mineraal

vrystelling), is 'n funksie van die partikelgrootte en die goudverdeling in die 

ongemaalde erts. Twee teoretiese modelle, nl die King vrystellingsmodel en die 

Hsih en ander-model Is ook emp1ries aangepas om sekere tekortkominge te 

oorbrug. Die modelle het goed met die eksperimentele waardes ooreengestem. 

Analises van die diagnostiese logings resultate is met behulp van neurale 

netwerke gedoen. Alhoev.,el dit gedeeltelik suksesvol was. word heelwat meer 

data benodig om die loogbaarheid van goud akkuraat te voorspel. 

. . " ------~ ~ 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Grinding and milling operations are used to liberate minerals prior to further 

upgrading by subsequent ore~ressing operations. The degree to which the 

minerals are liberated has a definite effect on the efficiency of the 

concentrating procedure. A concentrate of sufficiently high grace Is normally 

required in the feed to finishing operations. The choice of fineness of grind is 

an important decision, not only due to the need for a concentrate of adequately 

high grade, but also due to the high costs of the grinding operations. 

A model that can be used for the quantitative estimation of mineral liberatior, or 

the leachability of an ore, as a function of fineness of grind and the 

mineralogical texture of the ore will be of great practical use such as in the 

design and simulation of plants when combined with other quantitative models 

for concentrating operations, for example mode,s describing operations such as 
flotation. 

An accurate liberation (leaching) model would also be of a great help to the 

plant metallurgist whenever the question of "How fine must the ore be ground 

to liberate the gold?• or "Is it economically viable to grind the ore to such an 

extent, for example does an ore milled to 70% •100µm yields the same 

liberation as an ore milled to 70% •75µm?", arises. A proper liberation 

(leaching) model is thus required to answer these questions in an expeditious 
and accurate fashion. 

The first attempt to develop a liberation model came from Gaudin in 1939. 

This, however, was a highly simplified model with no significant use for 

quantitative predictions. Wiegel developed this model to a greater extent but 

unfortunately the predictions deviate considerably from reality (Klimpel and 

Austin, 1983). This was also the tendency of other approaches such as those 

of Andrews and Mika and Wiegel (Meloy and Gotoh, 1985). 

King (1979) ho'ltl8ver, has taken a different approach by mea&uring the 

intercept lengths of an occluded mineral in a line traversing a polished section 

of the ore. This was the first realistic liberation model which gave reasonable 

predictions. Finch and Petruk (1984) proposed different distribution functions 

for the mcdel developed by King and thus broaden its general appi;~bility. 

. . ' ~4- ' .,-. ~ ' . 
\ .• ~" . 
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Meloy and Gotch (1985) used a similar approach as King (1979) by 

considering line intercepts to derive an equation for a multi-component ore. 

Klimpel and Austin (1983) developed a simple model of liberation and by 

assuming a random fracture mechanism, simulations were conducted by using 

the Monte Carlo technique. They simplified this model at a later stage to 

provide an analytical solution. 

Barbery (1991) proposed a .nodel which considers liberation in space 

dimensionality of 1,2 and 3. The deyree of liberation is a function of the 

particle size, and of the particle size at which the degree of liberation is 50%. 

Gaud1r's model was recently extended by Hsih and Wen (1994) by 

incorporating a detachment factor in addition to the mineral grain size 

distribution. 

Lorenzen {1992a) used leaching experimental results with the liberation model 

of King to predict the liberation of gold from complex ores. Diagnostic leaches 

were conducted on various complex ores, thus explaining the deportment of 

gold in various minerals in these ores The free or leachable gold in ~n ore 

obtained from such an experiment would be similar to the gold liberated by 

crushing and/ or milling. 

Lorenzen modified King's model by adding a term to the equation because no 

provision was made for th~ amount of leachable gold in the various particle 

size fractions that is not re·~ted to the liberation of gold due to comminution. 

Lorenzen concluded that 1.~e ,nc:.i..,_t _;,v~., f4-o~sonable predictions and that the 

model is ant , a prelimina•y c ,e •~ic., still nee1s some refinement. However, 

there are currently no moJels available for the accurate prediction of leachable 

gold as a function of particle size. 

The greatest drawback of all the liberation models until now is that it is very 

tedious to obtain the parameters of the models, such as intercept lengths, the 

particle size at which the liberation is 50%, the diameter of the gold particles, 

etc. in order to pred;ct the liberation of the valuable mineral {gold). Lorenzen 

with his new approach conducted 3n easy and swift way to determine the 

mineralogy of a gold ore, by using the diagnostic leaching procedure . 

. 
. . ._ 
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The main objectives of this thesis is thus: 

To compare the available liberation models to determine which model(s) 

COL.Id be extended in order to predict leachable gold as a function of 

particle size; 

The development of a model which predicts the leachable (liberated) 

gold in the milled ore by using the leac'1able (liberated) gold or gold 

deportment of the specific unmilled ore; 

Usage of neural network methods tc model the liberation or leachability 

of gold from various South African gold ores; 

To furnish a more accurate model for the design and simulation of 

plants; 

To assist the metallurgist in the effttctive operation of a gold pla~t: 

An improved understanding of the interrelationship between liberation 

and leaching behaviour to set a framework for future 'Nt"rk. 

J 

. ( 
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CHAPTER2 

LITERATURE SURVEY AND THEORETICAL 
CONSIDERATIONS 

In section 2.1 the historical background of gold recovery in South Africa is 

discussed. The mineralogy, especially the deportment of gold in the various 

minerals, of the principal goldfields in South Africa are under discussion in section 

2.2. In seCl"•on 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 minaral liberation, leaching and diagnostic 

leaching are defined, respectively. Mineral liberation models since Gaudin (1939) 

until now, are the subject of section 2.6. In section 2. 7 the models -."\'hich predict 
leachable gold related to particle size, are discussed. 

2.1 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF GOLD RECOVERY IN SOUTH AFRICA 

The earliest reference to gold in South Africa dates back to 1806 and came 

from John Barrow, Secretary to the Governor of the Cape. He reported a gold 

locality roughly between the Witwatersrand and the Magaltesberg. Reports of 

gold fincf ings came with sporadic inter11als over the next century from different 

people designated at various locations (G.G. Stanley, 1987), such as; 

1836 - Soutpansberg - J.G.S. Bronkhorst (gold mining by native population) 

1850 - Prince Albert district - local farmers (gold nuggets in Gamka River) 

1868 - Olifants River (Transvaal) - Carl Mauch 

1868 - Murchison Range - Button and Sutherland 

1872 - Sabie-Pelgrim's Rest ~ea (alluvial gold) 

1874 - Blaauv.tlank area (near Magaliesberg) - Henry Lewis (alluvial gold) 

1875 - Kaapsehoop (near Barberton) (alluvial gold) 

1877 - Streams traversing the Barberton Mountain Land 

1881 - Kromdraai (the first gold in quartz veins) 

1883 - Sheba Valley (vein gold) 

1884 - Confidence Reef west of Johannesburg - Struben (vein gold) 
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The first organised gold mining 1n South Africa began on the farm Eerstehng, 

south of Pietersburg. The mine was opened in 1871 by Button and Goodwin, 

which exploited the gold from a quartz lode. 

However, the first payable discovery in an exposed conglomerate was made 

by George Harrison in February 1886. He was the first to report officially the 

presence of gold in a reef, kno'M'I at present as the Main Reef. Prospecting 

and then mining spread rapidly eastwards and westwards along the outcrops 

of the Witwatersrand sediments. 

In March 1939, six years after the drilling of the first prospecting boreholtt in 

the Orange Free State, the Basal Reef, which is the major contributor of gold 

and uranium in the Orange Free State Goldfield, was intersected and led to 

the foundation of the St Helena Gold mine. 

The broad outline of the main basin had been established by 1952 and the 

subsidiaJY basin at the north-eastern extent by the mid-fifties on which the 

Evander g ldfie!d is located. The Leslie and Kinross goldmines, located on 

ttie Evand\:lr goldfield v..-ere opened on 1962 and 196C respectively. 

t..s a res ~tt or continuous exploration in the Free State, the Unisel and Beatrix 

GolJ mines o;iginated in 1979 and 1983 respectively The Harmony and 

F-:ee State Gl3duld mine, also positioned on the Orange Free State 

Go,c!fields have been in operation since the midfrfties. The Hartebeesfontein 

mine (Harties), which is part of the Klerksdorr ~Oldfield, started production in 

July 1955. 

The gold and uranium bearing 

roughly an oval area of app 

w Witwatersrand, which occupies 

t2C JO km2 in the Transvaal and 

Orange Free State, has beco1,. • k1~o'M1 and largest contributor of 

gold in the world. During the penot. lod-1 to 1985 a total of 40 000 ton~ of 

fine gold was produced l!'l South Africa (G G Stanley, 1987). 
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2.2 MINERALOGY OF THE PRINCIPAL GOLDFIELDS IN SOUTH AFRICA 

2.2.1 Gold in the Witwatersrand Triad 

The geology of t'ie Witwatersrand depository (West, Central and East 

Rand, West Wits Line (Carletonville); Klerksdorp; Evander and Oran~e 

Free State Gold Fields) is well documented in many books and papers 

and therefore only a broad outline is given below. 

Gold occurs throughout the Witwatersrand in placers. 'Mlich range from 

coarse conglomerates in the more proxamal depositional zones to 

coarse arsenites in the more distal zones. However, conglomerates 

which are greyish metamorphosed sedimentary rocks, predominate in 

the Witwatersrand depository. 

The conglomerates are greyish metamorphosed sedimentary rocks 

which consist mainly of vein quartz pebbles. It is sometimes 

accompanied by pebbles of other minerals such as quartzite, chert and 

red jasper. These pebbles are cemented by a fine-grained matrix 

consisting mainly of recrystallized quartz. accompanied by 

phyllosilicates (mixture of muscovite and chlorite), pyrite and other 

sulphides such as pyrrhotite, pentlandite, galena. etc. 

Liebenberg (G.G. Stanley, 1987) showed that gold and uranium 

bearing conglomerates consists essentially of the followi,1g minerals 
(percentages by mass): 

(a) quartz, primary as well as secondary (70 to 90%) 

{b) muscovite, with variable amounts of chlorite, pyrophyllite and 
chloritiod (10 to 30%) 

(c) pyrite (3 to 4%) 

{d) other sulphides such as pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite, arsenopyrite, 
galena, sphalente, cobaltite, gersdorffite and pentlandite (1 to 
2%). 

(e) grain, of primary minerals such as uraninite, leuxocene, rut1le, 
etc. (1 to 2%) 

(f) uraniferous kerogen (1%) 

From microscopic examinations of the conglomerates, it was found that 

most of the gold are confined to the matrix and occur as hackly grains 

exhibiting serrated outlines and as filamentous gold occupying fissures 
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and minute cracks in the different minerals of the groundmass. Gold 

sometimes occupies interstitial spaces between the minerals of the 

matrix v.tlere it \•.-aids these minerals together. This phenomenon 

occurs however as 1r.egular patches in the matrix. The gola particles 

are extremely variable m !lhape ...,ith the most being of an irregular or 

jagged form. 

Hallbauer (G.G. Stanley, 1987) differentiated five maJClf types of gold In 

t~e Witwatersrand deposits, namely: 

(a) Oetrital gold as inclusions of !tph&!erite, linne1te, gersdorffite. 
cobaltite and chalcopyrite 

(bJ Biochemically redistributed gold. intimately intergrown with 
c:ubonaceous material. 

(c) God recrystallized or recistr1buted by metamorphic processes 
within the reef such as crar.:. filling in various minerc::ls 

(d) Primar)' gold in detrital allogenic sulphides, mc,stly in pyrite (rare 
in arsenopyrite) 

le) Gold in secondary quartz veins 

Uebenberg (G.G. Stanley, 191:57) indicated th~1t the gold in the 

Witwatersrand conglomerat.: ;s alloyed witl"i silver ar.d more recently 

Erasmus et al found (G.G. Stan:ey, 1987) small quantities of mercury 

and trace metals Other metals found with the Witw2tersrand ore 

include copper, nickel and iron. 

As previously mentioned, gold in the Witwatersrand depository is 

associated with a number of different minerals. It was the!'efore 

decided to distinguish between these minerals on the basis of the 

amount of gold associated with those minerals, and to divide them into 

the following classes. 

1. Free Gold. 

2 Gold associated with Pyrite, 

3. Gold associated with Base Metal Sulphides. 

4. Gold asliociated with Carbonaceous material. 

5. Gold associated with Silicates 
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2.2.2 Gold in e 8-berton Mountain !.and 

De Vi111eri; (G G. Sta,1ley. 1987) provided the first mineralogical details 

of 21 mines in the Barberton greenstone belt and described 27 ore 

minerals, as well as various associations of gold with sulphide 

minerals. He concluded that the ores In the Barberton region could be 
devided into four main types· 

(a) ore containing arsenopynte and pyrrhot1te, 

(b) pyrite ore. 

(c) lead-bearing ore, 

(d) antimonial ore. 

It was further concluded that the ores containing pyrite, arsenopynte 

and pyrrhotite are the most abundant, 'M'lereas lead and antimonial 
ores are sparsely distributed in the region. 

Most of the gold in the major gold deposits in the district is associated 

with sulphide minerals (arsenopyrite, pyrite) and does not respond to 

conventional cyanidatior. techniques. The gold ores of this region are 
therefore classified as refracto,y. 

~...hwe1gart and Liebenberg (G.G Stanley, 1987) identified a further 28 

ore minerals in their study Viljoen et al (G.G. Stanley, 1987), hov.-ever, 

extended the list from the 55 to 65 ore minerals found in this region. 

Gold is associated with 28 of these kno'Ml minerals. The most 

important gold-bearing sulphide in the Barberton ores is pyrite followed 

by arsenopyrite 'M'lich occurs commonly with pyrrhc' '•'). 

From further investigations by Schv.-eigart and Liebenberg (G G. 

~tanley, 1987), they concluded thc1t the division of the Barberton gold 

ores into four categories as done by De Villiers (G.G. Stanley, 1987), is 

not strictly correct. The reason being that the ores contain a large 

numc~- of minerals. They proposed the following classification of the 
Barberton ore:· 

(a) unoxidised, COtllplex sulphide ore that is the main ore type pre: ~ 

(b) gold-bearing quartz veins 'M'lich contain only negligible amounts of 
sulphide minerals, 

(c} weathered ore (oxidised ore} that represents the main gold supplier 
in historical times. 
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Gay (G.G. Stanley, 1987) investigated the minor and trace elements of 

oamples of visible gold and reported traces of Be, Bi. Co, Mn, Hg, Mo, 

Pd, Pt, Ag, Sn, V, Sb, Cu, Fe, Pb, Ni, Ti and Zn with the gold. It was 

suggested that these elements were present as alloy constituents in 

solid solutions with gold. However Liebenberg (G.G. Stanley, 1987) 

ind:cated that large gold pc.rticles contain inclusions of sulphides. Due 

to the difficulty to separate these sulphide inclusions from the gold, he 

suggested thdt the trace elements reported by Gay (G.G Stanley, 

1987) were probably derived mainly from inclusions in the gold. 

Various researchers, Schweigart and Liehenberg (G.G. Stanley, 1987), 

Liebenberg (G.G. Stan,ey, 1987) and Viljoen (G.G. Stanley, 1987) 

showed from microprobc1 analyses of gold from the Barberton area that 

silver, ceipper, nickel and iron we, e the only gold alloying elements. 

2.3 MINERAL LIBERA·,·10N 

The two basic reasons for comminuting an ore are: 

(1) to provide a more manageable ore, simply by re<iuctron of its particle size: 

(2) to liberate one component from another in the ore to per;rnt subsequent 
separation of the valuable component from the gangue. 

As a result -:,f the extremely small proportion of thf ore volume being 

occupied by gold part;cles, the lcttter applies to tne comminution of gold ores. 

The liberation of a min~ral ·n a specific ore is essentially the perce:-itagE: of 

that mineral that is present as free particles. To predict the degree of 

liberatio,~ 1f a mineral in an ore successfully, the following parameters need 

to be considered, and their interaction during liberation well understood: 

grain size 

the shape of the grains 

types of i'ltergrowths 

4. cohesion along grain ooundaries 

5. internal cohesion in the grains 

6. mineral association 

7 abundance of each of these associated minerals 
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8. amount of the valuable mineral present 

9. structural characteristics of the ore; fractu1 e~ and cavities present 

1C. relative milling properties 

11 proces,,ng facto, s such as fineness of grind, milling and separation 
methods 

,.4 LEACHING 

Leaching is the dissolution of a metal or mineral in a liquid to produce metal 

ions or complexes '.vhich can then be extracted selectively from the solution. 

In this stud~• the dissolution of gold in aqueous solution is of primary concern 

Many leaching reagents can be used but the choice normally depends on the 
following criteria: 

1. It must dissolve the mineral to such an extent to make commercial 
extraction possible. 

2. It must be inexpensive and readily obtainable. 

3. If possible, it should be regeneiated 1n subsequent processes. 

Leachin; methods bear direct relevance to the natLre of the mineral deposit. 

The various leaching techniques wt11ch ctre of commercial im;>orta11ce, are as 
follows 

1. In siru Leaching -
the vre is not mined, but is leached where it occurs. 

2. Heap Leaching -
the uncrushed ore 1s carefully piled, followed by the 
spraying of the leaching solution onto the pile. 

3. Dump leaching -
it is very similar to heap leaching except that dump 
leaching is used predominantly for sulphide-bearing 
ores and heap leaching for oxide-bearing ores. 

4 Vat leaching -
the ore, confined to a vat, is treated with increasing 
concentrations of leach solution 

s. Ap;•~ted IPaching -
the so'ids "'re dispersed in the liquid, which contains 
the leach solution, either by gas inJection or rotating 
impeller This method 1s mostly used in the South 
African gold industry 

6. Bacterial leaching -
is a chemical liberation process ~nd is followed by a 
cyanide leaching step (mostly used with refractory 

' ' . . 
. . . . . \., . . . . . . . . . ' , . . 
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ores, containing arsenopyrite such as Barberton 
gold ores). 

It is important to note the difference between liberated gold and leachable 

gold Grinding or milling is used to liberate or expose the gold to the reagents 

in the solution and thus, the geld 1s leached Gold o~rt1cles situated in minor 
cracks or fractures are not :;'·,13rated as such, t 

whenever in contact w,th '1' ,~ ,t:1, :iin'} solutions. 

2.5 DIAGNOSTIC LEACHING 

, remain reachable 

Lorenzen et al (1986) developed diagnostic leaching as an ana1 -tical method 

to examine the deportment of gold in an ore. The concept of aiagnostic 

leaching 1s very simple and produces, when carried out on representative 
samples. easily interpreted results . 

The approach cf d1agnost1c leaching is to eliminate firstly, the least stable 

mineral present in the matrix of the sample in aqueou~ media, by using a 

selective oXtdative leach. The gold (or any other precious mineral which 

furnishes 1t to leaching) liberated by this action is then extracted by using 

subsequent cyanidation. The AOld extracted can then easily be measured in 

solution (by usage of the Atomic Absorption apparatus (AA) or the Ion 

Conductively coupled Plasma (ICP) apparatus) and thus represents the 

amount of gold associated with that mineral. The residue from this first stage 

can then be subjected to a more oxidative acid leach and the process 

repeated The proceaure can be varied to suit the mineralogy of the matrix 

material. At the end of such a ~iagnostic leach, the resea·cher 1s left with an 

almo~~t complete record of the deportment of gold 1n the ore, 

The development of the diagnostic leaching concept was done at Anglo 

American Research Laboratories (AARL) in 1985. Until then, other 

researchers had used acid pre-treatment as a means to liberate and examine 

the shape and size of goldparticles Due to gold's nobleness and resistance 

to attacks to most acids. oxygen and sulphur (Puddephatt 1978) at any 

temperature (except aqua regia), it lends itself to this type of analysis. Some 

guidelines to the design of a diagnostic leaching experiment (Lorenzen, 1995) 
1s presented in Appendix A 

l 

• ,- I ' 

' ., . . . 
. \ ' .... .. . . ,- . . 

... , 
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2.6 MINERAL LIBERATION MODELS 

Since the first attempt by Gaudin in 1939 to develop a liberation model, many 

researchers such as Wiegel (1976), King (1979), Meloy and Gotch (1985), 

Klimpel and Austin (1983), Barbery (1991) and Hsih and Wen (1994) 

contributed to the field of min£.ral liberation. Unfortunately, despite all these 

attempts, mineral liberation is still a complex problem which lacks 

understanding The attempts by these researchers will be discussed briefly 
below. 

2.6.1 Gaudin liberation model 

Gaudin (1939) conceptually represented an ore as a uniform 

distribution of cubical mineral grains in a matrix of rock. He considered 

two phases, A and B of the same size a, in which A is n times more 

abundant than B. The phases are arranged in such a manner that the 

various B's are on the average as far apart as possible. It is further 

assumed that a fracturing lattice of parameter f3 such th --t a =kxf3 ix 
superimposed upon the grain lattice and parallel to it. 

Thus, the degree of liberation ot B is: 

and of A (n>4) is: 

11k 2 -3/... -2 r, =--:---
11k 2 

Gaudin concluded that: 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

1. the less abundant phase is not liberated at all, unless the particles 
are finer than the grain size. 

2. the more abundant phase is always more !!berated than the less 
abundant phase. 

This model, however, is too idealised and not realistic enough to be 
very useful in predicting mineral liberation. 

( 

. . . \ .. 
' . . . ' '·: . . . . ' . . . ·, . . . ' . . - ~~=====----:_______ ' 
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2.6.2 Wie~el l,beratim1 ..... 

Wies"'! <1 id L .. ;,roposed a liberation model for an idealised 

0 1-- ary ' .,-2ral sysu,~m. Tne; found that the degree to which a certain 

r;c. r ~er ent is liberated, is a function of the ratio of the volumetric 

abt,r,,iu .ce of the two mineral components and the ratio of thP. mineral 

grain size to particle size The proposed model is an extension to the 

liberation model proposed by Gaudin (1939) with the only difference 

being the arrangements of the mineral grains. The proposed model is 

based on a completely random arrangement of mineral grains, while 

Gaudin (~ 929) chose to place the grains of the least abundant mineral 

as far apart as possible 

The model is based on the following assumptions· 

1. the grains of both mineral species are cubic and are of the same 

uniform size (u), 

2. the grains are aligned so that the grain surfaces form continuous 

planes, 

3. the grains of the two mineral species are randomly arranged 

throughout the aggregate, 

4. the aggregate, when comminuted, is broken into particles of 

uniform size (~) by a cubic fracture lattice which is superimposed 

rnndomly on the aggregate parallel to the grain lattice. 

In deriving the liberation model the following parameters were defined, 

namely 

1. k ,~ the ratio of grain to particle size (u 13) , and 

2 n is the volumetric abundance ratio, definer. as the ratio of the 

voiume cl A to !hat of B i11 tl1e :1gg;egatE:. 

The follo~ving two cases Wf"rf .j.scussed by the au hors· 

, , ... 
• • • ' " .. • • • • • • • •• .. •• • • • • t • ~ ~ . .. • 

... , - •.· . . . . ........ . : · .. . ·.. . ~'.. '· .... ~: .. ~· ·. :·. ·-:.·.,:·,. . ·_·· .:- . 
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1. IQ1: The probability of <..ccurrence of a liberated oarticle of A and 

that of B are respertively as follows: 

p = !k - 1)
1 

(-'-' )+~k -1)
1 

(-'-' )

2 

+ 3(k - 1)(-'-' )4 

I k I II+ I k I II+ I k3 It + I 

I ( II )' +- --
k1 11+ I 

(2.3a) 

P. = (k -1)
1 (-'-)+ 3(k- 1)

2 
(-'-)

2 

+ 3(k ~ t}( __ l_)~ 
R k 3 11+1 kJ n+I k ,11+1 

I ( I )' +---
k I II+ I 

(2.3b) 

The probability of occurrence of a locked particle containing both 

A and B is given by 

(2 4) 

2. k<1: The probability of occurrence of a liberated particle of A and 
that of B are: 

( )
,,.,,. 

P = (1 -t·)' _ ,,_ 
• n+I 

2 )!H2j(r ♦lj1 

l 
ll 

+3t.·( l-c) -
11+1 

{ 

II )''•2)'11•1! ( II )'1 ♦21' 
+3& 2 ( 1-1.· -- +c 1 

11+1 11+1 

( 
I )lt•ll' ( I )f1+2X1+1>' 

PIJ = ( I - /:) I -- + 3t.· (I - C) 1 

11+1 11+1 

{ 
I )'"21'11,11 ( I )11,:11 

+31.· 2 ( 1-c -- +c 1 
--

11+ I 11+1 

(2.5a) 

(2 Sb) 

where tis defined as the largest integer contained in 1/k and 1-· as 

the fractional remainder so that 1/k = t + t· 

The probab1hty of occurrence of a locked particle containing both 

A and B is given by 

The degree of liberation is thus: 

11+1 
!, , =--P. 

II 

L11=(11+l)PH 

(2.4) 

(2 Ga) 

(2 Gb) 

. . . .. 

I ( 

.. . . . .. 
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2.6.3 The King liberation model 

The King liberation model (King , 1979) is an exact expression that is 

derived for the fraction of particle size D, that contains less than a 

prescribed fraction of any particular mineral. The expression is 

obtained entirely in terms of the distributions of linear intercept lengths 

of the minerals in the ore. The theory predicts that the fractional 

liberation of mineral at particle size D is given by: 

L<D>=, _ ! Tn- NU I D>H1- FU)}d1 
µ 0 

(2.7) 

where F(/) -

N(IID) -

distribution of linear intercept lengths of mineral 

mean linear intercept length [µm) 

linear intercept distribution function for particles of 

particle size D 

Du - the largest intercept length across any particle of 

particle size D [µm] 

I - linear intercept length 

King's model is based on the following assumptions. 

1. The ore is considered to be a random assemblage of mineral grains 
with distinct boundaries between adjacent grains. 

2. The grains are random in size, shape and orientation but each 
grain is a distinct mineral species. 

3. It is developed tor binary isotopic assemblies (the mineral and 
gangue). 

4. The ore does not fracture preferentially along grain boundaries nor 
do small fragments of one material "fall out" of larger particles of 
the other material. 

5 Equivalence between the fraction of a line tnrough the ore to the 
volumetric fraction in the ore as a whole is assumed. 

6. A particle has a size ·o· when it Just passes through a square 
opening of side D 

I ( 

• • • ' . < . ' . . : -!~ , 

. . . .. .... 
. -
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Assumption five is the main assumption on which the model is based. 

Although it is regularly used in modal analysis and its validity has been 

critically, though inadequately, examined by Chayes (King 1979), it 

does not seem to be possible to prove or disprove its validity 

theoretically a1.o t e usefulness of the model can therefore be 
established only by apreal to experiment. 

To solve equation (2. 7) analytically, a relationship between F(/) and / 
and N(/1D) and I is essential. 

King (Finch & Petruk, 1984) suggested the following relationships: 

F(l}= I-exp(-//µ.,) 

and 

(2.8) 

(2.9a) 

with the latter being derived by Underwood (1970) for spherical 
particles. 

Finlayson (1980) suggested the following expression for the function 
N(/1D), namely: 

l Rl/ N(IID):-.:: 1-( I - r,:; - )CX'J)(- ~ ) 
v2Du v2Du (2.9b) 

where R is the ratio of upper to lower size of the screen interval. 

Equation (2.9b) fits Finlayson data fairly well, although for I > J2D-;;, 

N(/1D) becomes greater than 1, which is however, imposeible. 

It is furthermore suggested by Finch & Petruk (1984) that N(VD) could 
be of the form : 

N(//D)= 1-e-...-p(-k//D) 
(2.9c) 

where k = constant (value= 2 ± 0.4(i.e. 20%)) 

It was found by Finch & Petruk (1984) that eq. (2.9b) gives as good a fit 
as eq (2.9c) to King's data. 

When equation (2.8) is combined with equations (2.9a), (2.9b) or (2.9c) 

and integratea, it yields the following expressions, re3pectively 
(assumingly that D = Du): 

( 

. . 
. . . . . . . 
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'>µ 2 D -D 
l(D';= - t (1-(1 + - )exp(- )J 

D µ,. µ,. 

✓2Du 
l(D)== 1 +--2 [I- li-ex-p(-B)] 

µ,,,B 

where B = R2 + ,Fi.Du 
µ., 

l(D)= I- D {I - exp-(2µ• + D)j 
2µ.,-+ D ~, .. 

2.6.4 Tht! Klimpel and Austin model 

(2.10a) 

(2.10b) 

(2.10c) 

The moclel (Klimpel and Austin, 1983). programmed for Monte Carle 

simulation, is based on a simple binary system of component 8 

occludP.d in a matrix of A. An ana ical solution vns also proposed 

after som~ additional assumptions were made. Their liberaticn model 
was based rn the folloWing assumpt:ons: 

1. Fracture ;>lanes can pass With equal ease through A or B. 

2 The volum~ fr dction of R in the AB matrix is small. 

3. The grains of B are randomly dispersed in A'3. 

4. The primogeniture material Is reduced rn s1.:e to an experimentally 
determined size distribution. without preferential grinding of one 
r.omponent With respect to another. 

5. The ore does not fracture preferentially along ihe grain boundaries 

6. An amount of zero or Qne mi11era: fragment per particle was as
sumed in derivir.g the analytical solution. 

The analytical solutron is of the fol.owing form: 

. . . . . ' . . . 
' • 4 . • • • ·., ' .. . • . • . • • 

• • • --. • • ;. .. • • .. • _. • ' • • ·: : • • • _. '. ... • • • • ~ - • • .. . # • : - • • • • • • 
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f(rJB .r:;) = (I - ¢) exp(-a * 1'18 ) ............................ .•.•••.• r = 0 

= (V) (l' ) 
=¢[2Jg1'

8 
dV8 +1"w*( l -r)*g .. 8 ]dl"H·· .. O<r< (2.11) 

,. It I B • 

=¢ 1 (l'B-rw>g;~·B~rg .............................. r= 1 
l"u 8 

f( V AB, Va) - final joint partial differential function which gives the fraction 

of unit volume having particle size (volume) between VAB 

and VAa + dVAa and containing a volume of component B of 
Va' to Va'+ dVa', where O-;Va'~VAa 

g(Va) - size distribution of grains in B 

g{Va)dVa - fraction of volume B which lies in the grain volume size 
range of Va to Va+dVe 

¢-

p(VAa) -

a-

overall fraction of B in AB 

size distribution of fragments of file ore (AB) 

number of B grains per unit volume of A 

number of B gr3ins 

a specific size which contains a specific volume of 
component 8 

where a and rare defined as 

(2.11a) 

(211b) 

Klimpel solved equation (2.11) for three starting grain size distributions 

of B in AB, in a later paper (Klimpel, 1984). The equation was solved 
for the following cases· 

1. A single 8 grain size 

2. A rec-~angular (uniform) B grain distribution 

3. Schuhmann B grain distribution 

( 

' : . } ' , ., 
. . . ' .. .., ' .. 

'. .. ' ... ; . :., -. ' ·=----- . 

I 

1 
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2.6.5 Liberation model dev.!loped by Meloy and Gotoh 

The model proposed by the authors (Meloy and Gotoh, 19eS) considers 

comminut1on rr,c.:pendently of the spatial positions of the inc1:1sions. 

This means that the reduc•ion of the matrix (phase 8) af'ld the 

inclusions (phase A) is the same, that there is no preferential ...racking 

between the grains, and that the position of a given partIcl ~ is 

independent of the positions of the inclusions. Meloy and Gotoh also 
assumed the following: 

1. All phases have the same s12e distribution 

2. The shape of the particles and the inclusio:is are spherical 

3. The inclusions are randomly distributed 

4. Locked particles contain target material from on~ inclusion only. 

5. Particle sizes are equal to or smaller than Inclus1on sizes. 

In deriving the model, a spherical particle of diameter x and composed 

of pure phase A, which is entirely within a spherical inclu~1on 

(composed of A) of diameter y, is considered. After deriving an 

expression for the expected probabihty of the particle being inside all 

the inclusions, of size y, rt was multiplied by the probability of having a 

particle of size x to obtarn the probabihty of having a particle composed 

of pure A and of size x and being rn the proper volume region of an 
inclusion of size y. 

The total volume of free (unlocked) particles was obtaine~ after ttre 

double 1ntegrat1on of the above mentioned function, by integrating first 

over y to obtain the frequency number distribt •tion function (of particles 

of size x) which was multiplied by the volume 'lf a particle of diameter x 

to obtain the volume frequency distribution function and then over all 
sizes of particles. 

The degree of liberation (the fraction of the material A that wc:1s In the 

inclusions that is now liberated) is thus the total volume of free particles 
(VA) divided by the total volume of inclusions (V

1
): 

I t 

l = tr f J /('r)( v- \')1 g( l ' )drdx 
I 6*J ~•1~0, •. (2.12) 

. ... . ~ . . 

. -~ ' . 

• 
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LA - the degree of liberation. 

V0 
- total volume of the sample (total \/olume cf phases A and B). 

V, - total volume of inclusions composed of phase A 

y - U1e inclusion diameter. 

Ym - the largest inciusion di;imeter. 

x - the particle diameter. 

Xm - the largest particle diameter. 

f(x) - pa.ticle volume freouency distribution. 

g(y) - incll,sion number frequency distribution. 

Due to the lack of experimentally determined functions for g(y) and f(x) 
the authors asl»~•mdd the following distributions: 

24V 
g(y)= 1000}~ 

with n - a positive integer 

(2.13a) 

(2.13b) 

After th~ substitution of equations (2.13a) and (2 13b) into equation 

(2.12) and integration, the degree of liberation is given by the following 
expression: 

_,,,. r 
l =--'((Y--!!..f-Y') 

A 5}'l "' II • - (2.14) 

The validity of this theoretical model still has to be proved since the 

distribution functions. g(y) and f(x), have not yet been determined 
experimentally. 

. .. ' . . 
, . . . . . . . 

. . . .. . ,,. , . ' .. 
. 
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2.6.6 Liberation model developed by Barbery 

In deriving a model for mineral liberation b) size reduction, 
mathematical morphology and integral geometry methods were used by 

Barbery (1991). The derivation was made for space dimensionalities of 

1, 2 and 3. The model was aeveloped for ore textures which 
correspond to Boolean schemes with primary Poisson polyhedra and 

Poisson polyhedral textures. The s~lutions are, however, 

mathematically complex and the derivation of the solution is difficult to 

follow, due to intricacies of geometrical probability and integral 
geometry. 

The results obtained were plotted and fitted empirically to obtain the 

following simple eXponential function which relates the degree of 

liberation to the screen size, D measured in d dimensions: 

D l(D)= exp[ - 0.693(-)] 
D,,,;1 (2.15) 

L{O) - degree of liberation at particle size O in space dimension ·d· 

0 - particle screen size 

Dso,d - particle size at which the degree of liberation is 0.5 in space 
dimension •d· 

The following assumptions were made in deriving the model: 

1. A particle has a size D wh,m i: just passes through a square opening 
of side D. 

2. The random intercept lengths and the distributiC\n of random section 
areas across a particle with size D, are known. 

3. The intercept length density distribution and the area density 
distribution have been measured. 

4. The ore texture corresponds to Boolean schemes with primary 
Poisson polyhedra and Poisson polyhedral textures. 

. . . 
. • . -v I • • • • 

. I 
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2.6. 7 Liberation model developed by hsih and Wen 

Hsih and Wen (1994) extended Gaudin's liberation model by 

incorporating a detachment factor and taking variations in grain size 

into account. The basic idea of the detachment factor is simply to 

incorporate breakage along grain boundaries. According to Gaudin's 

model none of the grains of the valuable or target mineral breaks at the 
mineral-gangue boundaries. The proposed model is as follows: 

±PK/V., (G, )+ ±o- PX,K1 -1)3i :., (G, ) 
£,,.(DJ;:: l • I N /al •••.. K :-:: I 

LK/ V,,,(Gi) (2 16} 
l•I 

= O ..................................... .......... K < I 

where Os; /½ 1 

l (, = G/D, 

Lm(D;) - degree of liberation of the ore in the ith interval 

P - detachment factor 

D, - the particle size in the interval i of the crushed ore 

G; - grain size of mineral m in the interval i in the uncrushed ore 

Vm(G,) - volume fraction of the ith interval 

N - amount of grain size intervals 

The average degree of liberation over all particle sizes can be 
evaluated by summation over all size intervals: 

/I 

L,,, = 'J2L,,,(D)~ 
J•I (2.17) 

where 11\'1 represents the weight fraction of the comminution product 
belonging to size interval j 

I ( 

. . .•. . 
' t'..,, 
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2.7 LEACHING LIBERATION MODELS 

The models which predict leachable gold as a function of particle size wilt 
now be discussed. Since this is a fairly new field, only two models are 
available. 

2. 7 .1 Model proposed by Lorenzen 

Lorenzen and Van Deventer (1994) and Lorenzen (1992a) tes~~u the 

King liberation model on th6ir experimer;tP-I data (the leachr1ble gold of 

three different gold ores was deter'Tlined by diagnos!ic leaching, sc>e 

Chapter 3 ) and the res•Jlts predicted by the model \Net~ compared to 

the experimental results. The mean lir.ear intercept length of the 

mineral In t.'~g ore was not known a,d it was no possible to determine it 
by using SEM. 

Equation (2.10a), obtained from King'c; 'l'lodet, was i1'tod against the 

experimental data and it was found ttia~ J1e model un ... -a>,~stimates the 

&m(.'unt offree leachable goI.-1 in Mich ,-Grticle sIzt frc?c-!ion ?:tirely. 

Lorenzen mt>dified equation (2.1 o,. ) b, .:i"idrng a te, m l.t;> ;:.rev: 'e ··or the 

amount of leachable gold in various ~;article size t, ..1ctions fl ) • • i~ not 

related to the liberation of gold due tc er mminu~ion. 1 fr':! m-=it!ifk•d 

model, which gave rec:isor~ble predictions, 1, ~~ the fellowing tow·. 

2µ O I 
L,.,(D)= D;"[µ,,, - (µ,,, +D)exp(· µ., )]+ [Aexp(D)J 

(2.'!.:'I) 

where: 

L,,,(D)

A -

fraction of leachable gold for p~rticle size (D), 

empirical constant for the specific- ore, 

{Aexp(1/D)} - fraction of leachabfe gold for particle size (D) not relatec 
to liberation 

D-
geometric mean of the screen interval (µm) 

mean linear intercept length of gold in the ore (µm; 

. ;·; ,,, .. . . . . . ~-- ~· . . 
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2.7.2 Exposure model developed by Haih and co-workers 

Hsih and co-'NOrkers (Wen et al, 1995) derived ar, exposure model that 

p;edicts the degree to which precious minerc.1I g.ains are exposed to 

the particle's surface. The model is based on C!.4bical particle and grain 

sizes and on tho same principles as their iiDeration model (Hsih and 

Wen, 1994). The majc,r differences of the exposure model to the 
liberation model, is: 

1. G < D, thus where the grain size of the precious mineral, gc.:.;, is 

smaller than the particle size of the comminuted ore. 

2. The detachment factor in the liberation model is a function of the 

differences in the physicai oroperties of the target mineral and the 

matri.~ gangue, while the intergranular fracturing factor is only 

deten nined by the physical properties of lhe matrix gangue. 

Their P;.posure model (Wen et al, 1995) for gold ores is as follows: 

(2.19) 

where K=Dld 

Lm(K) - degree of the liberation 

P - intergranular fracturing factor (P=1 - only fracture along 

grain boundaries; P=O - only transgranular fracture) 

d - grain size of the gold (µm) 

D - particle !iize of the ore (µm) 

The first term of equation (2.19) anticipates the case where fracture 

along grain boundaries occur while the second term predicts the 

exposure of grains when transgranular fracture occurs. The authors 

extended this model to provide for variation in grain and particle size 
and the average degree of liberation is th~•s; 

" "' 
l,,,(KII ) = L {L l,,,(K!l)*W,} ·~ 

/•I 1•1 
(2.20) 

where Ku = Dlr:iJ 

~ ' - 1 4 ., .. .,, • ,.;;,1 _•• f "\, • • , I 

• • • • ' , . .• t',-: ll' l -. • • \ . ~. . . 
. -. • • • , l \,·; • ,.:i• •• -~ ... . . . 
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2.8 SUMMARY 

From the l;terature survey as presented in this chapter it is evident that 

although many researchers have contributed to the field of mineral liberation, 

it is still ~ complex probl&m and more research is still n-,eded to assist in the 

understanc,mg of not only the interrelationship between the different factors, 

such as particle size, the texture and mineralogy of a specific ore, fracture 

mechanisms, etc. and liberation, but also the interrelationship between 

mineral liberation and leaching behaviour. 

• A . .~ . ... . 
' 
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CHAPTER3 

EXPERIMENTAL 

3.1 ORES USED IN EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

Seven ores were used in the experiments, with one being refractory. An ore 

is regarded refractory, whenever it does not respond 'Nf'II to conventional 

cyanidation techniques, due to the intergrowth of gold grains mainly with 

sulphide minerals (arsenopyrite and ;,yrite). A large representative sample 

(300 kg}, obviously only represent""'~:'vt: - • the specific conditions at the stage 

,,vt,en the sample was taken, due t,, ••11: ,.,.-.mense variation in mineral content 

in the feed to the mine, was taken i"mm each mine. The conveyor feedbelt to 

the mine was stopred and the ore over a 5 meter strip was taken. The 

different ores that are under investigation, are as follows: 

1. Beatrix gold ore 

2. St. Helena gold ore 

3. Unisel gold ore 

4 . Harf'1'1ony gold ore 

5. Kinross gold ore 

6. Leslie gold ore 

7. Barberton gold ore. 

All the ores, except the Barberton ore, were uncrushed because they are fed 

to autogeneous mills. The Barberton ore was crushed to -20CO mm. T~3 

deportment of gold in the different ores is described in the following 

paragraphs: 

3.1.1 Beatrix gold ore 

The Beatrix reef is situated in the Orang'3 Free State gold fields (see 

Figure 3.1) with an average headgrade of 6 g/ton (1994}. From 

mineralogical analysis (report from the Beatrix mine}, gold occurs in 

four main forms in the Beatrix reef: 
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1. Free gold 

2. Gold associated with quartz and other silicates 

3 Gold associated with pyrite 

4. L otd associ.:1ted with hydrocarbons. 

A">out 703/. of the gold in the Beatrix reef occurs as free gold 

i~•erstitially \ ,•h quartz. Gold grains obsArved in studies varied in siza 

fro,., 2~0x75 n icrons to 5x2 microns, with a median size of 38x14 
microns. 

Gold 1ocke.:f-up ,n quartz and other silicates, such as chlorite, 

comprises 10% of the E: ~trix golJ. The median size of the gold grains 
is 32x1 O micro·1,. 

Gold associatec ith pyrite ~'Jmprises roughly er. 5% of the gold in the 

ore. The gold gr 11.s are gsnerally smaller than the free go:d gr ciins 

and those associated w.th silicates with a median size of 1Sx6 microns. 

Almost 15% of the gold is aseociated with hydrocarbons. The median 
size is 8x3 microns. 

3.1.2 St. Helena -and Unisel gold ores 

The mineralisation of both the St. Helene: and Unisel gold oree is 

discussed here, since they are only two se:Jarate feedstreams to the 

St. Helena gold mine. The St. Helena gold ore is mined from the 

Basal reef with an aver:1ge head grade of bet\\1..gn 4 to 5 g/ton. The 

Unisel gold ore comprises of two-thirds from the Ba aI reef and one

third from tha Leader reef. The average head gra ~e 1mounts to 5 5 

g/ton. The gold mineralisation of only the Basal eer Is available 

(report 'rom St. Helena) and thus only a general description of the St. 
Helena gold ore is given. Gold oet•Jrs in the following forms 

1. Free Gold 

2. t...•old attached to pyrite 

3. Gold included in pyrite 

4. Gold associated with hydrocarbons. 

I ( 

. • i 
• I , 'It-. . . ,:· . t'" : .. - , ~ . . . . , .. - ,, . . 

: _f4 .. ..- 0 , ~ . l. -
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It is estimated that 50% of all the gold occurs as free gold grains. The 

sizes of hackly (sharp angular) gold grains vary considerably from a 

few millimetres in diameter to a few microns. 

Approximate~/ 10% of the gold occurs as gold attached to pyrite 

grains, usually pyrite grains which also occlude gold. It was fo'Jnd to 

be 100% extractable by cyanidation. 

Gold included in pyrite is e.A!mated at 35% of the total gold. The 

averag,. diameter of gold grains is approxi ,ately ~ 0 microns. The 

estimated recoverability by cyanidat,on of these gold grai-is with a 

size greater 0-an 20 micrc;,s is 80%, - size smaller than 20 micront 

but larger than 5 microns is 50% and a s~e $mailer than 5 microns is 
appro;imately 10%. 

P.n estimated 5-10% of gold is a~!,,ciated with hydrocarbons. The 

gold gr,.1ins are xtremely small with lhe average being 2 microns. 

3.1.3 H- rr ~•• :)Old ore 

n/ gold mine is situated on the south eastern part of the 

Or- ,ge r ,ee State goldfields (se~ Figure 3.1J Unfortu:iately, no 
other information is available. 

3.1.4 Kinross and Leslie gold ore 

The Kinross and Leslie gold mines are situated on the eastern and 

vvestern part of the Evander goldfield, respectively (Figure 3.1 ). Due 

to their extreme location relative to each other and to the other 

goldfields, their gold mineralogy is thus different, with an nverage 

head grade of 7 g/ton (1994) for the Kinross gold ore and betvveen 5 
to 6 g/ton (1994) for the Leslie gold ore. 

The Leslie gold ore, different to the other gold ores which is milled to 

70% -75µm, is milled to 90% -75µm due to the large \lccurrence of 

shales in this region which interfere with the extraction of gold by 
c-Ianidation. 

,,. . . . , ,, .....,... . 

• .. 
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3.1.5 Barberton gold ore 

The Barberton gold mine is situated in the Barberton region and due 

to the occurrence of large amounts of pyrite and arsenopynte in the 

gold ore, the extraction of gold by means of the normal cyanidation 

procedure is unsuccessful. The gold from this refractory ore is 

ho•vever, liberated by bacterial leaehing and then recovered in the 
subsequent cyanide leaching process. 

3.1.6 WDL, FSG and Harties gold ores 

The Western Deep Lev~I {WDL), Free State Geduld (FSG) and 

Harties (Hartebeesfontein) gold ores were investigated by Lorenzen 
(Lorenzen 1992a) 

Because the same experirr:P.ntal methods were used, Lorenzen's data 

y r re thus used with the ores under investigation in achieving the 
ma:,1 goals of this thesis. 

The WDL, FSG and Harties gold mines are situated on the West Wrts 

line, Orange Free State and Klerksdorp gold fields, respectively (see 
Figure 3.1). 

3.2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

3.2.1 Taking of representative samples. 

A sample of approximately 150 kg (half the original sample) was taken 

as a first attempt to reduce the large sample taken at the different 

mines. The sampling procedure was the same for all the different ores 
and it could be summarised as follows: 

1. The origiria• samp,e was scooped out of the container onto a clean 
\YOrkin~ spar ~. 

2. After the heap o ore was thoroughly mixed with a spade, the ore 
'MIS split into two heaps by taking smaller samples at random from 
the original heap. 

3. One of these heaps was then taken as the new sample for further 
processing. 

I ( 
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3.2.2 The distribution of the representative sample 

Since the ore contained a lot of moisture, tlie ore sample had to be 

wet screened (washed) to retrieve all the fine material from the 

coarser lumps. The ore sample was first screened into three size 
intervals, namsly 

1. +6700 µm fraction 

2. +1500 -6700 µm fraction 

3 -1500 µm fraction 

The -1500 µm fraction (,esidue from the first wet screening), now a 

slurry, was wet screened (washed) further into six intervals: 

1. +300 -1500 µm fraction 

2. +150 - 3G0 µm fraction 

3. +106 -150 µm fraction 

4. +75 -100 µm fraction 

5. +53 -75 µm fraction 

6. -53 µm fraction 

The -53 µm fraction was filtered in a pressure filter to remove the 

excess water. The filter cake was then dried with the other particle 

size fractions. The dry particle size fractions \N'ere then screened 

dried on a vibrating sieve shaker (Fritsch Analysette type 03.502) at 
an amplitude of 7 for a period of 45 minutes. 

These eight particle size fractions represent ths unrnilled ore. A 

representative sample was then taken from the unmilled sample: the 

-53 µm up to the +1500 - 6700 µm was split by even chance with a 

splitter and a rotary sample splitter (Hi-Vi vibratory equipment froM 

Eriez magnetics, model 15A) and the +6700 µm was split randomly by 

hand. This representative sample, about one eighth of the unmilled 

sample, was used for further processing, namely crushing and milling. 

The +1500 µm -6700µm and the +6700 µm particle size fractions 

were then crushed, first by a jaw crusher and then by a cone crusher, 

to -1500 µm. This crushed sample was screened using the same 
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technique as mentioned above. The size fractions -53 µm up to the 

+150 -300µm fraction represent the crushed sample. 

The size fractions -53 µm up to the +300 -1500 ~!Tl fraction of the 

representative sample taken from the unmilled sample. combined with 

the +300 -1500 fraction from the crushers, were used in a laboratory 

ball mill with a size distribution of iron balls, to produce the milled 

sample of 70% -75 µm. This milled sample was also screened into 

the above mentioned size fractions. 

3.2.3 Diagnostic Leaching Technique (Lorenzen et al, 1986 and Loren-

zen 1995) 

The concept of diagnostic leaching, as already mentioned, is very 

simple. The least stable mineral present in the matrix of the ore 

sample is first desb oved over a period ot time by using the least 

oxidative acid. The residve is filtered, washed with water and/or dilute 

acid, cyanided to extract the golci liberated and washed with a dilute 

cyanide sollttion and water. The process is repeated wit., a more 

oxidative acid leach until all the minerals w;th which the gold is 

associated with, are destroyed. A record of the gold ueportment of 

the specific ore is then available. According to Tumilty et al ( 1987) an 

overlap of the extent of leaching does occur, but it is generally limited 

to 90% of the required mineral and 10% of the next most stable 

mineral. Before the design of a diagnostic teaching procedure, the 

mineralogy of the ore treated should first be determined. 

The diagnostic leaching procedure was performed once on each of 

the particle size fractions (-53 µm; +53 -75 µm; +75 -106µm; +106 -

150 µm, +150 -300 µm; +300µm) of the unmilled and milled samples 

of each ore and on the crushed samples of some ores. The results 
obtained is given in chapter 4. 

A summary of the pre-treatments and cyanidations as conducted in 

the experiments ts given below. A more general detailed diagnostic 

leaching procedure is presentad in Appendix A 

( 
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3.2.3.1 Pre-treatments 

The various stages of acid pre-treatment that can be used and 

the minerals it will most likely destroy are presented in Table 3.1. 

As a result of the absence of major amounts of pyrrhotites. 

calcines, galena, ferrites, etc. in the ores, the HCI and FeCb pre

treatments were ab"ndoned. Due to the occurrence of pyrite, 

labile base metal sulphides and carbonaceous material in the 

different gold-bearing ores. the following pre-treatments were 

used in conducting the experiments: 

1. Sulphuric acid 

2. Nitric acid 

3. Carbon bum-off 

The potential (± 500 mV) during sulphuric acid (98 %) pre

treatment stage, was controlled with H202 via a 16 channel 

automatic titrator unit (computer, interface. titracor, magnetic 

valves, electrodes and pH-meter). 

Two pre-treatment methods exist to destroy carhon or 

carbonaceous material, namely 

1. By using acetonitrile elution 

2. Carbon bum-off 

Both methods were at first used and it was found that the carbon 

bum-off seemed to be the most effective. The carbon bum-off 

was performed at a temperature of 700 °C over a period of 18 

hours. The ore sarr.ple was spread out to ensure the largest 

possible exposed area. During the 18 hour period, the ore 

sample was thoroughly mixed at times. 

3.2.3.2 Cyanidation 

The cyanidation between pre-treatmflnt stages was performed in 

agitated vessels (1 / beakers with variable speed overhead 

stirrers) except the +300 fraction of each ore where roiling 

bottles were used. The rotating speed was set to keep the ore in 

I ( 
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suspension. In all the experime,1ts 2000 ppm KCN was used Pt 

a pH of 10 to 12 and a temperature of 20 to 25 °C. 

3.2.4 Analysis of samples 

The gold dissolved in each sample wan 1;1nafysed on the Atomic 

Absorption Apparatus, at the Oepartme.,t M' Chemical Engineering, 

University of Stellenbosch. The dried residue ..:niar the completion of 

the diagnostic leaching procedure was sent to tho Gen,..or Research 

Laboratory at Springs for the required gold assays 

. . 
' . ! • . 
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TABLE 3.1 : 

STAGES OF SELECTIVE PRE-TREATMENT FOLLOWED BY LEACHING, AND 

THE MINERALS DESTROYED 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6 . 

7. 

Pre-treabnent stage 

NaCN washes 

NaCN 

HCI 

FeCl3 

8. OJlalic Acid Washes 

9. HF 

10. Acetonitrile elution 

Minerals likely to be destroyed 

Precipitated gold 

Free gold 

Pyrrhotite, Calcite, Ferittes, Dolomite, 

Galana, Haematite, Goethite, Calcium, 

Carbonate 

Uraninite, Sphalerite, Labile Copper 

Sulphides, Labile Base Metal Sulphides, 

Labile Pyrite 

Pyrite, Arsenopyrite, Marcasite 

Gypsum and Arsenates 

Sphalerite, Galena, Labile Sulphides, 

Tetrahedrite 

Oxide Coatings 

Silicates 

Gold adsorbed on carbon, Kerogen, Coal 

Note: All the abovementioned pre-treatment stages can be modified according to 

the matrix of the material. Temperature, potential, concentration, treating 

time, etc. all determine the desired pre-treatment stages. 

Reference: Lorenzen, 1992a 

. . 

I 

I C 
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CHAPTER4 

DIAGNOSTIC LEACHING RESULTS 

In this chapter, the results obtained from diagnostic leaching tests, performed on 

the different ores, are presented. The fluctuations in the gold deportment 

(mineralogy} of the different ores are discussed and some qualitative conclusions 

are drawn from the results. The results obtained are presented in Tables 4.1 to 

4.22 and Figures 4.1 to 4.10. The liberation (free gold as a function of particle 

size} trends of the different ores are presented in Figures 4.11 to 4.20. 

4.1 ORES FROM THE EVANOER GOLOFIELOS 

It is evident from Tabl• s 4.1 to 4.5 and Figures 4.1 to 4.2 that when the gold 

deportments of the different unmilled ores are compared, that the gold ores 

from the Evander ar~a. Kinross and Leslie gold ores, have the highest amount 

of free gold, namely 3',.49 % and 32.08% of the total amount of gold, 

respectively The gold associated with BMS amounts to 13.31% and 8.25%, 

gold associated with pyrite to 6.93% and 11 .02%, gold associated with 

silicates to 38.87% and 46.03% and gold associated with carbonaceous 

material to 4.40% and 2.62% of the total gold for the Kinross and Leslie gold 

ores, respectively. \Nhen these ores are milled to 70% -75 µm, the degree of 

liberation is higher than 90% for the smaller particle size fractions. 

4.2 ORES FROM THE ORANGE FREE STATE GOLOFIELOS 

Five ores from different parts of the Orange Free State goldfields were used 

in this study It is evident from Tables 4.6 to 4.8 (St. Helena ore), 4.9 to 4.1 O 

(Beatrix ore}, 4.11 to 4.12 (Harmony ore }, 4.13 lo 4.14 (Unisel} and 4.15 to 

4.16 (FSG ore) that the mineralogy (gold deportment) of the ores differ quite 

considerably, although being mined from the same goldfield. However, the 

free gold fo; most of the ores, except the Unisel ore, is constant, being in the 

order of 20% of the total gold. The gold associated with pyrite varies from 6% 

to 29%, gold associated with BMS for the non-refractory ores is quite constant 

in the order of 8% with the refractory ore (FSG} being 35% , the gold 

associated with silicates varies from 10% to 55% and the gold associated with 

carbonaceous material varies from 7% to 33% of the total gold. 

. . . 
')\ 
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It is thus evident that the mineralogy of a gold ore is quite dependent on the 

location of the ore, even within a specific goldfield (Figures 4.3 to 4. 7). 

4.3 ORES FROM THE CARLETONVILLE GOLDFIELDS 

Lorenzen (1992) used the diagnostic leaching technique to determin~ the 

mineralogy (gold deportment) of only one ore from this region. In the WDL 

ore 30% of the total gold is associated with BMS, 46% with pyrite, 16% with 

the silicates and the remainder, 8%, is free gold {Tables 4.17 to 4.18 and 
Fi,gure 4.8). 

4.4 ORES FROM THE BARBERTON GOLDFIELDS 

Diagnostic leaching was performed on the gold ore from the Barberton gold 

mine (OV11r1ed by Gencor). The mineralogy (gold deportment) of this ore, 

varies considerably compared to the other gold-bearing ores; the degree of 

liberation is constant for particle sizes between 100 and 200 1Jm. From 

Tables 4.19 and 4.20 it is evident that 14.5% of the total gold is associated 

with the BMS, 65.6% with pyrite including arsenopyrite, 4.5% with silicates 
and 7.4% is free gold (Figure 4.9). 

4.5 ORES FROM THE KLERKSDORP GOLDFIELDS 

The Harties ore is the only ore from this region that was diagnostically 

leach~d. The gold deportment (mineralogy) of each size fraction of the 

unmilled and milled ore was unfortunately not determined by Lorenzen (1992). 

Nevertheless, it was established that with the above mentioned analytical 

technique, 45. 7% of the total gold is free, 8.3% is associated with the BMS, 
8.3% is associated with pyrite and 37.7 % is associated with the silicates 
(Tables 4.21 to 4.22 and Figure 4.10). 

k I , ,. 
. ~-, ' 
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4.6 GENERA;_ DISCUSSION 

It is evident from the results presented in Tables 4.1 to 4.22 and Figures 4.1 

to 4.20, that the gold liberation increases with a corresponding decrease in 

particle size, as expected. Quite unexpected. however, is the slight decrease 

in the degree of gold liberation for the particle size fraction -53 µm for some of 

the ores under investigation. One would rather anticipate the degree of 

liberation to be constant or to show a slight increase. This unnatural 

behaviour is most probc""bly due to experimental error. In performing the 

diagnostic leaching tests, the ore samples have to be repulped and filtered 

twice after each cyanidation (see Appendix A). Due to the small ore particle:; 

in the -53 µm fraction, more liquid is captured interr.ranularly than ir the 

coarser particles. Thus, although the ore sample was thoroughly washed 

twice, some of the gold-cyanide-complex remained intergranular, resulting in 

a much higher gold content in the next stage. It must be noted that the results 

in Tables 4.1 to 4.22 are relative to the total amount of gold in each particle 

size fraction. Thus, the cumulative error is reflected in the amount of free gold, 
resulting in the unexpected decrease in the degree of liberation: 

r., A ( 0 , ) FreeAu(g I ton) rree " , o = -------e.... __ _ 
Tota/Au(g I ton)+ Err.,#

111 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

Kiss and Schonert (1980) made a two-pha "' composite material from quartz 

particles and Por~land cement, comm·.,,,te~ it and found that the degree of 

liberation "Vas only affected by the dt.~· c- tt "1 size reduction and not the 
method of breakage. 

Malvik (1982) milled t'NO ores, a pyrite ore from C,l·orovass and a galena ore 

from MofJellet, to different fineness of grind ond shu, -ed from his experimental 

results that liberation is dependent on the fineness 0l Jrind. This means that 

the liberation :n one particular sieve fraction of a specific mineral is not 

constant, but varies depending on the fineness of grind Lorenzen, (1992) 

also showed this phenomenon in his study of the FSG (Free State Geduld) 
gold ore. 

VVhen the results of the unmilled, crushed and milled ore samples of a specific 

ore are compared, there is a variation in the degree of liberation for a specific 

particle size fraction. The smaller particle size fractions of the unmilled, 

crushed and milled ore samples are due to the breakage of the ore in the 

. ~ 
\ 
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mine (explosives, handling, etc.), in the jaw- and conecrushers and in tht: 

mills, respectively. Different methods of breakage were thus used and it 

resulted in different fineness of grind. The validity of Kiss and Schonert 

findings could thus not be proved. 

However, various researchers (King 1979, Klimpel and Austin 1984, Meloy 

1985) in deriving theories of liberation, made use of the assumption that an 

ore breaks randomly when milled. laslett et al (1990), investigated the 

validity of the assumption and found that random breakage does not always 

occur. He cor.~luded from his mvestigdtion of a simple copper ore that 

frar.turin~ along grain boundary was occurring. Random breakage means that 

the breakage is independent of the fracturing mechanism and the ere texture. 

The fracturing mechanism is, however, very much dependent on the method 

of breakage. Therefore, the assumption of random heakage permits the 

concept that the method of breakage does not affect the liberation of the 

valuable material. 

It is further noticeat.re from the experimental results that most of the gold in 

the +300 µm fraction for all the different ores is associated with the silicates 

and that only a small amount of the total gold is liberated. King (1979) found 

in his study at pyrite in Witwatersrand quartzite that the measured liberation 

decreases very rapidly at the large size fraction, +415 µm -833 µm. An 

increase in the degree of liberation of approximately 1 % for the +415 µm -833 

µm fraction to approximately 47% for the +295 µm -415 µm fraction was 

detected. King believed it to be a real effect and that it is not due to 

experimental error. 

The fluctuations in the gold values associated with the different minerals are 

probably due to the inaccuracy of the AA (Atomic absorption) apparatus when 

gold values with a concentration of under 1 ppm have to be detected; since 

this was the case for most of the gold values associated with the different 

minerals. 

VVhen the liberation trends of the different ores are compared (see Figures 

4.11 to 4.20) it is evident that the degree of liberation increases exponentially 

with a decrease in particle size. This phenomenon is evident from all the 

different ores except for the Barberton gold ore. It seems that the degree of 

liberation of the Barberton ore is cons .... nt for particle sizes between 100 and 

200 µm. This behaviour could be explained when the minerals of which the 

Barberton gold ore is composed of, are taken into account. The Barberton 
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gold ore contains large amounts c,f arsenopyrite and pyrite (Paragraph 2.2.2) 

which is not the case for the other gold bearing ores. 

It is evident from Figures 4.18 and 4.19 that although the liberation trends of 

the WDL and FSG gold ores are the same as tl-.e other ores (except the 

Barberton gold ore), the degree of liberation of the smaller particie size 

fractions is much lower. This is due to the unique mineral composition of the 

ores. It seems that the gold grains are either very ~. ,,all or intergrown with the 

gold-bearing minerals, to such an extent that the liberation process, due to 

comminution, is hindered. 

VVhen the experimental (diagnostic leaching) procedure was performed, no 

distinction was made between gold associated with pyrite and gold associated 

with arsenopyrite. The reason is that, both pyrite and arsenopyrite are 

destroyed by nitric acid (Jones and Flemming) (diagnostic leaching procedure 

- Appendix A) and sulphuric acid desifoys arsenopyrite only partially at 

potentials of 200 to 600 mV (Lorenzen, 1992, p 535 -535) (diagnostic leaching 

procedure - Appendix A); thus gold associated with arsenopyrite could not 

distinctly be determined. 

4.7 SUMMARY 

It was established that ores from different regions and even different locations 

within a specific region, yield different liberation characteristics, ~•ie to the 

different mineralogies (distribution of different gold bearing minerals in 

different ores) of the ores. It is evident that although the mineralogies of the 

ores differ, that the degree of liberation (leachability) increases exponentially 

with a decrease in particle size. This phenomenon is valid for all the ores, 

even the Barberton gold ore (for particle sizes smaller than 100 µm). It will 

thus be possible to model this phenomenon and the properties of the function 

that describes it, will be a function of the mineralogy of the specific ore. 
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TABLE4.1 

GOLD DEPORTMENi VS SIZE FRACTION (KINROSS UNMILLED ORE) 

Size Maas Head Free Goldin Gold in Gold in Goldin 
Fraction grade Gold BMS Pyrite Carbon Silicate 

[JJm] r/4J (g/ton] r/4J [%] r/4J [•/4] ['/4) 

+300 94.31 3.09 33.29 13.78 7.31 4 .62 41 .00 

-300 +150 1.76 7.63 79.5 9.91 0.23 1.31 9.06 

-150 +106 n.1, 12.57 85.53 9.03 1 .◄7 0.94 3.03 

-106 +75 0.51 14.35 90.55 6 .07 0.61 0.93 1.83 

-75 +53 0.4 21 .76 95.79 2.98 0.38 C.15 0.70 

-53 2.32 19,90 97.09 1.36 0.89 0.14 0.52 

Total 100.00 3.76 36.49 13.31 
I 

6.93 4.4 38.87 

TABLE4.2 

GOLD DEPORTMENT VS SIZE FRACTION (KINROSS CRUSHED ORE) 

Size Mau Head Free Gold in Gold in Gold in Gold in 
Fraction grade Gold BMS Pyrite Carbon Silicate 

[JJffl] ['/4) [g/ton] [%] [%] [%) [%] [%] 

+300 92.6 ..,09 3329 13.78 7 .31 4.62 41 .00 

-300 +150 3.1 2.92 69.80 16.08 3.75 1.82 8.56 

-150 +106 1.0 4.50 84.40 6.00 2 .88 3.46 3.27 
. 

-106 +75 0.6 4.68 91 68 3.52 060 0 .56 3.64 

' -75 +53 0.5 6 .68 86.57 2.95 ' 5.17 1.40 3.92 

-53 2.2 6 .62 89 21 2.95 629 1.06 0.50 

Total 100.0 3.20 36.77 13.42 7.08 4.40 38.33 
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TABLE 4.3 

GOLD DEPORTMENT VS SIZE FRACTION (KINROSS 70% -75JD} 

Size Ma•• Head Free Gold in Gold in Gold in Gold in 
Fraction grade Gold BMS Pyrite Camon Silicate 

[µm] r1.1 [g/ton) [%] c•1.1 c•1.1 r1.1 (o/e] 

+300 4.1 4.2 2385 8.34 20.55 5.24 42.02 

-300 +150 2.2 3 .76 76.46 6 .80 4.46 5.21 7.07 

-150 +106 8.0 3.18 75.20 7.76 4 .01 4 9.04 

-106 +75 14.4 3.92 I 79.90 5.08 4 .28 6 .91 3 .83 

-75 +53 13.6 3 .73 89.00 3.78 2 .19 2 33 2 .71 

-53 57.6 3.52 91 .25 2.21 2.87 0 .72 2 .95 

TotaJ 100 3.61 84.91 3.64 3.84 2.38 5.24 

TABLE4.4 

GO_O DEPORTMENT VS SIZE FRACTION (LESLIE UNMILLED ORE} 

Size Maas Head Free Gold in Gold in Gold in Gold in 
Fraction grade Gold BMS Pyrite Carbon Silicate 

ban] c•1.1 [g/ton] (9/e] [%] [%] [%] c•1.1 

+300 92.6 8.05 2787 8.14 11 .77 2 81 49.41 

-300 +150 26 8.60 69.58 19.76 2 .44 000 8 .22 

-150 +106 1 2 1244 81 .60 11 .76 2.84 092 2.88 

-106 +75 0.9 36.05 93.42 4.66 0.98 036 0.58 

-75 +53 0 .7 74.88 97.57 1.84 0.21 0 .15 0 .22 

-53 2 .0 38.30 98.22 0.78 0.59 0 .25 f" 17 

Total 100.0 9.46 32.08 8.25 11.02 2.62 46.03 
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TABLE 4.5 

GOLD DEPORTMENT VS SIZE FRACTION (LESLIE 10•;. -75µm) 
. ( 

Size Ma•• Head Free Gold in Gold in Gold in Gold in 
Fraction grade Gold BMS Pyrite Carbon Silicate 

[J,m] [%] [g/ton] c•1.1 c•1.1 [%] [%] [%] 

+300 18.9 7.12 12.67 6.43 6 .21 s.oe 69.61 

-300 +150 2.0 7.36 79.48 9.70 5.71 1.45 3.70 

-150 +106 3.7 10.53 88.85 6 .35 2.47 0.52 1.81 

-106 +75 7.8 9.48 92.44 5.15 0.53 0.66 i.22 

-75 +53 10.2 15.45 96.36 2.24 0.57 023 0.60 

-53 57.4 5.09 89.74 489 3.04 1.66 0.67 

Total 100 7.12 75,82 5.08 3.23 2.04 13.83 

TABLE 4.6 

GOLD DEPORTMENT VS SIZE FRACTION {St HELENA UN'-~ILLED ORE) 

Size Maes Head Free Gold in Gold in Gold in Gold in 
Fraction grade Gold BMS Pyrite Carbon Silicate 

Cvm1 [%] [g'ton] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] 

+300 85.0 12.91 13.24 5.79 6.79 11 .78 62.41 

-300 +150 4.3 10.81 7325 8.01 3.79 3.78 11 .16 

-150 +106 2.0 15.19 81 .64 5.10 4.54 3.27 SAS 

-106 +75 1.5 8.97 59.00 29.85 7.19 1.39 2.51 

-75 +53 1.2 16.58 91 .76 ~.27 1.87 2.58 0.51 

-53 6.0 16.72 85.82 7.79 4.86 0.45 1.08 

Total 100 13.08 23.21 6.31 6.44 10.31 53.72 
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TABLE 4.7 

GOLD DEPORTMENT VS SIZE FRACTION (St HELENA CRUSHED ORE) 
I l 

Size Mass Head Free Gold in Goldin Gold in Goldin 
Fraction grade Gold BMS Pyrite Carbon Silicate 

[µm] [%] [g/ton] c-fo] [%] [%] [%] [%] 

+300 93.1 12.91 13.24 5.79 6 .79 11.78 62.41 

-300 +150 2.9 8.47 ~8.19 25.27 6 96 3.26 6.32 

-150 +106 o.s 7.7:. 71.43 17.14 5 .09 3.88 245 

-106 +75 0.7 11 .17 84.90 9.88 1.72 ~.37 2.13 

-75 +53 0.5 7.00 77.20 9.33 3.03 0.50 4.69 

-53 2 366 92.64 1,68 0.98 1.31 3.39 

Total 100 12.51 17.42 6.40 6.61 11.13 58.41 

TABLE 4.8 

GOLD DEPORTMENT VS SIZE FRACTION (St HELEf-JA 700/o-75 µm) 

Size Maas Head Free Gold in Gold ill Gold In Gold in 
Fraction grade Gold BMS Pyrite Carbon Silicate 

[µm] [%] [g/ton] [•/4] [•/4] [%] [•/4] [•/4] 

+300 19.9 5.24 18.84 8.99 26.45 9 .15 36.56 

-300 +150 1.6 36.75 85.49 12.15 1.14 0.80 0.41 

-150 +106 2.9 30.15 86.14 10.29 2.33 0.83 0.40 

-106 +75 5.8 16.55 88.71 7.98 1.69 0.83 079 

-75 +53 9.0 9.80 78.98 11 .14 2 32 6 .64 0.92 

-53 60.8 5.95 80,36 10.24 2.81 5.55 1.04 

Total 100 7.96 68.76 9.97 7.36 I 5.88 8.04 
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TABLE4.9 

GOLD DEPORTMENT Vf, ~IZE FRACTION (BEATRIX UNMILLED ORE) 
t \. 

Size Maas I Head Free 1 Go!din Gold in Gold in Gold in 
Fraction g,ade Gold BMS Pyrite Carbon Silicate 

[µm] [°/4) i:g/ton) ['/4] [%] [%] r1.1 ['I.] 

+300 
I 

94.4 7.02 13.39 10.47 10.15 7.49 58.50 

-300 +1S0 I 1.G 14.62 72.26 11.59 10.32 1.96 3.87 

-150 -,.106 0.6 20.73 83.50 5.12 7.89 2.09 1.41 

-106 +75 I 0 ,. .... 26.45 95.50 1.51 2.07 0.87 0.05 

-75 +53 0.4 18.61 91 .87 4 32 1.91 0.66 1.25 

-53 2.5 11.95 89 91 3.63 4.96 0.82 0,69 

Total 100 7.49 1i.40 10.22 9.33 7.14 55.30 

---

TABLE 4.10 

GOLD DEPORTMENT VS SIZE FRACTION (BEATRIX 70°/o -75~) 

Size Mass Head Free Goldin Gold in Gold in Gold in 
Fraction grade Gold BMS P)"'iki Carbon Silicate 

[µm] [%] [g/ton] ['.4] C-.4] [%] [%] ['.4] 

-
+300 20.9 6.94 9.66 7.84 14.43 1512 52.95 

-
-300 +150 0.4 11 .89 82.88 4.87 7.43 

i 
J. 11 1.70 

---150 +106 1.1 23.42 88.31 4.30 3.68 
I 

1.77 1.94 

-106 +75 4.1 17.35 86.96 4.19 3.68 4.77 0.40 

-75 +53 8.0 11 .52 84.54 4.86 5.74 4 .52 034 

-53 65.4 6 .57 76.97 8.80 7.45 6.~2 0.46 

-
Total 100 7.70 64.05 8.03 8.58 7.89 11.45 

I 
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TABLE 4.11 

GOLD DEPORTMENT VS SIZE FRACTIC'' J (HARMONY UNMILLED OR:) 

Size Maas Head Free Goldin Goldin Gold in I Gold in 
Fraction grade Gold BMS Pyrite Carbon Silicate 

[~] [%] [g/ton] [%] c•1.1 [%] [%] [%] 

+300 98.4 262 17.6 6.5 4,6 33.9 37.4 

-300 +150 0,8 2.62 77.5 5.8 4.2 6.9 5.6 

-150 +106 0,1 6,90 76,9 10.1 7.5 3.0 2,4 

-106 +75 0.1 16.32 94.0 1.6 0.6 3 .5 0.3 

-75 +53 0.1 13.30 36.7 11 .7 8.5 14.1 29,0 

-53 0.5 4.46 92.0 0.8 0,4 5 .6 1.1 

Total 100 2.65 18.58 6.47 4.56 33.45 36.94 

TABLE4.12 

GOLD DEPORTMENT VS SIZE FRACTION (HARMONY 10•1. -75~) 

Size Mau Head Free Gold in Gold in Gold in Gold in 
Fraction grade Gold BMS Pyrite Carbon Silicate 

[..,n] [%] (g/ton] [%] [%] [%] [%] c•1.1 

+300 1.0 2.24 7.22 1.53 3.61 9.8 77.81 

-300 +150 7.2 5.77 7211 20.92 4.52 1.1 1.36 

-150 +106 12 1 3.92 92.28 4.20 1.03 1.5 0,97 

-106 +75 8.6 3 81 92.35 3.54 0 ,03 3.1 0.94 

-75 +53 11 .8 4.51 94.99 3.69 0.49 1.3 0.51 

-53 58.3 1.69 92.37 3.70 1.29 1.2 1.45 

-
Total 100 2.76 89.43 4.81 1.30 0.54 1.98 
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TABLE 4.13 

GOLD DEPORTMENT VS SIZE FRACTION (UNISEL UNMILLED ORE) 

Size Mass Head Free Gold in Gold in Gold in Gold in 
Fraction grade Gold BMS Pyrite Carbon Silicate 

[.,m] c•1.1 (g/ton) [%] c•1.1 r1.1 c•1.1 r1.1 

+300 92.29 7.65 38.18 8.99 17.25 12.21 23.36 

-300 +1 ti0 2.12 14.17 72.12 12.1 7 6 .77 1.12 7.83 

-150 +106 0.94 18.55 76.82 11.92 8.1 9 0.46 2.61 

-1 06 +75 0.73 23.75 79.13 14.35 3.29 0.43 2.80 

-75 +53 0.60 16 49 74.33 15 78 6.77 0.62 2.50 

-53 3.31 12.09 66.87 8.22 5.46 0.64 18.80 

Total 100 8.21 40.73 9.14 16.40 11 .32 22.41 

TABLE 4.14 

GOLD DEPORTMENT VS SIZE FRACTION (UNISEL 70•.-(, -75.,m) 

Size Mass Head Free Goldin Gold in Gold In Gold in 
Fraction grade Gold BMS Pyrite Carbon Silicate 

[JJm] r1.1 (g/ton] r•.<,j r•1.1 c•1.1 c•1.1 c•1.1 
- ·•2 °.- h- 64 00 12.3 992 •• • .. ..,,, I • • 25.05 18.21 16.15 

-300 +150 3.3 2714 81 .16 10.90 4.67 0 96 2.30 

-150 +106 5.8 15.45 87.93 596 4.80 0.17 1.14 

-106 +75 8.1 15.30 68.08 1928 10.01 1.67 0.96 

-75 +53 10.3 9.39 80.51 6.52 9.88 1.14 1.95 

-53 602 6.60 8255 5.81 8.03 1.55 2.06 

Tot-II 100 9.20 74.09 8.62 10.18 3.47 3.65 
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TABLE 4.15 (Lorenzen, 1992) 

GOLD DEPORTMENT VS SIZE FRACTION (FSG UNMILLED ORE) l 
Size Mass Head Free Goldin Gold in Gold in 

Fraction grade Gold BMS Pyrite Silicate 
[~m] ['/4) [g/ton) ['/4) [%] [%] ['/4) 

+300 80.1 4.38 23.0 35.5 31 .0 10.5 

-300 +150 11 .8 10.63 24.6 36.8 28.5 10.1 

-150 +106 2.1 8 .63 23.8 33.5 25.3 17.4 

-106 +75 0.9 15.75 31 .2 31 .9 24.4 12.5 

-75 +53 1.5 18.81 34.5 31.1 21.7 12.3 

-53 3.6 14.35 30.4 34.8 31 .7 3.1 

Total 100.0 5.88 25.2 35.3 29.4 I 10.1 

TABLE 4.16 (Lorenzen, 1992) 

GOLD DEPORTMENT VS SIZE F~ACTION (FSG 70'/4 -75~m) 

Size Mass Head Free Gold in Goldin Gold in 
Fraction grade Gold BMS Pyrite Silicate 

[µm) [%] [g/ton] [%] ['/4) ['/4) ['/4) 

·--+300 L. 
I 

2.91 18.1 42.7 34.1 5.1 
L --300 +150 6ti 303 18.2 406 329 8.3 

-150 +106 12.1 ' 3.50 25.6 36.1 31 .8 8.1 

-106 +75 10.5 5.20 46.0 20.0 221 11 .1 

-75 +53 9.7 6.23 55 1 18.6 20.5 5.8 

-53 60.3 6.20 54.2 20.6 23.4 1.8 

Total 100.0 5.52 47.4 23.8 24.8 4.0 
I 
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TABLE 4.17 (Lorenzen, 1992) 

GOLD DEPORTMENT VS SIZE FRACTION (WDL UNMILLED ORE) 

Size Mass Head Free Goldin Gold in Gold in 
Fraction grade Gold BMS Pyrite Silicate 

{~] [•/4] [g/ton] [%] r1.1 t•/4] t•/4] 

I l 

+300 78.0 2.98 7.4 30.5 47.0 15.1 

-300 +150 11 .7 5.96 7.9 30.0 46.1 16.0 

-150 +106 4.4 6.21 8.4 30.6 43.6 17.4 

-106 +75 1.0 6.70 10.1 27.2 45.2 17.5 

-7 5 +53 0.8 9.87 12.1 30.5 42.0 15.4 

-53 4.1 8.29 11.8 25.8 44.2 18.2 

Total 100.0 3.78 8.3 29.9 46.1 15.7 

TABLE 4.18 (Lorenzen, 1992) 

GOLD DEPORTMENT VS SIZE FRACTION (WDL 70%-75 µmJ 

Size Mass Head Free Gold in Gold in Gold in 
Fraction grade Gold BMS Pyrite Silicate 

[µm] [•/4] (g/ton] [•/4] C-/4] [•/4] [°/e] 

+300 1.2 1.85 5.9 39.5 492 5.4 

-300 +150 5.3 2.20 6.8 34.6 53.6 5.0 

-150 +106 12.8 2.60 11 .2 331 496 6.2 

-106 +75 9.7 3.41 18.5 32.3 43.1 6.2 

-75 +53 9.1 4.70 21 .3 296 39.8 9.4 

-53 61 .9 4.30 22.8 29.3 10.5 7.4 

Total 100.0 3.86 20.2 30.1 42.1 7.5 
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TABLE4.19 

GOLD DEPORTMENT VS SIZE FRACTION (BARBERTON UNMILLED ORE) 

Size Mass Head Free Gold in Gold in Gold in Goldin 
Fraction grade Gold BMS Pyrite Carbon Silicate 

[.-n] [%] [g/ton] [%] c•1.1 r1.1 [%] [%] -- -
+300 86.2 8.70 4.01 10 66 71 .70 8 .70 4.94 

-300 +150 2.5 9.76 16.09 30.06 49.34 2 .70 1.80 

-150 +106 1.4 19.08 15.08 54.48 24.75 5 .20 0.49 

-106 +75 1.2 30.07 18.00 36.43 43.19 1.88 0.49 

-75 +53 O.~ 35 21 24.04 43.21 25.83 6 .65 0.27 

-53 7.9 7.83 36.39 38.20 19.66 4.11 1.64 

Total 100 9.29 7.36 14.51 65.65 8.04 4 .45 

TABLE 4.20 

GOLD DEPORTMENT VS SIZE FRACTION (BARBERTON 10•1. -75~) 

Size Mass Head Free Gold in Gold in Gold in Goldin 
Fraction grade Gold BMS Pyrite Carbon Silicate 

[µm] [%] [g/ton) [%] [%] [%] c•1.1 [%] 

+300 9.9 5.75 7 89 8 .20 68.23 10.98 4.71 

-300 +150 3.6 6.46 24.67 36.87 35.97 1.21 1.28 

-150 ·►106 5.4 9.53 24.62 23.35 48.49 2.89 065 

-106 +75 8.4 15.33 22.68 16.79 57.07 2.93 0.53 

-75 +53 9.1 22.92 24.46 32.55 3824 4.3€ 0.39 

-53 63.7 9.84 29 51 3330 33 51 2.78 0.90 

Total 100 10.k 25.90 28.96 40.24 3.70 1.20 
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TABLE 4.21 (Lorenzen, 1992) 

GOt D DEPORTMENT VS SIZE FRACTION (HARTIES UNMILLED ORE) 

Size Mass Head Free I Gold in Gold in Gold in 
Fraction grade Gold BMS Pyrite Silicate 

[~m] [%] [g/ton] c•1.1 C-1.] [o/e) [%] 

+300 72.5 11.5 40.9 

-300 +150 13.3 14.1 51 .2 

-150 +106 6 .0 12.8 55.4 

-106 +75 1.8 14.9 65.6 

-75 +53 2.8 18.1 73.1 

-53 3.8 ,6.9 69.8 
~ 

Total 1CC.O 12.4 45.7 8.3 8.3 37.7 

TABLE 4.22 (Lorenzen. ~ 992) 

GOLL' Dt:PORTMENT VS SIZE FRACTION (HARTIES 70% -75 ~) 

---Size Mass Head Free Gold in j Gold in Gold in 
Fraction grade Gold BMS Pyrite Silicate 

[~m] [°!.] (glton) c•1.1 
~) + c•1.1 c•1.1 

+300 1.0 8.5 25 
l 

-300 +150 7.2 10.6 
-2, l 
_ _ l 

-150 +106 12.1 10.7 32.8 

-106 +75 8.6 11 .8 546 

-75 +53 11 .8 13.3 75.8 
L-

-53 58.3 12.8 77.0 
. 

Total 100.0 12.23 67.4 7.7 4.9 20.0 
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Au DISSOLUTION (%) 
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FIGURE 4 1 · DEPORTMENT OF GOLD IN KINROSS ORE. 
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FIGURE 4.2 . DEPORTMENT OF GOLD IN LESLIE ORE. 
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FIGURE 4.3: DEPORTMENT OF GOLD IN St. HELENA ORE. 
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FIGURE 4.4· DEPORTMENT OF GOLD IN BEATRIX ORE. 
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FIGURE 4.5: DEPORTMENT OF GOLD IN HARMONY ORE. 
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FIGURE 4.7· DEPORTMENT OF GOLD IN FSG ORE. 
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FIGURE 4 9: DEPORTMENT OF GOLD IN BARBERTON ORE. 
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CHAPTERS 

DISCUSSION OF LIBERATION MODELS 

In this chapter, the applicability of the different liberation models (chapter 2) in 

predicting leachable gold as a function of particle size, is discussed. As stated 

earlier. liberated gold is always leachable but the inverse is not always true, due 

to for example, the leachability of gold particles situated in minor cracks. It is thus 

evident that the liberation models as discussed in chapter 2 would probably 

underestimate the amount of leachable gold in each particle size fraction. 

Lorenzen and Van 0eventer (1994) found this to be true when they investigated 

King's liberation model as a possible model to predict teachable sold as a function 

of particle size. 

Some of the liberation models discu .. sed ir. chapter '2 arc very inaccurate in 

predicting the degree of hberation due to certain assumptions and other factors 

wt,;ch are addre:;sed in the following sections 

5.1 SHORTCOMINGS IN GEMERAL 

5.1.1 Random breakage 

Th~ assumptio:- of ra11dom breakage was critically ,eviewed by Laslett et al 

(19g0) and it was conr.luded from the 1rvestigatiCli1 of a chalcopyrite 

bearir:g ore that raildoni breal(ege did not occur. but that frarturing alor'g 

grain bc:.mdaries was occurring. Acc-.crding to G.G. Stanley (1987j smal: 

irregular masses of gold occupy inti,rsiit,al spaces between grains and 

pebble:. :.,f auartz. Mineialogical ar'a:y,is (report from Beatrix Gold M,r.e) 

uf the Beatrix reef was done and aw.JS found that most '>f the gold (70%) 

cccurs as frne gold interstitially to quartz. Since most of the gold in the 

unm11?ed ore samp!es was associated with the s1Iicat•~ (tee Tables 4 1 to 

4.20 - chapte• 4), one would expect to some extend that grain boundary 

fracture was occurring when ihe ores were comminuted 

Recrystalized gold or gold distributed by metaphoric proces,es within the 

reef makes up 5 to 40% of the total gold in an ore, depending on the local 

condmons (GG Stanley. 1987) Hall!:>auer (G G Stanley, 1987) found that 

this type of gold occur~ either as epitaxial growth o!1 pyrite or as crack 

filling in various minerals. Cracks (macro or microscopic) in an ore a•~ 
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defects 'Nhich result in fracture propagation 'Nhenever the ore tolerates 
strain in operations such as crushing and milling. 

It is thus evident, although not quantitatively, that 'Nhen a gold ore is 

comminuted, the assumption of random breakage is not always valid. 

5.1.2 Steriology 

Some researchers attempt to predict the degree of liberation by assuming 

one or two dimensions instead of addressing a three dimensional problem 

in three dimensions. Chayes (King, 1979) examined the validity of 

assuming equivalence between the fraction of a line through the ore to the 

volumetric fraction in the ore as a 'Nhole, critically, though inadequately. 

According to G.G. Stanley (1987) most gold particles occur as hackly 

grains exhibiting serrated outlines. Rounded and oval grains of gold that 

are perfectly preserved are encountered only rarely in the matrix of the 

Witwatersrand banket. Single grains of gold are rel-1tively common in 

some areas of the matrix, but more often the grains occur in clusters. It is 

thus evident that spherical gold particles are a rare phenomenon and a 

distribution of different shapt:s is generally encountered. The mentioned 

assumption is thus not valid since the linear intercept lengths (a one 

dimensional measurement) are determined from cross sections of the ore 

nnd a different orientation of a gold particle will result in a different 
mP.asure for the hnear intercept lengtn. 

5.1.3 Particle shape 

Assumptions regarding the snape of a particle are commonly me.de b,

researchers Theories are derived for particles of simple geometry such as 

spherical, cubic, rectangular, etc. It is important to remember that this is 

very 1dealist1c and could result in inaccurate predictions by such models. 

5.1 .4 Interrelationship of texture and "'article produr.tion 

Barbery and Le. Roux {1988} found 'Nhen they compared liberation models, 

published up to 1988, thc1t all researche.-s agree on the assumption that 

partic,~ produ:::tion and iexture are not related. Only Davy (1984) makes a 

( 

. . ~ •"' • • I ~ I 

• • -~ • • > • • • • • .. • , • , • ":, • • : • • • ~ • • , -

.. .. ·. ' 
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presentation for the possibility of deriving a solution in the important 

practical case where texture and particle production are related, ttiat is for 

intergranular fracture and preferential breakage of one ;:>hase. 

Unfortunately, Davy (1984) could not provide a clear outline or a solution to 

the question at hand. From the results pnsented in Table 4.1 to 4.20 it is 

evident that the liberation of gold from the silicates is quite expeditious 

compared to the other minerals. It appears that the silicates break 

preferentially to set the locked gold free. As earlier discusi: J J , it is 

believed that intergranular breakage does occ~r when the gold ores are 

comminuted. It is thus believed that the interrelationship betv,:een texture 
and particle production does exist. 

5.1.5 Mineral 'lgy 

In most of the liberation models the degree of liberatior. is a function c 

particle size and some measurement to ac~ount for the mineralogy of the 

ore. These measurements are either difficuit or impossible to obtain. The 

measurements include linear intercept lengths the size distribution of the 

valuable mineral in the ore, the particle size at which the degree of 

liberation is 50%, etc. All these measurements are impractical for the 

~veryday use on a plant due to excessive time usage and high cos!s in 
determining these measurements. 

The different factors as discussed above for the different liberation models. 
are preserited in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 

5.2 SHORTCOMINGS OF THE DIFFERENT MODELG 

The maJor shortcor,1ings of the different models are summarised in the 
following sections. 

.. . ....___ 
. . -....... .. -. . . . .. 

. . . 
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5.2.1 Gaudin model 

Gaudin (1939) considered a two-phase ore to be distributed as cubical 

mirieral grains in the matrix of the host rock. Despite this unrealistic 

assumption with respect to the grain structure of the minerals in the ore, the 

fracture pattern resulting from crushing and milling is also assumed to be 

perfectly cubical and the fracture plands parallel to the edge,~ of the mineral 

grains. The model is also based on the size ratio between the cubical grain 

structure and that of the cubical fracture pattern that is not amenable to 

precise measurement. It must be noted that only transgranular breakage 

was considered and no provision was made to, intergranular breakage of 

the ore. This model is thus highly idealistic and of no practical importance. 

5.2.2 The Wiegel liberation model 

The liberation model proposed by Wiegel (1967) is just an extension of the 

Gaudin model (1939). T!le only difference t-otween the two models is that 

Wiegel provides for the random arrangement of mineral grains and thus 

describes the haphazard appearance of 3 real mineral system more 

realistically. Apart from this improvement, all the other shortcomings of the 
Gaudin model also apply to the model developed by Wiegel. 

5.2.3 The King liberation mcdel (Ki'lg, 1979) 

Although the .. 1odel is free of any empirical constants and no assumptions 

were made about the shape of the grains or particles, the model 1s based 

on the d1stribut10n of one dimensional intercept lengths that could be 

measured under .he microscooe. Equivalence between the fraction of a 

line through the ore to the volumetric fraction of the ore as a whole is 

assuml . King assumed 1n deriving the model l~at the ore is a random 

as,emblage of mineral grains with distinct boundaries between adjacent 

grains and that fracture does not occur preferentially along grain 

boundanes; nor do small fragments of one material "fall our of larger 
particles of the other. 

Despite these shortcomings, the model could be extended to predict 
teachable gold as a function of particle size. 

. . .. 
' . . . . ~ 

- -· . , ' . . 

. . 
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5.2.4 The Klimpel and Austin model 

The model (Klimpel and Austin, 1983) is based on a simple binary system 

of component B occluded in a matrix of A, with the volume fraction of B 

being very small in the matrix. The grains of B are randomly dispersed in 

the matrix with no preferential fracture through A or B. It is assumed that 

random fracture occurs. The model is mathematical solved using a Monte 

Carlo simulation. However, Klimpel (1984) derived analytical solutions to 

the model by assuming several grain size distributions of the minor 

component and that only one grain of B is occluded in the formation of an 

AB particle. Thus, the approach used by the authors only has lin,ited 
practical utility. 

5.2.5 Liberation model developed by Meloy and Gotoh 

The authors (Meloy and Gotoh, 1985) assumed apart from the fact that 

there is nCJ preferential breakage between the grains, that the shapes of the 

particles and the inclusions are spherical and that the inclusions are 

randomly dist, ibuted. The greatest dnrNback of the algorithm is the need 

for the inclusion size distribution in order to integrate over the set 
boundaries. 

5.2.6 Liberation model developed by G. Barbery 

The model (Barbery, 1991) was developed only for ore textures that 

correspC'lnd to Boolean schemes with pritnary Poi~son polyhedra and 

Poisson polyhedral textures. The model predicts the degree of liberation 

from the particle size (0' of the ore and the particle size at which the 

degree of liberation is 0.5 (Oso). The measuiement of Dso 1s very tedious 

and impractical and is thus the greatest drawback of this model. 

5.2.7 Liberation model developed by Hsih and Wsn 

The model developed by Hsih and Wen (1994) is the first to incorporate 

intergranular fracture and thus realising that random breakage does not 

always occur. They extended the Gaudin model by incorporating a 

detachment factor. The authors alto assumed the ore to consist of cubical 
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grains but provided for a variation in grain and particle sizes 1n the 

derivation of their model. In order to calculate the degree of liberation from 

the proposed model, one needs not only the grain sizes and particle sizes, 

but unfortunately also the detachment factor that is difficult to obtain. The 

authors provided a graph (Hsih and Wen, 1994) relating the detachment 

factor to the difference in hardness (Mohs hardness) of the adjacent 

minerals. 

The model was derived for the case where the particle sizes are smaller 

than the grain sizes. Since the particles are m the most cases coarser than 

the go!d grains, the model does nc! !!pply to this investigation. 

5.2.8 Model proposed by Lorenzen 

The model proposed by Lorenzen and Van Deventer (1~9-t) 1s the first and 

at this stage, the only model that predicts leachable gold E.s a function of 

particle size. They extended the King liberation mo~.::l as dascr,ned in 

section 2.7.1 to accommodate the amount of gold that is not rela.ea to 

liberation due to comminution. Besides the sho:tcomings of the King 

liberation model the proposed model has some additional shor .co. ninas, 

namely: 

1. The addition of an empirical constant 

2. The term th&t was added to the Kmg model is mathematically incorrect, 
since the exponent of a non-dimensionless variable, particle diameter, 
was taken The only way to rectify tnis problem is by 

(a) giving the empirical constant, .,; unit of exp(µm), or 

(b) giving the numerator a unit of µm, or 

(c) add a mathematically correct term 

Solutions (a) and (b) are however, trivial, leaving solution (c) as the 

only option. 

3. The Kmg liberstion model was derived for a binary assembly of mir.erals 

only. However, Lorenzen did not consider the different mineral species 

in the ores individually, resulting only in reasonable predictions. The 

accuracy of the predictions could be improved when the binary analysis 

is performed on each mineral in turn. 

. . 
' . 

/ I 

' . . 
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5.2.9 Exposure model developed by Hsih and co-workers 

H,ih af"ld co-workers (Wan et al, 1995} developed an exposure model for 

gold ores by assuming tho mineral grains to be cubical. They incorporated 

an intergranular fracturing factor in their model, to provide for exposure 

(liberation} due to deta~hment (intergranular fracture). Despite the 

assumptions regarding the shapes of particles and grains, t.,e model 

developed by Hsih An<J co-workers with few alterations applies to tna 
current investigation. 

5.3 SUMMARY 

From the above discussion It is evidem t ,at the model developed by Hsih and 

co-workers and the model ex1e:1ded by L ..,f ... nzen are the only models suitable 

for the development of an accurate r.,nd1.;, t!1r.t preciicts the leachable gold as 

a function of particle s~e. It ·,. owever. t::-q.·ected at this stage, i.hat the 

exposure model de\. ~lop,~d br Hsih an.-t :-o ""ork.:-rt might give more accurate 

predictions than the n. ')Ch; extended by ~orr,:--..zen ~ ;'le~ thd former provided 

for the amount of gold ,i'le :.tt::d by det.1ct,,,.~:,t ; . :,e derivation ot their 
model. 
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TABLE 5.1 

TEXTURE CHARACTERISATION METHODS PRESENTED BY VARIOUS 

RESEARCHERS 

Researchers Grain shape Grain Phases 
dimensions relationships 

Gaudin Square Monosize Checkerboard 

Wiegel Cubic Monosize Cub'! 

Bod2:iony Any Any Regular pattern 

Steiner Any Any Any 

·-King Ally Any Any 

Klimpel J. Austin Any Various cases One minor, small 
constituent 

Maloy & Gotoh Ball Monosize Hard spheres in a 
matrix 

Serra/Oavy/Barbery Any Any Any 

Lorenzen( 1992, 1994) Any Any Any 

Hsih et al (1994, 1995) Cubic Monosize Cube 

Reference: Barbery and Le Roux, 1988 except Lorenzen and Hsih et al 

. ' . . .. '"-= ~ -J " • ~ • ~ • , .... . - . • ).~. _ .. A· , .......-,1 " 
< : . ' . - , _ . 
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TABLE 5.2 

PARTICLE PRODUCTION CHARACTEmSATICN METHODS USED BY 

VARIOUS RESEARCHERS 

Restsarchers Dimen- Particle Breakage Practical 

sionality shape method significance 

Gaudin Two Square Random None 

Wiegel fhree Cubic Random None 

Bodziony Three Any (convex) Random Some 

Steiner Three Any Random Some 

King One Segments Random Some 

Klimpel & One Segments Random Some 

Austin 

Meloy & Three Ball Random None 

Gotoh 

Serra/Davy/ Three Any (convex) Random Some 

Barbery 

Lorenzen One Segments Random Some 

(1932, 1994) 

Haih et al Three Cubic Trans- and Some 

(1994, 1995) intergranular 

Reference: Barbery and Le Roux, 1988 except Lorenzen and Hsih et al 

I ( 
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CHAPTERS 

EMPIRICAL MODEL 

Due to the complex nature of the liberation (leaching) process, it was decided to 

fit the obtained liberation data to the correspon~;.,g particle size as a fir::.t attempt 

to model, mineral liberation. The computer package, TBL Curve, was used to 

model this highly complex r. !ienomenon. As a first attempt only the non-refractory 

ores were considered ir. rr.c..!, • ling the liboration data. After the liberation of the 

refractory ores was mol t :,ed, 31 general model for both refractory and non

refractory ores was conr . Jcted 'Nhich was partially successful, due to reasons 
that will be discussed ,n subsequent sections. 

The proposed models calculate the fraction of gold liberated (exposed) from each 

individual mineral with the corresponding reduction in the particle size of the ore. 

The gold enclosed by each mineral versus the geometric mean of the particle size 

fraction was fitted empirically. It was found that the liberation pattern of gold 

enclosed by a specific mineral, is the same for all the ores when tlie ores are 

comminuted. General expressions for the different liberation patterns were thus 

determined and found to be functions of not only the particle size but also of two 
parameters (constants for a specific ore). The sum of the fractions of gold 

enclosP.d by each mineral is thus the total amount of urilib-"·?lted (unexposed) 

go1d, and the degree of liberation (leachability) can easily t . ae ... m1 ir.... • 

Au1_6 , ,....,, = l00-(Ausil,_,.,+Au
8
,a-+Au,.,..,+Auc .. __ , 

L.""'4./, -- (6.1, 

Vt/here 

Au8-'o- =a1 +b,./d 
(6.2) 

Au l'lrll, = e°' .. , .F,i 

(6.3) 
Aue .. __ = a

1 
+b

1 
Ind 

-'""' (6.4) 

A - ,...,.,., 

(6.5) 
usJ,,..., - e 

Vt/here d - particle size in µm 

a1,b1 ... a4,b4 - constants for an ore with a specific mineralogy. 

Au - percentage of gold associated with a specific mineral[%]. 

1 
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T~us, the general equation for the amount of gold liberated (leachable) in a 
s,>ecrfic ore, is as follows: 

Auu , .. .-.,, F IOO- ((a 1 + a 3 )+b,✓d + b3 Ind +e°'+h,;;, +e-.+h•4 ) (6.6) 
/.e,J,,. i,,. 

le was foun~ that the above relations (the amount of gold enclosed in a specific 

miPeral as a hmction of particle size) were applicable to both the refractory and 
noil refractory c, ·es, as \VOuld be expected. The constants namely, a

1 
,b, ... b

4 

were ro:.inu to ciiff ·r d~pending on the mineralogy (gold deportment) of the ore. 

The co,1stants were found to be functions of the total grade of go'd in the different 

mineral specias in the unmilled ore. In determining the functions ror the different 

constants o.,ly three oret w re us~d. The remaining ores were than used t~ test 
the validity of these functions 

The different fun:;tb,1s obt21ri~d for the ncn-refra~ory ancJ refractory ores are 
discussed in the f.1l!v\linQ sections. 

6.1 AN EMPIRICAL MODEL FOR THE NON-REFRACTORY ORES 

Different ores were used to determine the functions for the; different constants. 
They are as follows: 

1. for constants a1 and b, the Kinross, St. Helena an1 Beatrix gc,ld ores, 

2. for constants a~ and b2 the Unisel, Kinri,ss and Leslie gold ores 

3. for constan!s a3 and b3 the Unisel, Kinross . ... eslie and Beatrix gold ore~ 

4. for constants a4 and b4 the Unisel, Kinross and Beatrix gold ores '>'ere 
used. 

Model 1: 

a, = 0.'.:05 + 3640.2 exp(- B) 

b1 = C 3:5 ;-3 594 x 10-7 exp(B) (6.7a) 

15.42 
.i2 :; exp(' 644 - p ) 
J2 = 0.0664 - 3.993 x 10-9 exp(P) 

(6.7b) 

.. . .. ~ . ;.,.; "-• . .. . ' . 
' . " . , ... ' . . ~ . ·• . ~--~.,.. . . 

~ w:,..- 1,. •• • .• ,. . -<-f " . : ~? ~- ~ .' ~ - -
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7J 

_J -(C- 7.14) 2
] a 3 :: -1044- 3.750e1._ 

4594 

f-(C-44) 2
] b1 = 0.324 + u2sc4.. tj

94 
a4 = Ll67- l.576 x 10-1 s · 

QJ.935 .; .. =- t'xp(-2.689- s J 

(6 7c) 

(G. 7d) 

Where 01,01 . .. a,,b, - const.;;nts for an er.a 'lt'ith a Spi!cffic mineral,,gy 

B - amoL nt of QJld(%) in the unmilfed ore associated With the BMS. 

C - amount of gold(%) in theunmilled ore associated With carbonaceous 
material 

P- amount of gold(%) in the unmilled ere associated With pyrite. 

S - amount of gold(%) in U,e u11miiled ore at sociated With silicates. 

"•"• · • (6. 7 a) to (6. 7 d1 could Le used Witt- confidence in expectancy of 

tu , .ccurate results IMlenever the mineralogy of the ore vnder investigation 
satisfies the folloWing constraints: 

1. 6'4><8<14% 

2. 6% <P< 17% 

3. 2%<C<12% 

4. 22% < S< 56% 

6.2 AN EMPIRICAL MODEL FOR THE REFRACTORY ORES 

A full data summary of only three refractory ores was available, namely the 
Barberton, Will and FSG gold ores. The validity of the proposed model 

could thus not be proven. It must be noted that the fraction of gold associated 

With carbonaceous material was not detennined by Lorenzen (1992a) for the 

Will and FSG gold ores. The constants for equation (6.4) could thus not be 

determined. The functions for the remaining constants have the following form: 
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Model 2: 

a1 = 28.791- L274 x io-•~ exp(B) 

b1 = 0.486+ l.006x 10·1• exp(B) 

0 2 = 3.391-4.375x 1012 exp(-P) 

b2 = 0.040+ ll64 x 1011 exp(-P) 

a4 = l.544- 249.387 exp(-S) 

b. = exp(-4.299-0.134 x S) 

74 

{6.Ba) 

{6.Bb) 

{6.Bc) 

Equations (6.Ba) t\. (6.8c} are valid when the following constraints are 
satisfied; 

1. 14%<8<36% 

2. 29% < P < 66% 

3. 8% < S< 15% 

6.3 A GENERAL EMPIRICAL MODEL 

As previously stated, an empirical model was developed for both the non

refractory and refractory or9s, thus taking the mineralogy of a wide range of 

ores into account. The functions for the different constants were determined 
by using mostJy five ores: 

1. constants 0 1 and h1 the Kinross, Leslie, Beatrix, St. Helena, Barberton, 
WDL and FSG gold cres, 

2. constants a1 and b1 the Unisel Kinross, Beatrix, Barberton and FSG gold 
ores, 

3. cons,ents a1 and h, the Unisel, Kinross, Leslie, Beatrix and Barberton gold 
ores, 

4. constants a4 and b4 the Leslie, Unisel, Beatrix, Barberton and WDL gold 
ores were used. 

Model 3: 

a, =-429.6J4-65.526B-924.426ln B+ l0l6.42✓b 

4.48) -• b, = 0.372+0.007B-7+9.44l x 10 exp(B) (6.9a) 

. ( 
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8.372 
a2 = (L928-p)2 

h2 = exp(-2.714 - 9.8 lOx 10-, pl) 

1-(C- 7.14)2
] a1 = - l043 + 3.960ex 

5 
. 

4, 94 

_ f -{C-4.4)2 ., 
hJ = 0.287 + 1.171 e,. 

4 594 
J 

7S 

0 4 = L256- J.723x 10·' S1 - 224.586eXJ)(-S) 

h4 = 0.021+6330x I0'""S-0.01 lln(S) 

(6.9b) 

(6.9c) 

(6.9d) 

With the variables being the same as defined in equations (6.7) and (6.8). 

The following constraints apply to equations (6.9a), (6.9b), (6.9c) and (6.9d). 

1. 6% < 8<36% 

2. 6%<P<66% 

3. 2% < C < 12% 

4. 8% < S< 56% 

6.4 DISCUSSION 

The results obtained from the non-refractory ore-model (model 1 - equations 

6.6 and 6. 7) compared to the experimental results, are shown in Tables 6.1 to 

6.6. The results al the refractory <>re-model (model 2- equations 6.6 and 6.8) 

and those of the general model (model 3 - equation 6.6 and 6.9) are shown in 
Tables 6. 7 to 6. 10 and Tables 6. 11 lo 6.20, respectively. The avwage 

percentage error was used as criterion to \\tlich the accuracy of the models 
was tested. 

The percentage error for each particle size fraction, was calculated from the 

experimentally determined free gold values and those prb-dicted by the 

models. The average percentage error was thus C...iculated from the following 
function: 

. 
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(E,l)erimental, alue - Predicted, alue) 0 oerror = . x 100 
Expenmeotal value 

' L 0 oerror,I 
(6.10) 

0 oavenigeerror = ...:''-----
5 

Yttlere i - different size fractions 

Although the gold deportment of the +300 µm particle size fraction of the 

milled ore samples wat predicted by the empirical models (see Tables 6. 1 to 

6.20), the percentage error of that particle size fraction was not calculated, 

since the empirical models 'Nl!re only fitted on the gold deportment data that 

corresponded to particle size fractions smaller than 300 µm. 

From Figures 6.1 to 6.6 and Tables 6.1 to 6.6 it is evident that model 1 gives 

good predictions for all non-refractory ores, with an average error within 

boundaries of experimental error (average error being smaller than 10% in 

most case~. except for the Unisel gold ore with an average error of 11.6%). 

This, however, is not the case for model 2 (the refractory ore-model) Yttlen 

Figures 6.7 to 6.10 and Tables 6.7 to 6.10 are studied. The average error 

differs from 17% to 27%. The experimentally determined degree of liberation 

(leachability) for the Barberton gold ore differs quite substantially from the 

predicted values especially for particle sizes greater than 70 µm. The reason 

for the underestimation of the degree of liberation (leachability) is evident 

Yttlen the liberation (leachability) trends of the d!fferent refractory ores are 

compared. It seems that the degree of liberation (leachability) of the 

Barberton ore is constant for particle sizes between 100 and 200 µm, Yttlile 

that is not the case for the WDL and FSG gold ores, Yttlere the degree of 

liberation (leachability) decreases with increase in particle size. The reason 

for this phenomenon is discussed in Chapter ◄. 

Figures 6.1 to 6.1 0 and Tables 6.11 to 6.20 present the results obtained from 

model 3 (general model). It is noticeable that the model in some cases 

predicts the degree of liberation (leachability) slightly more accurately than 

model 1 and 2, for example the Harmony, Unisel and FSG gold ores, but 

unfortunately in other cases, such as WDL, Kinross and Barberton gold ores 

even more inaccurate predictions are made. VVhen the results from models 1 

and 2 are compared with the results of model 3, it is eviC:ent from Figures 6.1 

to 6. 1 O that the degree of liberation (leachability) predicted by models 1 and 2 

differ only with a fairly constant value from the predictions made by model 3. 

f ( 
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A summary of the average errors encountered with the different models for 

each ore is given in Table 6.21 . 

When the prediction of the gold, enclosed by the individual minerals, is 

considered in general, it is quite evident from Tables 6.1 to 6.20 that the 

predictions of the unliberated gold associated with the ba&e metal sulphides 

(BMS) are the most inaccurate. This is because the base metal sulphides 

include a number of different minerals, such as uraninite, sphalerite, labile 

copper sulphides, etc. each having its own characteristics and texture and 

thus, liberating gold differently when the specific mineral is fragmented. The 

liberation (leachabilty) of gold from pyrite. silicates and carbonaceous 

material, in general, is predicted fairly accurately by the different models, as 

expected. 

Although diagnostic leaching was not performed by Lorenzen (1992) on the 

individual size fractions of the Harties gold ore (only the gold deportment of 

the unmilled and milled ore as a whole is known), the empirical models 'Nl!re 

still used to predict the degree of liberation (leachabilty). Unfortunately, none 

of the models was capc:ble of predicting the degree of liberalion (leachability) 

accurately. This was due to inaccurate predictions of the gold enclosed by 

the silicates. It i~ evident from the other gold-bearing ores that the gold 

enclosed by the s1Hcates is normally easily liberated when the ore is milled. 

This occurrence, ho'Nl!ver, was not found when the Hart1es gold ore was 

comminuted. The general model (model 3) predicts that ±5% of the total 

amount of gold will still be enclosed by the silicates after t, ,e ore had beer: 

milled to 70% -75µm. The experimentally determined fraction, ho'Nl!ver, was 

20% of the total amount of gold. The only explanation for this phenomenon 1s 

that the gold associated with the silicates was not only associated with the 

silicates, but also associ&ted with other minerals such as keror en and carbon. 

6.5 SUMMARY 

In this chapter empirical models are proposed for non-refractory and/or 

refractory ores as a first attempt to model mineral liberation or the leachabi'"·' 

of gold from different minerals. The degree of liberation (leachability) is foul"1.: 

to be a function of partic;e size and the mineralogy (gold deportment of the 

unm1lled ore) of the ore. The models in general predict the degree of 

liberation (leachability) of an ore milled to 70% -75µm fairly 'Nell. It is 

recommended that the models are used only if the specified constraints are 

satisfied. Furthermore, 1s 1t advisable that model 1 (non-refractory ore model) 
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and model 2 (refractory ore mo·let; rather than model 3 (general model) 

should be used in the prediction of the degree of liberation (leachability) of a 
milled ore. 
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TABLE 6.1 

GOLD DEPORTMENT (EXPERIMENTAL ANO MODEL 1 PREDICTIONS) VS 
SIZE FRACTION (KINROSS 10•;. -75 µm) 

Size Mass Free Gold [¾]. Au in BMS [•J.] Au in Pyrite [•.4] 
Fraction 

[µm] [•J.J Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. 

+300 4 .1 23.85 65.65 8.34 10.63 20.55 4.90 

+150-300 2.2 76.46 75.87 6.80 8.35 4.46 3.72 

+106-150 8.0 75.20 81 .07 7.76 6.50 4.01 2.98 

+75 -106 14.4 79.90 83.45 5.08 5.52 4.28 2.64 

+53 -75 13.6 89.00 85.75 3.78 4.51 2.19 2.34 

-53 57.6 91.25 89.39 2.21 2.96 2.87 1.94 

Total 100 U .91 3.64 3.U 

TABLE 6.1 (continue) 

Size Masa Au in carbon C-/e] Au In Silicates [%] Error 
Fraction C-J.J 

[µm] c•1e1 Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. 

+300 4.1 5.24 8.20 42.02 10.63 -

+150-300 2.2 5.21 7.47 7.07 4.60 0.78 

+106-150 8.0 4.00 6.71 9.04 2.73 7.81 

+75-106 14.4 6.91 6.21 3.83 2.1P 4.44 

+53-75 13.6 2.33 5.59 2.71 1.81 366 

- -
-53 57.6 0.72 424 2.95 1.46 2.04 

·-

Total 100 2.38 5.24 3.74 

I 
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TABLE 6.2 

GOLD DEPORTMENT (EXPERIMENTAL AND MODEL 1 PREDICTIONS) VS 
SIZE FRACTION (LESLIE 70% -75 µm) 

Size Maas Free Gold [•.4]. Au in BMS [8/4] Au in Pyrite (8/4] 
Fraction 

[~] [•/4] Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. 

+300 18 9 12,67 67.69 6.43 7.55 6.21 7,60 

+150-300 2.0 79,48 81 .86 9.67 6 .15 5.71 5.78 

+106-150 3.7 88.85 86.78 6.35 5.03 2.47 4.63 

+75 -106 7.8 92.44 88.66 5.15 4.43 0.53 4.12 

+53-75 10.2 96.36 90.32 2.24 3.82 0.57 3.65 

-53 57.4 89.74 92.66 4.89 2.87 3 .04 3.03 

Total 100 75.82 5.08 3.23 

TABLE 6.2 (continue) 
~ 

Size Maas Au in carbon [•,'-] Au in Silicate• [•-'] Error 
Fraction [%] 

[µm] r/4J Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. 

+300 18.9 5.oa 1.98 69.91 15.18 -

+150-300 2.0 1.45 1.72 3.70 4.49 3.00 

+106-150 3.7 0.52 1.46 1.81 2.10 2.33 

+75-106 7.8 0.66 1.28 1.22 1.52 4.09 

+53-75 10.2 0.23 1.06 0.60 1.15 6 . .?.7 

-53 57.4 1.66 0.59 0.67 085 3.26 

Total 2.04 13.83 3.79 

~ 
• I ·~ . . ... . ., - .. , 

( 
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TABLE 6.3 

GOLD DEPORTMENT (EXPERIMENTAL AND MODEL 1 PREDIC'flONS) VS 
SIZE FRACTION (BEATRI~ 10•1.-1s ~m) 

Size Mass Free Gold C-/eJ. Au in BMS [%] Au in Pyrite [o/e] 
Fraction 

[µm] (%] Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. 

+300 20.9 9.66 64.28 7.84 6.89 14.43 I 6,81 

+150-300 0.4 82.88 81 .73 4.87 5.46 7.43 5.17 

+106-150 1.1 88.31 86.13 4.30 4.31 3.68 4.15 

+75-106 4.1 86.96 87.72 4.19 3,69 3.68 3.68 

>---

+53-75 8.0 84,54 89.13 4.86 3.06 5.74 3.26 

-53 65.4 76,97 91.13 8.80 2.09 7.45 2.71 

Total 100 U.05 8.03 11.58 

TABLE 6.3 (continue) 

Size Maas Au in carbon [•J.] Au in Silicates ~"te] Error 
Fraction [%] 

[µm] [%] Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict 

+300 20.9 15.12 4.69 52.95 17.33 -

+150-300 0.4 3.11 4.52 1.70 3.12 1.40 

-
+106-150 1.1 1 77 4.35 1.94 1.07 2.48 

+75-106 4.1 4.77 4.23 0.40 0.68 0.88 

+53-75 8.0 4.52 4.08 0.34 0.46 5.43 

-53 65.4 6.32 3 77 0.46 0.30 18.40 

Total 7.89 8.58 5.72 

I \ 

. 
, . . . 

0 . -
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TABLE 6.4 

GOLD DEPORTMENT (EXPERIMENTAL AND MODEL 1 PREDICTIONS) VS 
SIZE FRA.CTION (St. HELENA 70%-75 ~m) 

Size Mass Free Gold [•/4]. Au in BMS [•4] Au in Pyrite C-/4] 
Fraction 

[µm] [•4] Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. 

+300 19.9 18.84 63.39 8.99 13.19 26.45 4.64 

+150-300 1.6 85.49 80.14 12.15 11 .80 1.14 3 .52 

+106-150 2.9 86.14 84.31 10.29 10.69 
I 

2 .33 2.82 
I 

+75 -106 5.8 88.71 85.78 7.98 10.09 1.69 2.51 

+53 -75 9.0 78.98 87.05 11.14 9.48 2.32 2 .22 

-53 60.8 80.36 88.87 10.24 8.53 2.81 1.84 

Total 100 68.76 9.97 7.36 

TABLE 6.4 (continue) 

Size Mass Au in carbon [•4] Au In Silicates [%] Error 
Fraction [%) 

[.-n] [•4) Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. 

+300 19.9 9.15 1.28 36.56 17.50 -

+150-300 1.6 0.80 1.12 0.41 3.42 6.26 

+106-150 2.9 0.83 095 0.40 1.24 2.13 

+75-106 5.8 0.83 0 .83 0.79 0.80 3.31 

+53-75 9.0 6 .64 0.70 0.92 0.55 10.23 

-53 60.8 5.55 0.40 1.04 0.37 10.58 

Total 100 5.88 8.04 6.50 
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TABLE 6.5 

GOLD DEPORTMENT (EXPERIMENTAL AND MODEL 1 PREDICTIONS) VS 
SIZE FRACTION (HARMONY 70% -75 µm} 

Size Maas Free Gold r;.J. Au in BMS [•/4] Au in Pyrite [•,<.] 
Fraction 

(µm] [%] Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. 

+300 2.0 722 66.66 1.53 12.22 3 61 3.8G 

+150-300 7.2 72 11 80.19 20.92 10.83 4.52 2.93 

-+ 106-150 12.1 92.28 83.17 4.20 9.71 1.03 2.35 

+75-106 8.6 92.35 84.35 3.54 9.11 0.03 2 .09 

+53 -75 11 .8 94.99 85.45 2.69 8.50 0.49 1.85 

-53 58.3 92.37 87.17 3.70 7.55 1.29 1.53 

Total 100 89.43 4.81 1.30 

TABLE 6.5 (continue) 

Size Ma•• Au in carbon [•/4] Au in Silicates [•..<.] Error 
Fraction [%] 

[µm] [•1.1 Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. 

+300 2.0 9.8 4.83 77.81 12.43 -
+150-300 72 1.1 4.62 1.36 1.44 11 20 

+106-150 12.1 1.5 4 .40 0.97 0.37 9.87 

+75-106 8 ,6 3.1 4.25 0.94 0 21 8.67 

+53-75 11.8 1.3 4.07. 0,51 0.13 10 03 

-53 58.3 1.2 3.67 1.45 0.07 5.63 

Total 100 0.54 1.98 I 9.08 
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TABLE 6.6 

GOLD DEPORTMENT (EXPERIMENTAL AND MODEL 1 PREDICTIONS) VS 
SIZE FRACTION (UNISEL 10•.1. -75 µm) 

Size Maas Free Gold [•/e]. Au in BMS [%] Au in Pyrite [%] 
Fraction 

wmJ r•.1.1 Exp. Predict Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict 

+300 12.3 22.95 83.68 17.64 7.03 25.05 4.50 

+150-300 3.3 81 .16 8e.OO 10.90 5.6:2 4.67 4 .25 

+106-150 5.8 87.93 87 77 5.96 4.49 4.80 4.07 

+75-106 8.1 68.08 88.70 19.28 3.89 10.01 3.97 

+53 -75 10.3 80.51 89.64 6.52 3.27 9.88 3.87 

-53 60.2 8255 91 .14 5.81 2.32 8.03 3.73 

Total 100 74.09 8.62 10.18 

• \ BLE 6.6 (continue) 

- --Size Maas .. t i -~rbon [>J.J Au in Silicates [%] Error 
Fraction [%] 

[µm] c•.1.1 Exp. Predict. Exp. Predir.:t. 

+300 12 3 18 21 0.94 16.15 3.85 -

+150-300 3,3 0.96 u 7 8 2.30 3.34 5.96 

+106-150 5.8 0.17 0.61 1.14 3.06 0.18 

+75-1 06 8 .1 1.67 0.50 0.96 2.95 3028 
.. 

+53-75 10.3 1.14 0.36 1.95 2.86 11 .34 

-53 60.2 1.55 0.06 2.06 2.75 10.40 

Total 100 3.47 3.65 11.63 
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TABLE 6.7 

GOLD DEPORTMENT (EXPERIMENTAL AND MODEL 2 PREDICTIONS) VS 
SIZE FRACTION (BARBERTON 70% -75 ~) 

Size Ma•• Free Gold [%). Au in BMS [%] Au in Pyrite [%] 
Fraction 

[~] r.1.1 Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. 

+300 9,9 7.89 -7.~8 820 37.88 68.23 62.64 

+150-300 3,6 24.67 5,98 36.87 35.87 35.97 53.09 

+106-150 5.4 2-4.62 14.97 23.35 3425 48.49 46.47 

+75-106 8.4 22.68 19.31 16,79 33.38 57.iJ7 43.27 

+53 -75 9.1 24.46 23.46 32.55 32.49 38.2.if 40.24 

-· 
-53 63.7 29,51 29.51 33,30 31 .12 33.51 35,96 

Tota! 100 25.90 28.96 40.24 

TABLE 6.7 (continue) 

Size Mau Au in carbon [%] Au in SIiicate• [%] Error 
Fraction [%] 
~] [%] Exp. Predict Exp. Predict. 

+300 9.9 10.98 4.00 4.71 3.45 -

+150-300 3.6 1.21 3.84 1.28 1.23 75.76 

+106-150 5,4 2.89 3,67 0.65 0.64 39.20 

+75-106 8.4 2.93 3.56 0.53 0.49 14.85 

+53-75 9.1 4.::.'"' 3.42 0.39 0.39 4.08 

-53 63.7 2.78 3.12 0.90 0.30 0.02 

Total 100 3.70 1.20 26.78 

I ( 
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TABLE 6.8 

GOLD DEPORTMENT (EXPERIMENTAL AND MODEL 2 PREDICTIONS) VS 
SIZE FRACTION (WDL 70% -75 µm) 

Size Mau Free Gold [•/4]. Au in BMS [%] Au in Pyrite [%] 
Fraction 

(µm) [%) Exp. Predict Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict 

+300 1.2 5.9 -8.95 39.5 37.94 49.2 62.64 

+150-300 5.j 6.8 4.4 34,6 35.9 53,6 53.1 
I 

+106-150 12.8 11 2 13.5 33.1 34.2 49,6 46,5 

+75 -106 9.7 18.5 18.00 32.3 33.3 43.1 43.3 

+53 -75 9.1 21.3 22.2 29.6 32.4 39.8 40,2 

-53 61.9 22.8 28.1 29.3 31.1 4( 5 36.00 

Total 100 20.2 30.1 42.1 

TABLE 6.8 (continue) 

Size Ma•• Au In Silicates [•/4] Error 
Fraction [%] 

[µm] [%) Exp. Predict. 

+300 1 2 5.4 8.36 -

+150-300 5.3 5.0 6.7 35.7 

+106-150 12.8 6.2 5.8 20.75 

-.75-106 9.7 6 .2 5.4 2.92 

+53-75 9.1 94 52 4.04 

-53 61 .9 7.4 4.9 23.3a 

Total 100 7.5 17.36 

' ( 
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TABLE 6.9 

GOLD DEPORTMENT (EXPERIMENTAL AND MODEL 2 PREDICTIONS) VS 
SIZE FRACTION (FSG 70%-75 µm) 

Size Mass Free Gold (%]. Au in BMS [%] Au in Pyrite [•..<t] 
Fraction 

[Jim] c•..<.1 Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict Exp. Predict 

+3l'O 0.6 18.1 -15.55 42.7 52.26 34.1 47.46 

+150-300 6.8 18.2 12.0 40.6 40.4 32.9 37.8 

+106-150 12.1 25.6 30.4 36.1 30.8 31.8 31.5 

+75 -106 10.5 46.0 39.4 20.0 25.7 22.1 28.6 

+53 -75 9.7 55.1 48.0 18.6 20.5 20.5 25.9 
I 

-53 60.3 54.2 60.4 20.6 12.4 23.4 22.2 

Total 100 47.4 23.8 24.8 

TABLE 6.9 (continue) 

Size Mass Au in Silicates [%] Error 
Fraction c•..<.1 

[Jan] [%] Exp. Predict. 

+300 0.6 5.1 15.83 -

+150-100 6.8 8.3 9.8 33.9 

+106-150 12.1 8.1 7.'; 18.9 

+75-106 10.5 11.1 6.3 14.4 

+53-i5 9.7 5.8 5.7 13.0 

-53 60.3 1.8 5.0 11.4 

Total 4.0 18.3 

. ( 
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TABLE 6.10 

GOLD DEPORTME~T (EXPERIMENTAL AND MODEL 2 PREDICTIONS) VS 
S'.!E FRACTION {HARTIES 70%-75 µm) 

Size Mass Free Gold [•.4]. Au in BMS r4J Au in Pyrite r.4] 
Fraction 

(JJm] [•.4] Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. 

+300 1.0 25.6 57.29 37.88 0 

+150-300 7.2 26.5 59.36 35.87 0 

+106-150 12.1 32.8 61.02 34.25 0 

+75 -106 8,6 54.6 61.90 33.38 0 

+53-75 11.8 75.8 62.80 32.49 0 

-53 58.3 n .o 64.19 31.12 0 

Total 100 67.4 7.7 4.9 

TABLE 6.10 (continue) 

Size Mau Au in Silicates (%] Error 
Fraction [%] 

(JJm] [%] Exp. Predict. 

+300 1.0 4.83 -

+150-300 7.2 4.77 124.0 

+106-150 12.1 4.73 86.0 

+75-106 8.6 4.72 13,4 

+53-75 11.8 4.71 17.2 

-53 58.3 4.69 16 6 

Total 100 20.0 51.4 

I ( 
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TABLE 6.11 

GOLD DEPORTMENT (EXPERIMENTAL AND MODEL 3 PREDICTIONS) VS 
SIZE FRACTION (KINROSS 70%-75 µm) 

Size Mass Free Gold C-J.). Au in BMS [%] Au in Pyrite [•/4] 
Fraction 

[µm] r·1.1 Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. 

+300 4.1 23.85 48.51 8.34 21 .78 20.55 5 .77 

+150-300 2.2 76.46 62.20 6,80 19,95 4.46 4 .39 

+106-150 8.0 75.20 67.97 7.76 18.48 4.01 3 .52 

+75 -106 14.4 79.90 70.39 5.08 17.69 4.28 3.13 

+53 -75 13.6 89,00 72.66 3.78 16.89 2.1 9 2.77 

-53 57.6 91 .25 7617 2.21 15.65 2.87 2.30 

Total 100 84.91 3.64 3.84 

TABLE 6.11 (continue) 

Size Mass Au in carbon(%] Au in Silic tea (%] Error 
Fraction [o/e] 

[µm] r•1.1 Exp. Predict. Exp. Prec"ct. 

+300 4.1 5.24 8.41 42 02 15.54 -

+150-300 22 5.21 7.66 7.07 5.80 18.65 

+106-150 8.0 4.00 6.89 9.04 3 .14 962 

+75-106 14.4 6 .91 6.3d 3.83 2.41 11.90 

+53-75 13.6 2.33 5.74 2 71 1 93 18.36 

-53 57.6 0.72 4.37 2.95 1.50 16.53 

Total 100 2.38 5.24 15.01 
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TABLE 6.12 

GOLD DEPORTMENT (EXPERIMENTAL ANO MODEL 3 PREDICTIONS} VS 
SIZE FRACTION (LESLIE 70%-75 µm} 

Size Mass Fr~e Gold (%]. Au In BMS f¼] Au in Pyrite (%] Fraction 
[J,!m] (%] Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. 

+300 18,9 12.67 57.28 6.43 5.32 6.21 13.33 
+150-300 2.0 79.48 78.83 9.67 3.81 5.71 10.16 
+106-150 3.7 88.85 85.49 6.35 2.60 247 8.17 
+75 -106 7.8 92.44 87.94 515 1.94 0.53 7.26 
+53 -75 , c.2 96.36 90,07 2.24 1.28 0.57 6.45 

-53 57.4 89.74 92.99 4.89 0.25 3.04 5.36 
Total 100 75.82 5.08 3.23 L 

TABLE 6.12 (continue) 

Size Mass Au in carbon (%] Au in Silicates (%] Error r action 
[µm] ['/4] Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. 

[%) 

+300 18.9 5.08 1.93 69.91 2213 -
+150-300 2 .0 1.45 1.68 3.70 5.52 0.82 
+106-150 3.7 0.52 1.42 1.81 2.32 3.78 
+75-106 7.8 0.66 1.25 1.22 1.60 4.87 
+53-75 10.2 0.23 103 0.60 1.17 6.53 

-53 57 4 1.66 0.57 0.67 0.82 362 

To~I 2.04 13.83 3.92 

I ( 
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TABLE 6.13 

GOLD DEPORTMEN (EXPERIMENTAL AND MODEL 3 PREDICTIONS) VS 
SIZE FRACTION (BEATRIX 70%-751,1m) 

I 
-Size 1\/1, ·s Free Gold (%]. Au in BMS [%] Au in Pyrite[%] 

Fraction 
[~m] ['lo] Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. -
.,.300 20.9 9.66 47.51 7.84 8.90 14.43 11.08 ---+150 300 0.4 82.88 75 78 4.87 7.23 7.43 8.44 

+106-150 1.1 83 31 81.69 4.30 5.89 3.68 6 .78 

'... +75 ·1061 4 1 8t3.96 83 74 4.1~ 5.1 8 3.68 6.03 

+53 -75 8.0 84.54 85.53 4.86 4.45 5.74 5.35 

-53 65.4 76.91 88 04 8.80 3 .31 7.45 4.44 

Total 100 64.05 d.03 8.58 

TASLE 6.13 (continue) 

Size Mass Au in carbon (%] Au in Silicates (0/4) Error 
Fraction 

[%) 
[µm] c·.<i1 Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. 

-+300 20.9 15.12 4.82 52.95 27.7C -
+150-300 0.4 3.11 4.66 1.70 3.89 8 57 

+106-150 1.1 1.77 4.49 1,g4 1.14 7.50 

+75-106 4.1 4.77 4 .38 0.1,0 0.68 3.69 

+53-75 8.0 4.52 4.24 0.34 0.43 1.18 

-53 654 6.32 3.94 0.46 26 14.38 

Total 7.89 8.58 L 7.06 

. ( 
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TABLE 6.14 

GOLD DEPORTMENT (EXPERIME~r. AL AND MODEL 3 PREDICTIONS) VS 
SIZE FRACTION (St. HELENA 70% -75 µm) 

Size Mass Free Gold [%). Au in BMS [%) Au in Pyrite [%] Fraction 
[µm) [%) Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. 

+300 19.9 18.84 53.48 8.99 12.90 26.45 5.10 

+150-300 1.6 85.49 79.18 12.15 11 .64 1.14 3.88 

+106-150 2.9 86.14 84.03 10.29 10.63 2.33 3.11 

·-+75-106 5.8 88.71 85.55 7.98 10.08 ~.69 2.77 

+53 -75 ~.o 78.98 86.83 11.14 9.53 2.32 2.45 

-53 60.8 80.36 88.59 10.24 8.67 2.81 2.04 

Total 100 68.76 9.97 7.36 

TABLE 6.14 (continue) 

Size Mass Au in carbon [%) Au in Silicates [%j Ern>r Fraction 
[µm) [%) Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. 

[%) 

+300 19.9 9.15 1.22 36.56 27.30 -
+150-300 1.6 0.80 1.06 0.41 4.24 7.39 

+106-150 2.9 083 0.90 0.40 1.33 2.45 

-+75-106 5.8 0.83 0.79 0.79 0.81 3.57 

+53-75 9.0 6.64 0.66 0.92 0.53 9.94 

-53 60.8 5.55 0.37 1.04 0.33 10 23 

Total 100 5.88 8.04 6.71 

( 
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TABLE 6.15 

GOLD DEPORTM~NT (EXPERJMENTAL AND MODEL 3 PREDICTIONS) VS 
SIZE FRACTION {HARMONY 70% -75 µm) 

Size Mass Free Gold (%]. Au in BMS [%] Au in Pr.-ite [%] Fraction 
fi,m] [%] Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. 

I ( 

+300 2.0 7.22 55.78 1.53 11.56 3.61 3.48 
+150-300 7.2 72.11 80.42 20.92 10.28 4.52 2.64 
+106-150 12.1 92.28 83.71 4.20 9.24 1.03 2.12 
+75-106 8.6 92.35 84.84 3.54 8.68 0.03 1.88 
+53-75 11.8 94.99 85.89 2.69 8.12 0.49 1.67 

·-.53 58.3 92.37 87.48 3.70 7.24 1.29 1.38 
Total 100 89.43 4.81 1.30 

TABLE 6.15 (continue) 

Size Mass A1.1 in carbon (%] Au in Silicates (%] Error Fraction 
[µm] [%] ,:~;>. ~ ·edict. Exp. Predict. 

[%] 

+300 2.0 9.8 4.96 77.81 24.22 -
+150-300 7.2 1.1 4.75 1.36 1.92 11.51 
+106-150 12.1 1.5 4.54 0.97 0.39 9.29 
+75-106 8.6 3.1 4.39 0.94 0.20 8.13 
+53-75 11 .8 1.3 4.21 . 0.51 0.11 9.58 

-53 58.3 1.2 3.83 1.45 0.06 5.29 
Total 100 0.54 

1 
1.98 8.76 
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TABLE 6.16 

GOLD DEPORTMENT (EXPERIMENTAL ANO MODEL 3 PREOI<, flONS) VS 
SIZE FRACTION (UNISEL 70•/4 -75 1,1m) 

Size Maas Free Gold[%). Au in BMS [%) Au in Pyrite [%] Fraction 
[1,1m] [%] Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. 
+300 12.3 22.95 61.96 17.64 6.09 25.05 24.95 

+150-300 3.3 81.16 71.12 10.90 4.50 4.67 19.09 
+106-150 58 87.93 77.04 5.96 3.22 4.80 15.39 
+75 -106 8.1 68.08 79.81 19.28 2.53 10.01 13.71 
+53 -75 10.3 80.51 82,38 6.52 1.84 9.88 12.19 ----53 60.2 82.55 86.02 5.81 0.76 8.03 10.16 
Total 100 74.09 8.62 10.18 

TABLE 6.16 (continue) 

Size Maas Au in carbon [%] 
Au in Silicates [%] Error Fraction 

[%] [l,lm] [" J 
I 

Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. I --- ·- -+300 12..i 18.21 0.86 16.15 6.19 -
+150-300 3.3 0.96 0.70 2.30 4.59 12.37 
+106-150 5.8 017 0.54 1.14 3.80 12.38 
+75-106 8.1 167 044 0.96 3.51 1722 
+53-75 10.3 1.14 0.30 1.95 3.28 2.33 

-53 60.2 1.55 0.02 2.06 3.04 4 20 
Total 100 3.47 3.65 

9.70 
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TABLE 6.17 

GOLD DEPORTMENT (EXPERIMENTAL ANO MODEL 3 PREDICTIONS) VS 
SIZE FRACTION (BARBERTON 70% -75 µm) 

Size Mass Free Gold [%]. Au in BMS [%] Au in Pyrite [%] Fraction 
[µm) [%] Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. 
+300 9.9 7.89 7.39 8.20 27.12 68.23 57.63 

+150-300 3.6 24.67 21.40 36.87 25.24 35.97 48 13 
+106-150 5.4 24.62 30.19 23.35 23.73 48.49 41.64 
+75-106 8.4 22.68 34.39 16.79 22.92 57.07 38.53 
+53-75 9.1 24.46 38.38 32.55 22.09 38.24 35.60 

-53 63.7 29.51 44.14 33.30 20.82 23.51 31 .50 
Total 100 25,90 28.96 40.24 

Size Mass Au in carbon [%] 
Au in Silicates [%] Error 

Fraction 

[%] 
[µm] [%] Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. 

TABLE 6.17 (continue) 

+300 9.9 10.98 4.09 4.71 3.77 -
+150-300 3.6 1.21 3.94 1.28 1.30 13.27 
+106-150 5.4 2.89 3.77 0.65 0.67 22.63 
+75-106 8.4 2.93 3.67 0.53 0.50 51 .63 
+53-75 9.1 4.36 3.53 0.39 0.39 56.90 

-53 63.7 2.78 3.25 0.90 0.30 49.56 
Total 100 3.70 

1.20 
38.79 
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TABLE 6.18 

GOLD DEPORTMENT (EXPERIMENTAL AND MODEL 3 PREDICTIONS) VS 
SIZE FRACTION {WDL 7G% -75 µm) 

Size Maas Free Gold [%]. Au in BMS [%] Au in Pyrite [9/o) Fraction 
[µm) [%] Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. 

+300 12 5.9 -2.41 39.5 38.95 492 57.77 
+150-300 5.3 6.8 12.7 34.6 36.5 53.6 46.2 
+106-150 12.8 11 .2 22.8 33.1 34,6 4~.6 38.6 
+75 -106 9,7 18.5 27.6 32.3 33.5 43.1 35.1 
+53 -75 9.1 21.3 32.2 29.6 32.4 39.8 31 .8 

-53 61.9 22.8 38.5 29.3 30.8 40.5 27.3 

-Total 100 20.2 30.1 42.1 

T~OLE 6.18 (continue) 

Size Mass Au in Silicates [0.4] Error Fraction 
[%) [µm) [%] Exp. Predict. 

+300 1.2 5.4 I 5.69 -
+150-300 5.3 5.0 4.6 86.6 ,.__ 

+106-150 12.8 6.2 4.0 103 7 

+75-106 9.7 6.2 3.8 49.4 

+53-75 9.1 9.4 3.6 51.0 

-53 61.9 7.4 3.4 68.9 

Total 100 7.5 "!'1.4 

. 

( 
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TABLE 6.19 

GOLD DEPORTMENT (EXPERIMENTAL AND MODEL 3 PREDICTIONS) VS 
SIZE FRACTION (FSG 70°1.-75 µm) 

Size Mass Free Gold [%]. Au in BMS [%] Au in Pyrite [%] 
Fraction 

[µm] r1.1 Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. 

+300 0.6 18.1 -9.84 42.7 54.45 34.1 46.84 

+150-300 6 .8 18.2 15.0 40.6 42.6 32.9 36.4 

+106-150 12.1 25.6 32.4 36 1 33.1 31.8 29.7 

+75 -106 10.5 460 41.0 20.0 28.0 22.1 26.7 

+-53 -75 97 55.1 49.3 18 6 22.8 20.!; 23.9 

-
-53 60.3 54.2 61.5 20.6 14 8 23.4 20.1 

--- · Tot..! 10n ! 47.4 23.8 24.8 

--

TABLE 6.19 (continue) 
. - -Size Mass Au in SIiicate• .,,r 

Fraction '•.41 
[µm] c•J.J Exp. Pr" 

+300 0.6 5.1 8.55 . 

+150-300 6.8 8.3 6.0 17.5 

+106-150 12.1 8.1 4.8 26.6 

+75-106 10.5 11 :· 41.3 10.8 

+53-75 9.7 5.8 4.0 10 5 

-53 60.3 1 8 3.6 13.5 

Total 4.0 15.8 

' ( 
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TABLE 6.20 

GOLD DEPORTMENT (EXPERIMENTAL AND MODEL 3 PREDICTIONS) VS 
SIZE FRACTION (HARTIES 70•!.-75 ~m) 

Siza Mass 
Fraction 

Free Gllld [•le]. Au in BMS [%] Au in Pyrite [•!.] 

[Jim] [o/e] Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. Exp. Predict. 

+~00 1.0 25.6 72.18 5.32 7.98 

+150-300 7.2 26.5 84.36 3.80 6 .07 

+106-150 12.1 32.8 89.30 2.58 4.87 

+75 -106 8.6 54.6 91 .21 1.92 4.33 

+53-75 11.8 75.8 92.84 1.26 3.84 

-53 58.3 77,0 94.95 0.23 3.19 

Total 100 67.4 7.7 4.9 

TABLE 6.20 (continue) 

Size Mass Au in Sllicatas r;.J Error 
Fraction [%] 

[µm] [%] Exp. Predict. 

+300 1.0 14.53 -

+150-300 7.2 5.77 218.4 

+106-150 12.1 3.24 172.3 

+75-106 8.6 2.53 671 

+53-75 11.8 2.06 22.5 

-53 58.3 1.63 23.3 

Total 100 20.0 100.7 

I ( 
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TABLE 6.21 

AVERAGE EPRORS ENCOUNTERED WJTH THE DIFFERENT EMPIRICAL 
MODELS 

Ore sample Model 1 ! Model 2 Model 3 
Kinroaa 

3.74 
15.01 

Leafie 
3.79 

3.92 r--

---Beatti.: 
5.72 

7.CY5 
St. Helena 

6.50 
6 .71 

Harmony 
9.08 

8.76 
Uniael 

11.63 

Barberton 
9.70 

26.78 38.79 
WDL 

17.36 71 .4 
FSG 

18.3 15.8 
Hartiea 

51.4 100.7 

I ( 
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CHAPTER 7 

EXTENSIONS TO THEORETICAL LIBERATION MODELS 

In this chapter, the two theoretical liberation models selected in chapter 5, the 

Lorenzen-King model (Lorenzen 1992a; Lorenzen and Van Deventer 1994) and 

the exposure model developed by Hsih and co-workers (Wen et al, 1995) are 

extended, in order to predict leachable gold as a function of particle size and the 
mineralogy of the specific ore. 

As previously stated (chapter 2), a gold pa,ticle is leachable whenever It is 

exposed to the leaching reagent and thus, gold particl~s situated in minor cracks 

and flaws in the ore that are not liberated as such, are, however, leachable. 

Crushing and grinding are used to liberate the gold from the different minerals In 

the ore. According to Hsih c:1nd Wen (1994) these operations result in two types 

of fracture which corresponds to two types of liberation If the interface between 

grains is strong, transg;anular fracture will occur, with liberation induced only by 

size reduction. However, if the interface between the grains Is weak, the fracture 

will be intergranular, with liberation increased by detachment. Several 

researchers, namely, Laslett et al (1990), Malvik (Hsih and Wen, 1994) and Kuan 

(Hsih and Wen, 1994) proved the detachment factor to be a real effect in 

liberation It is thus necessary that when the leachable gold Is calculated from 

these models, provision is made, not ')nly for the gold liberated by size reduction, 

but also for the gold liberated by detachment and gold situated in minor cracks 
exposed to the leaching reagent. 

7.1 ASSUMPTIONS MADE TO EXTEND THE THEORETICAL MODELS 

Apart from the assumptions made by the researchers in deriving their models, 

one additional assumption was made in order to extend the models, namely 

that a specific ore is homogenous. In other words, the gold-bearing minerals 

break according to the same breakage pattern and thus yields a gold 

d1stribut1on that is the same for tJ".>th the unm1lled and milled (milled to 70% -
75 µm) ore samples. 

It was necessary to assume homogeneity because the degree of liberation, as 

defined tn the liberation models, Is the ratio of the amount of gold liberated ,n 

a specific particle size fraction , when milled to the amount of gold originally 

" ' ~ . . . . ,,.-
' . 

( 
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contained in the same particle size fraction. Since the unm11led ore sample 

consists mainly of +300 µm particles, the amounts of gold originally contained 

in the smaller particle size fractions are thus not known. 

The degree to 'Mlich the gold is liberated (leachable) from mineral i m the 

particle size fraction d was calculated frc,m the results in chapter 4 and is 

thus: 

Au,.., 
L _., =1- --

, Au,.,.,.,, 
(7.1a) 

degree of liberation (leaching) from mineral i and particle size 

fraction d. 

Au " - amount of gold associated with mineral i in the particle size 

fraction d, of ~e milled ore sample, (mg] 

Autct.(o - amount of gold associated With mineral i in the particle slze 

fraction d, of the unmilled ore sample (mg) . 

The amount of gold associated With mineral i m the particle size fraction d, of 

the unmilled ore sample, AUtot to, was calculated (on a basis of 1 kg ore) as 

follows : 

(7.1b) 

the, mas~ fractic n of the milled ore in the particle size fraction d. 

Aur.- - the total fraction of gold associated with mineral i in the unmil

led ore sample. 

HGtot - total head grade of the unmilled ore sample [mg/kg). 

It is evident from Tables 811a to 819b (Appendix B) and Figures C1 to C9 

(Appendix C) that the assumption of homogeneity is not valid for all the ores 

It is noticeable that the liberation (leaching) trends for the refractory and the 

non-refractory ores differ 1uite substantially. The liberation (leaching) of gold 

from the non-refractory ores (Figure:: C1 to C9) increases with a decrease in 

particle size in general, 'Mli!e the opposite is true for the refractory ores 

(liberation (leaching) decr~ases with a decrease in particle size) (Figures C7 

to C10) The latter is, howe\ler, impossible and thus the assumption of 

homogeneity is invalid for the r .,fractory ores. Due to the occurrence of 

fluctliatic;ns in the liberation (leacning) trends of the non-refractory ores, it is 

clear that the assumption of homogeneity is not truly valid. It is, however, 
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possible to fit a general trend through the scattered liberation (leaching) data 

to obtain reasonable liberation (leaching) curves for further use with the 
theoretical liberation models. 

When the libernt10 1 (leachability) of gold from the different minerals Is 

compared to each otht::r, the liberation (leachability) of gold from BMS, pyrite 

and carbonaceous mater/al increases according to a convex exponential 

function with a decrease in particle size. Hov:ever, the liber2tion (leachability) 

of gold from the silicates increases according to a concave exponential 

function, with a decrease in particle size. The latter is believed to be a real 

effect and is not due to experimental error or invaliditv of the assumption of 

homogeneity, since this phenomenon (Figure C 1 to C9) is true for fiva of the 
six non-refractory gold ores, except Kinross gold ore. 

7.2 EXTENSIONS TO THE LORENZEN-KING LIBERATION MODEL 

Lorenzen and Van Oeventer (Lorenzen 1992a, Lorenzen and Van Deventer, 

1994) 1Nere the first researchers to provide for the amount of leachable gold in 

the various size fractions that is not related to the liberation of gold due to 

comminution, in their extension to the King liberation model. Unfortunately, 

the extension made by Lorenzen was mathematically incorrect and he did not 

consider the different mineral species in the ores, individually (chapter 5.2.8). 

The proposed extensions to King hberation model presented below, rectify the 

shortcomings of the Lorenzen-King model The King liberation model is as 
follows. 

l(D) = 1-..!_ 1{1-N(I I D)HI - F(/)ldl 
~l o (2.7) 

where F(/) - distribution of linear ir,tercept lengths of mineral. 

µ - linear intercept length. 

N(//D) - linear intercept distribution function for particles of particle size 
D 

D~ - the larg~st intercept length across any particle of particle size 
0 . 

Finch and Petruk (1984) derived from equation (2. 7) three explicit solutions. 

. . . . . . . .. . '. 
~ " . . . . , . 

' . - . 
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All three solutions \Nere tested to the diagnostic leaching results by usage of a 

Turbo Pascal program (Appendix D). Equation (6.10). vvhich calculates the 

average percentage error, was used as criterion ~o INhich the accuracy of the 

models was tested. It was found that equation (2.10c) is the most accurate in 
predicting the degree of liberation (leachability) of a gold ore. 

(2.10c) 

Equation (2.1 Oc) was applied to each mineral species in turn and the degree 

of liberation (leachability) 1Jf the ore was calculated by v,,eighting the degree of 

liberation {leachabifity) of !"ach mineral w.th the " eportmen, of gold in the 

unmilled ore. It is ol>vious that the mean linear intercept lengths of gold in the 

various minerals can be estimated INhen the degree of liberation (leachability) 

of the orC: is known. The degree of liberation of an ore Is thus: 

L( D )TmHL = ll'pusl ( D)81,v + w,.,...,,l( D) ~,rll, + l l s,;,, .. .,, l ( D)s,1,,a,q 

+'Yc..,,, __ ,,..,l(D )ca,1,_,,._, +",-
MOtrna Md,'1a/ G'11J 

(7.2) 

where L(O)rorAL - degree to INhich the gold is liberated from the ore in a 

specific particle size.fraction D. 

L(D) -

w-

degree to INhich the g>Jld is liberated from the specific 

mineral ~pec1 s (B, P, .S, C) in p:1rticle size fraction D 

fraction of the total gold associatttd with the specific 

mineral specie in the unm;lfed ore sample. 

B, P, S, C, F - Base Metal Sulphides (BMS), P~rrite, Silicates, 

Carbonaceous material and Free Gold, respectively. 

It was found that equation (7.2) totally underestimates the degree of liberation 

(leach;;1b1I ity) in the various size fractions, as expected. The underestimation 

1s due to the leachabie gold in the various size fractinns that is not direct1y 

related to liberation by size reduction, but to liberation by detachment and to 

gold situated 1n cracks and flaws in contact with the leaching reagent. 

Equation (7.2) was modified by adding a term to the :-ight-hand side of thF.

equation to make provision for that fraction of teachable gold. 

t ( D ),,n 11L == li H\ LJ ,( D) B i ts + h' 1 ,,,,, l (D) , . .,,,, + ll ~u, .. 1., l ! D).1,11 .. .,,_., 

+w, J,6,.,0 .,,,,.,L! D),.0 ,~,.,..,,.p.., + \i f,., F (D ) 
Malut., Mcllffl...J f.wl.i 

(7.3) 

( 

. . . 
• • • a I 

·_ .. _ - • .-_ .. · ... · • . ,_·:. ·~ ... ;~. ·.· · __ . . · ·.·· ..... :~~ • ~ : :_- ·:· ~ -~--.· . ·: . <.: .. . 
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where F(D) - factor by which teachable gold for particle size (0), not related 

to liberation by size reduction, ,s enhanced by fracture. 

From E:quation (7.3) it is possible to determine a F(0) value for each particle 

size fraction (0). A linear regression analysis showed that F(0) can be written 
as a function of the following fo,·m: 

(7.3a) 

where a, band care coefficients for a specific ore. 

The coefficients were determined for each ore and it was found that they are 

functions of the mear. iinea, intercept lengths of gold In the various minerals 

Thus, the diagnostic leaching results In collaboration with the assumption of 

homogeneity of the ores (Tables B11a ... Appendix 8), were used to determine 
the general function, F(D), which is as follows . 

1tilere µ -

D

A-

(7.4) 

mean linear interc; pt length of gold in a specific mineral 

particle size {µm] 

empirical constant 

B. P. S, C - the various minerals with which gold is associated, namely 

BMS, pyrite, sili~tes and carbonaceous material. 
res;:>ectively 

If one of the above mentioned minerals is not present in the ore or no 

provision was rnade for the testing of gold in that mineral in the setting up of 

the diagnostic l'!achinil procedure, the power of that mineral in tlle function 

F(D) is summed with the power .1 tha mineral that has the highest probability 

in containing the specific mineral. For example in the case of the WDL FSG 

and Harties ores, ~old associated with carbonaceous material was !lot 

determined. eo the power of µc Is summed with the power or µi In the 

diagnostic leaching sequence, the determination of gold associated with 

carbonaceous material 1s followed by determination of the gold associated 
with silicates 

I 
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The empirical constant. A and the mean linear intercept lengths o, the gold in 

the various minerals were determined for the different ores and are presented 

in Table 7.1 a. Values for the function, F(D). are tabulated in Table 7.1 b. 

7.3 DISCUSSION OF THE EXTENDED LORENZEN-KING LIBERATIG,'4 MODEL 

It is evident from Table 7. 1 a that the estimated mean linear intercept length of 

the gold grains enclosed by silicates is much larger than that in other 

minerals. It is further evident that the mean linear intercept length of the gold 

grains enclosed by pyrite is in many cases the second largest, followed by tt. 

mean linear intercept length of the gold grain~ enclosed by BMS and 

carbonaceous material. Approximately the same trend is evident from a 

report of the gold mineralisation of the Beatrix reef. where the median size of 

gold grams locked up in silicates, pyrite an•.1 carbonaceous material were 23 

µm, 9 µm and 4.5 µm, respectively. It is noticeable that when these gold grain 

diameters are compared to the linear intercept lengths, calculated with the 

modified version of King's model, the linear intercept lengths are much larger 

than the gold grain diameters, especially for the gold grains associated with 

the silicates. This phenomenon is at first, quite unexpected, since linear 

intercept length and diameter are related by the following simple functi1,,,1. 

41' 
µ= -s 

(For example for a sphere; µ=2/30 (Underwood, 1970)) 

where µ - linear intercept length 

V - volume of the particle 

S - surface area of the particle 

D - particle diameter 

(7.5) 

These relatively large linear intercept lengths arc, however, not unrealistic. It 

must be borne 1n mind that the calculated linear intercept lengths of the gold 

grains, as defined by King. are those in lhe unmilled ore sample. The 

relatively small gold grain diameters as presented in the report from the 

Beatrix mine are questionable, since it is u:iknown how and when these 

values were determined. Hallbauer (G.G. Stanley, 1987) differentiated 

betNeen five major types of gold in the VJitwatersrand deposits. 
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He found that the gold size in secondary quartz veins varies from about 1 0 µm 

to several mm for large aggregat~s. Gold intergrown with BMS (sphalerite 

chalcopyrite, etc.) variel> in sizes from 10 µm to rarely 500 µm, with the 

average being between 50 to 100 µm. Filaments or aggregates of filaments of 

biochemically redistnbuted gold that is intergrown with carbonaceous matter 

range in sizes from 0 5 to 2 µm and up to 1 r. .m across, respectively. Primary 

gold i& mostly intergrown with pyrite and is seldom larger than 20 µm 

Recrystalized gold grows epitaxially on pyrite and ranges in size frc .n 5 µm to 

2 mm It 1.1 thus evident that, although the calculated linear intercept lengths 

are in somt• cases very large, it still falls within the boundaries reported by 
Hallbauer. 

M,croscopic P.xamir.ations (G.G. Stanley, 1987) of the Witwatersrand 

conglomerates indicated that gold sometimes occurs as filaments in the 

different minerals. It could thus happen that the volume of the gold particle is 

the same as the surface area, for example for a cylinJriCdl particle the 

vo!ume would be tha same as the surface area 'Mien O=4H/(H-2) 'M'lere D Is 

the diameter and H is the height of the cylinder. From equation (7.5) tne 

mean linear intercept length will than be equal to four times the diameter. It is 

thus possible that the calculated mean linear intercept length could be larger 

than the diameter, depending on the :;hape of the particle. 

It is evident from Figure 7.1a and 7.1b that the empirical constant A Is a 

function of the fraction of free gold in the unmilled ore samples. This is, 

however, only vahd for the non-refractory gold ores and not for the refractory 

ores especially for the Barberton gold ore, 'Mien Figure 7.1 b is considered. 

r 1 reason for the irregularity is due to the different and uniqueness of thf' 

mineralogy of the Barberton gold ore (section 22 and chapter 4). T! 
relationship between A and the fraction of free gold (Figure 7. ~ a) wa, 

expected, since both the amount of free gold in the original ore sample and A 

determine the position of the graph (leachable gold versus particle size) with 
respect to the y-axis 

It can be concluded from Figures 7 3 to 7 12 and Tables 81 to B5 (Appendix 

8) that the modified King model predicts the amount of leachable gold In each 
particle size fract1or. reasonably well. 
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7.4 EXTENSIONS TO THE HSIH et al EXPOSURE MODEL 

Hsih and co-v«>rkers (Wen et al, 1995) were the first to incorporate liberation 

due to intergranular fracture and thus realising that random breakage does 

not always occur. However, in deriving their exposure model, they did :,ot 

provide for the amount of leachable gold that is not directly related to 

liberation, but due to the gold particles positioned in miner cracks and flaws in 

the ore. Their exposure model. equation (2 .18), was used together with the 

data obtained after assuming homogeneity (Tables B11a to B19b - Appendix 

B and Figures C1 to C9 - Appendix C) and wera applied to each mineral 
species. 

Their exposure model fo:- gold ores is as follows: 

v.here 

(2.18) 

K=Dld 

L,.,(K) - degree of the liberati.>n. 

P- intergranular fracturing factor (P=1 - only fracture along 

grain boundaries; P=O - only transgranular fracture). 

d - grain size of the gold (µm). 

D - particle size of the ore (µm). 

Thus, the total degree to which the gold is htachable, is given by the following 
equation: 

l,,.( K),ur,HL = w. 11,al,.( ~) B11.T + wl')n1, l.,( K) ,..,,., + wS11,,.,.L.(K)s;1,,.,,. 

+w.c_._L,,.(K)c'"..._..., +wF,., 

-- -- Gold 

(7.6) 

As expected, equation (7.6) underestimated the amount of leachable gold ir, 

each particle size fraction. The amount of gold situated in minor cracks was 
taken into account by adding a term to equation (7.6). 

l,,(K>roruL = W 8 u~l,,.(K)811s +l~,..,,.,,,L,.(K)r,,..,, +w.,~,.,..,l.,(K)v,1, ... ,, 

+w, . ..,.._,,_L.,(K)c..,._.,.. + w
1
,., F (D.d) 

_.,,,,, -- C;,,/d 

(7.7) 

(7.8) 
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F(D,d) - factor by which reachable gold, not directly related to 
liberation, ,s enhanced due to fractures. 

Am - an empirical constant 

d - diameter of the gold grains when P=O [µmJ 

D - particle size [µmJ 

B,P,S,C- the various minerals with which gold is associated, namely 

BMS, pyrite, silicates and carbonaceou! material. 
respectively 

Function F(D,d) was determined by employ1,"g the same technique that was 
used to derive function F(D) (equation 7.4). 

It must be noted that the diameter of the gold grains in the 'f~ nct:on. F(D.d). is 

defined as the diameter of the gold grains when P=O. When f• ~quals any 

other value (0SP51 ), the diameters of the gold grains w,11 subs,.. 
1
uer.tly 

decrease, in order to yield the same degree of exposure. The gold ,rain 
diameters in the function, F(D,d) is thus equal to: 

(7.9) 

tf one of the minerals (BMS, pyrite, carbonaceous material or silicates) is not 
present in the ore, function F(D,d) is modified according to the same 

principles that were used !n modifying function F(D) in section 7.2. 

The empirical constant, Am and the r neters of the gold grains (P=O). 

associated with the various minerals, are presented in Table 7.2a. The 
values for F(D,d) are presented in Table 7.3a. 

7.5 DISCUSSION OF THE EXTENDED HSIH et al EXPOSURE MODEL 

It is evident from Table 7.2a that the calculated diameters are in the most 

cases the largest for the gold grains associated with the silicates, followed by 

those associated with pyrite, BMS and carbonaceous material. This trend, as 

well as the calculated values, is of the same order as those from the report of 

the gold mineralisation of the Beatrix reef (section 7.3). The gold grain 

diameters calculated from the modified exposure model are the average 

diameters of the gold grains in the various minerals in the unmilled as well as 

. . 
l •• • 

I ( 
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in the milled ore sample. It thus seems that the mineralogical analysis on the 

Be3trix reef (report from Beatrix mine), was done on a milled ore sample (it is 

not believed that the size of the gold grains will stay the same throughout the 

crushing and grinding operS1tions; one would expect the grains in the unmilled 

sampl'9 to be coarser). It is furthermore evident that the calculated diameters 

fall within the boundaries found by Hallbauer (G G. Stanley, 1987). 

It can be concluded from Figure 7.2a and 7 2b that the f";!"'inirical constant Am. 
is a function of the fraction of free gold in the unmil.c,J 'lon-refractory ore 

samples. The relationship bei- .aen Am and the fraction of free gold of the 

non-refractory ores w,s expectea due to the existence of a smilar re,atlonship 

between A (equation (7.◄)) and the fractior, of free gold (section 7.3). 

However, the relationship b tween Am and the fraction of free gold in the 

ur .. n,:led refractory ore samples is noL . learly definable from Figure 7.2b. The 
reason for this phenomeno!" is discuss, 4 ;n section 7 3 

It is evident from Figures 7.12 t, 7.22 3nd l'.l L'les 86 to 810 (Appendix 8) that 

the modified exposure modrl \lt;ve:op~d ~ y h . 11' and co-W\)rkers predicts the 

amount of leachat e ~C'ld 11; each tJo ic',; s14 ... ~ frr.;ction fairiy well. The 

ac.c-uracy with which ~-~~ mode!, the leacnaL 'r. ~t;,d m each particle size 
fract,on of the Barberton ~o!cl o;e pre~icts i, pro,,.~-,,_.. It is clear from the 

liberation trend that the ,. ·nerulogy of the Bar co., gold ore dr.fers 

substantially from tht Witwater~·~rirt gold orAs as !T • hon1.·d above (section 

2.2 and chapter i). Foth the emp,.i!;cll mode!s (chap. -~ 6) a,•d the modified 

King's model (sect11 
, , 2) were unsuv·•·ssful in :heir aL!~mpt .n predict the 

amount of teachable gc.lti ,, , ~ach size frac. '1 ~ccur 1te!v. 

The gradient of the exposu·~ <predicted) cu, ·· •ei.;rc s~s in som,, cases 

(Beatrix, Harmony, etc.) for the smaller particle • o t, .. ,,;t,..,n. It was "ound 

that the decrease in gradient is j1rcctly related tc 1 • 'i!" ,t ,ncrease in the 

diameter of the gold grains associateJ mainly with the ~iii ~:1te_, This is due .n 

a decrease in the amount ot gold not directly related to libt." tio,· ·: Ml ml~!.,,~ 

physically, that an increase in the coarseness of a gold pal': c!e ~iluf,,ed in a 

minor crack or flaw, decreases its leachabilit1. This phenomenl n 1-. Joe;. ble 

whenever the duration of the leaching tests is in dequate. This E'"ac. ,t r•Js 
believed to be real and not due to inaccurate 

1
, :-edictions by the r. .~,,~oh.cl 

exposure model. 

.. 
. .. ... ·, ·. 

• • I • • ,. ' I J . . .. 
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7 .6 GENERAL DISCUSSION 

It is evident from Tables 7.3 that according to the average errors (calculated 

by using equation 6 .10), that both models predict the leachability of gold ores 

fairly accurately. The only exception is the prediction of the leachability of the 

Barberton gold ore. The modified exposure model (Hsih an<J co-workers) 

predicts the degree to v.tlich the latter ore is leachable very well in contrast 

with the modified King's model v.tlich is unsuccessful in this case. 

The different approaches of the models should be considered v.tlen the large 

linear intercept lengths of the gold grains, especially those associated with the 

silicates, predicted by the modified King's model, are compared to the 

relative'y small gold grain diameters, predicted by the modified exposure 

model. The mean line-..i intercept length as defined by King, is the mean 

lin ,ar intercept length of the gold grains in the unbroken rock and not in the 

mi led ore sample. The diameters of the gold grains, defined by Hsih and co

'-' Jrkers, are those in the milled oro samples According to their approach the 

~'j; · grains do not decrease in size v.tlen comminuted. It is thus 

understandable v.tly the calculated mean linear intercept lengths and mean 

~vld grain diameters differ quite substantially. It is believed that the gold 

grains decrease in size v.tlen comminuted. 

It is noticeable that the modifications to the different models are of the same 

form, namely an exponential functior,. The main difference between function 

F(Di (modified King model) and function F(D,d) (modified exposure model) is 

in the number of terms present. The function, F(D), is a function of two terms 

to provide for the liberation of gold due to detachment and the fraction of gold 

not directly related to liberation. The function, F(D,d), on the other hand is a 

function of only one term to provide only for the fraction of gold not directly 

related to liberation. 

It is evident from the extensions to equation 7.3 and 7 7 that the leachability of 

gold situated in minor cracks and flawt, is a function of particle size. A 

decrease in the particle size, results in a slight decrease in that fraction of 

gold. This supports the idea that the cracks and flaws are smaller ar.d lesser 

in the smaller particle size fractiont tha11 in the coarser fractions. 

It is thus concluded that the modified exposure model. developed by Hsih and 

co-workers, as expected (chapter 5), is valid for a broader spectrum of 

different ores. Unfortunately, it was not possible to test the calculated gold 

grain diameters and mean linear intercept lengths to experimentally 

determined 'lalues, since no SEM data of the specific ores were available. 
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Ore A 

Sample 

Kinross 1.05 

Leslie 1.08 

Beatrix 1.27 

Harmony 1.25 

St. Helena 1.17 

Unisel 1.04 

WDL 2 

FSG 1.25 

Harties 1.1 

Barberton 1.42 

n.d. - not determined 

1.6 

TABLE 7.1a 

ESTIMATES OFµ AND A (eq 7.3) 

µ.,.. µ~ 

40 40 

25 100 

30 35 

60 50 

100 70 

30 150 

0.17 0.42 

0,9 8 

0,3 5 

15 4,5 

TABLE 7.1b 

µcarbon µ11oa1 .. 

5 700 

5 1000 

5 1500 

200 2100 

2 900 

60 2100 

n.d 140 

n.d . 280 

n d. 145 

30 450 

CALCULATED F(D) (eq. 7.3) VALUES FOR EACH PARTICLE SIZE FRACTION 

Ore -53 +53 -75 +75-106 +106-150 +150-300 

Sample µm µm J,m J,m µm 

Kinross 086 1.00 1.02 1.03 1.04 

Leslie 0.98 1.06 1.07 1.08 1.08 

Beatrix 1.23 1.26 1.26 1.26 1.26 

Harmony 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 

St. Helena 1.01 1.13 1.15 1.16 1.16 

Unisel 1.03 1.03 1.03 1 03 1.03 

WDL 0.10 0.75 1.05 1.20 1.26 

FSG 0.73 1.05 1.11 1.14 1.15 
·-

Harties 002 0.47 0 81 1 01 1.01 
-

Barberton 1.25 1.36 1.38 139 1.J t 
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Ore I 
Sample 

Kinross 

Leslie 

Beatrix 

Hannony 

St. Helena 

Unisel 

WDL 

FSG 

Harties 

Barberton 

Am 

117 

TABLE 7.2a 

ESTIMATES OF d AND Am (eq. 7.7) 

dcar1,on l d....,. .. 

1.94 11 .0 14.0 3.25 15.0 

2.50 8.0 11.0 7.50 16.0 
I -

3.96 1.6 1.7 0.68 18.0 

3.80 6 .5 10.0 5.0 21 .5 
------11------+----------+------t 

3.40 3.5 10.0 8.5 17.0 

1.80 6 .5 6.0 12.0 15.0 

1.10 1.0 1.0 n.d. 5.0 

1.02 4.9 3.0 n.d. 0.8 

1.06 25.0 2.0 n.d. 12.0 

3.15 1.0 1.5 5.0 22.0 

n.d. - not determined 

TABLE 7.2b 

CALCULATED F(D,d) (eq. 7.7j VALUES FOR EACH PARTICLE SIZE 

FRACTIO~ 

Ore -53 +53 -75 +75-106 +106-150 +150-300 

Sample µm µm µm ~ µm 

Kinross 1 79 1.70 1.60 1.44 0.93 

Leslie 2.28 2.15 2.01 1.79 1.08 

Beatrix 3.65 3.45 3.26 2.94 1.88 

Hannony 3.34 3.06 2.79 2 .37 1.16 

St. Helena 2.91 2.62 2.36 1.94 0.82 
-

Unisel 1.68 1.61 1.54 1.41 0.98 

WDL 1J)7 1.06 1.04 1.01 0.89 

FSG 1 02 1.02 1.01 1.01 0.99 

Harties 1.05 1.04 1.03 1.02 0.96 

Barberton 2.77 2.54 2.33 1.98 0.98 

I ( 
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On! Sample 

Kinroaa 

Leslie 1 
t 

Beatrix 

Harmony 

St Helena 

Uniael 

WDL 

FSG 

Hartiea 

Barberton 

118 

TABLE 7.3 

AVERAGE ERRORS 

Average error (eq 7.3) 
. 

4.64 

3.69 

8.12 

5.71 

8.27 

12.58 

34.15 

26.72 

24.81 

17.21 

I ( 

Average error (eq 7.7) 

2.55 

3.59 

8.67 

5.07 

6,7:-, 

8.70 

26.85 

2&.31 

<. "\. 

3.7f 

-
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FIGURE 7.2b: EMPIRICAL CONSTANT Am VERSUS THE FREE GOLD OF THE 

UNMILLED ORE SAMPLES (REFRACTORY ORES). 
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FIGURE 7.3: LEACnABLE GOLD AS A FUNCTION OF PARTICLE SIZE FOR 

MILLED KJNROSS ORE WITH APPLICATION OF EQ. (7.3). 
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FIGURE 7.5: LEACHABLE GOLD AS A FUNCTION OF PARTICLE SIZE FOR 

MILLED BEATRIX ORE WITH APPLICATION OF EQ. (7.3) 
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FIGURE 7.6: LEACHABLE GOLD AS A FUNCTION OF PARTICLE SIZE FOR 

MILLED HARMONY ORE WITH APPLICATION OF EQ. (7.3). 
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CHAPTERS 

NEURAL NElWORK ANALYSIS OF DATA 

Neural net systems are widely acknowledged as one of the fastest growing 

compl!cer technologies today and have attracted particular interest in the process 

engimtt!rmg community as a framework for the representation of ill-defined 

processes Yotlich cannot be modelled readily by other means. such as the 

modelling of metal-slag equilibria (Reuter et al, 1992), generalised reaction rate 

kinetics (Reuter et al, 1993), etc. Although neural networks are effcIent tools for 

the modelling and interpretation of plant and unit process data, it has not found 

much practical application yet in the mineral processing industry • mainly due to 

the lack of sufficient technology transfer and the problems associated with ,t It 

was decit.1ed to use neural networks together with the modelling techniques 

discussed in previous chapters (6 and 7) to assist in the understanding of the 

relationship between mineral liberation and leaching behaviour. A back 

propagation neural network (BPNN), due to it's versatility, simpleness and 

effectiveness, as well as a self-organising network to perform cluster analysis 

were thus selected to fulfil this purpose. 

8.1 NEURAL NETWORKS 

Neural networks are essentially connectionist systems consisting of 

collections of simple, massively interconnected computational elements, and 

the:r characteristics stem from the collective behaviour of these elements, 

also kno\Ml as (artificial) neurons. neurods, processing elements, processing 

nodes or processing units (Aldrich, 1994). In .1 back propagation neural 

network (BPNN) the processing elements are typically divided into disjoint 

subsets or layers, in which all the process units possess essentially similar 

computational characteristics . The layers are usually categorised as either 

input, hidden or output layers. Process units in these layers are attached to 

other units in succe~ .. ive layers by means of weighted connections 

(adjustable numeric values), as sho\Ml in Figure 8.1 . The training of the net 

comprises essentially of the adjustment of the weight matrix of the net. It 

occurs by means of learning algorithms usually designed to minimise the 

mean square error between the desired and the actual output of the net. 

Information IS propagated back through the net during the learning process, in 

order to update its weights. The net forms thus an internal representation of 

l 
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the relatio:vship between the inputs and the outputs presented to it (Aldrich, 
1994). 

8.1.1 Neurodynamica 

The computation in back propagation nets is feedforward and synchronous, 

i.e. moving from the input tt:; ii,.o output layer. The activation rules of 
process units are typically of the Form: 

Z1(t+1) = ~[u,(t)j 
(8.1) 

where U1(t) is the potential of a process unit (Figure 8.2) at time t; thus the 

difference between the ~ighted sum of all the inputs to the unit and the 
unit bias 

u,(t) = 1:w,,z1(t) - 8, 
{8.2) 

The transfer function ~(•) could be of a linear, step, sigmoidal or some 

other form, with a domain typically much smaller than that of the potential of 

the process unit, auch as [0;1] or [1;1], for example. A back propagation 

neural net as earlier stated is trained by changing the weights of the net 

iteratively, typically by means of a gradient descent method, in order to 
minimise an error criterion, that is 

where 

where , - learning rate. 

& - error criterion. 

doJ - desired output of the unit. 

Z oJ - actual output of the unit. 

(8.3) 

(8.4) 

(8.5) 

I ( 
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8.1.2 Scaling of data 

It is usually necessary to scale the data that are presented to the net to 

ranges which W0uld enable the net to leam effectively. A hyperbolic 
tangent transfer function produces outputs in the range lying between -1 

and 1 for example and it is thus necessary to scale the outputs to the same 

range by mapping the minimum and the maximum values of the actual input 

and output data linearly to the respective minimum and maximum values of 

the net\NOrk ranges. ff an exemplar presented to the net consists of I input 

fields and D output fields, i.e. [f1, f2, ... f1. f1+1,f,.2, . .f1+0J, t\1110 sets of 

corresponding vectors can be defined [m,, m-.z, .. mi, m1.2, .. m1+0J and CM1, M;i, 

.. M,, Mi+1, "'11+2, •• M,.oJ, where mk and Mic typicaliy correspond to the minimum 

and maximum values (they can assume any values, as long as mk<Mk) that 
fk could assume. The mappings of the real world data to those of the 
network can be described as follows (Aldrich, 1994): 

Input: 

Output: 

Mapping from net\NOrk output to real W0rld: 

(8.6) 

(8.7) 

Non-numeric or missing field values are usually mapped to the middle of 
the target range, that is ½(R,+r,) or ½(Ro+ro). 

where {r,, R,) - ranges allowed for the input layers of the net, 

{ro, Ro) - ranges allowed for the output layers of the net, 

ii - the scaled network input corresponding to fi, 

dk - the desired scale.J net\NOrk output corresponding to f k, 

ok - the actual (scaled) output of the net, 

gk - the corresponding (descaled) real W0rld output. 

The main advantage of modelling techniques based on the use of neural nets, 

is thus that prior assumptions with regard to the functional relationship 

between the inputs .and the outputs are not required. The net learns this 

relationship on the basis of examples of typical input and output values 

produced by the process under investigation. Once a model has been 

I l 
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constructec, it 11 moreover possible to make use of general or special purpose 

Neuralware (AJdrich, 1994) to decrease computation time and thus enabling 

for example the use of the model in on-line control systems. 

Thus, a back propagation net with an input layer, one hidden layer that 

comprised of three processing elements or artificial neurons and an output 

layer was thus used in the modelling of the deportment of g, Id after 

comminution. The input layer did not process the data, but ! 'Jrved to 

distribute the Jata to the hidden laye"'. The layers were connected in a 
forward manner so that no layer was connected to any layer preceding 1t All 

layers consisted of elements with hyperbolic tangent translation functions to 

ensure that low-valued and high valued outputs were treated equally, i.e 

~(u) = (e.,, - e .... )/(e"" + ej 
(8.9) 

8.2 DATA ANALYSIS 

The following two techniques, namely non-linear principal component analysis 

(NLPCA) and self-organising maps (SOM} were used in the analysis of the 
data. 

8.2.1 NLPCA 

Non-linear principal component analysis is used as a technique to analyse 

multivariate data. NLPCA uncovers both linear and non-linear correlations 

between variables by identifying and removing correlations amcng problem 

variables as an aid to dimensionalir/ reduction, visualisation and 

exploratory data analysis. It operates by training a fe-,dforward neural 

network (like a BPNN) to perfor •tte identity mapping, where the network 

inputs are ;eproduced at the output layer. The network contains an internal 

bottleneck layer which forces the network to develop a com~ct 
representation of the input data (Kramer, 1991 ). 

NLPCA was performed on the gold deportment data of the unmilled and 

milled ores. The gold associated with pyrite • BMS , silicates and 

carbonaceous material of each ore in each particle size fraction was used 

as the inputs. These data were then reproduced by the net as the outputs. 

From the results obtained, the net sho'Ned that there was a strong 

correlation between the gold associated with the different minerals to such 

an extent that only three of the four inputs are needed to perform the 

I ( 
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analysis successfully. This phenomenon was expected, ~ince the various 

gold-bearing minerals are distributed randomly in the ore and are 

intergrown With one another. Thus, the liberation of gold from a mineral will 

be influenced not only by that mineral but also by the other minerals. 

8.2.2 SOM analysis 

A self-organising net was used to create a tvllo-dimensional feature map 

(SOM) of the input as well as the output data (see Figures 8.3 and 8.4). 

The maps are created in such a mannor that the order of the data Is 

preserved. This characteristic of the net makes it useful for cluster analysis 

and visualisation of topologies and hierarchical structures of higher 
dimensional input spaces (Aldrich, 1995). 

A principal difference between other nets and a self organising net is that 

the latter learns without supervision. Such a net typically consists of an 

input layer that is fully connected to a tvllo dimensional Kohonen layer 

(Aldrich, 1995). Each procass element In the Kohonen fayer measures the 

Euclidean distance of its weights to the input values fed to the layer 

Suppose the input data consist of M-dimensional vectors of the form x = {x
1

, 

~- X3, .x..i}, then each Kohonen element will have M weight values, that can 

be denoted by W1 = {w,,, wa.. w,:., .. w,1,1}. The Euclidean diatance. 

o. = jx-w.j 
(8.10), 

between the input vectors and the weights of the net is then computed for 

each of the Kohonen elements and the winner Is determined by the 
minimum Euclidean distance. 

The weights of the element With the smallest Euclidean distance, as well as 

its neighbouring elements ar~ subsequently adjusted in order to move the 
weights closer to the input vector, as follows· 

(8.11) 

where a is an appropriate learning coefficient that is time dependent 

(decreases with time, typically starting at 0.4 and decreasing to 0.1 or 
lower). 
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The adjustment of the weights of the elements in the immediate vicinity of 

the element with the smallest Euclidean distance is important in the 

preservation of the order of the input space and amounts to an order 

preserving projection of the input space onto the tv.10-dimenslonal Kohonen 

l3yer (Aldrich, 1995). 

The gold deportment in the various minerals (%), the fraction of frea gold 

(%), the head grade, the mass distribution and the geomet,ic mean particle 

size in a particle size fraction of each ore in each particle size fraction of 

both the unrr.illed and milled ore samples were used as inputs to the self

organising maps. The maps of the unmilled and milled ore samples are 

presented in Figures 8.3 and 8.4, re~pectively. 

The centres of gravity c;(Xi,Y1) of each ore j on the topological maps shown 

in Figures 8.3 and 8.4 as well as thi, distance dij of each ir:dividual data 

point (a data point corresponds tc a specific particle size fraction within the 

ore j) I from each of the centres of gravity c; were calculated in order to 

evaluate the ability of the neural net to cluster the various data points of a 

specific o,e. The centre of gravity and distance can be calculated as such: 

c;(Xi, Y1) = (De.In ; 'f.y,/n) 

d, = [(x\ - >Ci)2 + (y'i - Y/J~ 

(8.12) 

(8.13} 

where x.i - x-c.oordinate of the i-th data point from the j-th ore. 

y~ - y-coord1nate of the i-th data point from the j-th ore. 

XJ - x-coordinate of the centre of gravity. 

Y1 - y-coordinate of the centre of gravity. 

If there is perfect separation of each of the ores, all distances d11 (iaj) can be 

expected to be smaller than dij (i~j}. The degree of clustering, which is a 

measure of the sharpness of the separation, can be constructed by sorting 

all d~ values for each ore j from small to large. Nine ranking lists, one for 

each ore, will thus be constructed. The measure of dispersion M, is then 

calculated as follows· 

wht1re m,1 - the ranking order of d1i if i!!!j, and O otherwise. How lower the 

value of M1, the sharper the definition of the clusters. The dispersion M1 is 

now normalised to enable generalised comparisons between ores. 
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That is: 

where M'1 - normalised dispersion. 

~n - the best degree of clustering possible to.- the system. 

M/IMJ< - the worst degree of clustering possible for the system. 

A value of 1 for M'1 is thus an indication of pe~ect clustering, while a value 

of O indicates perfect dispersion or random mapping of the various ore 
members. 

The Cdntr s of gravity and th6 normalised measure of dispersion are 
presented in Tables 8.1a c.:r.d 8. i~ and Figures 8.5 and 8.6. The relative 

distances !:I tween the centrns o! gravity of tt:e unmilled and milled ores are 

tabulated in Table 8.2 and are depicted graphically in Figure 8. 7 (The 

distances were calculated from results obtained when the data of both the 
unmilled and milled ores were mapped by the same net). 

From Figure 8.5, the measure of clustGring for the unm1 ,~ ·inross, 

Beatrix, St. Helena and Barberton gold ores is about the same , • .1 , = 0. 7) 

as well as for the unmilled Harmony and Unisel gold ores (M',=0.92). 
However, when the centres of gravlty of these ores (Tabl 8 1a) are 

compared with each other, it is eviclant that the net classifies these ores 
differently. 

It is evident from Table 8.1a and Figure c 5 th.1t altnough the measure of 

clustering of the Kinross and Leslie gold o• ~s differs with more or less 10%, 

the centres of gravity are very close tc, each other. This is probably 

because both ores originate from the same gold i1~ld namely the Evander 
Gold Field (Figure 3. 1 ). This phenomenon 1s wso evident for the St. 

Helena and Unisel gold ores, with the variation in M', about 20% but with 

their centres of gravity close to each other This was ~xpected since the 

Unisel and St. Helena gold ores are only two separate teedstreams to the 

St. Helena gold mine. v.1th the Unisel ore compnsins cf one third of the 

Basal reef, from which the St. Helena gold ore 1s mined. 110 two thirds of 
the Leader reef (chapter 3.1.2). 

It is noticeable that not only the measure of clustering but also the centres 

of gravity for the milled Kinross and Leslie gold ores differ quite 

substantially from their unmilled counterparts as well as from one another 

' ( 
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This is quite different from what was found in the unmilli;d \'.>res whe fJ their 

centres of gravity were close to each other. This shift in relative positions 

on the map is well illustrated by the Euclidean distances (Table 8.2) 

between the unmilled and milled Kinross and Leslie ores which are 0.604 
and 0.241 respectively. 

It can thus be concluded that although it is evident that the Kinross and 

Leslie gold ores are from the same goldfield (Table 8.1a), they exhibit 

totally different liberation characteristics whe:n comminuted (Tables 8.1 b 

and 8.2). This conclusion is also valid for the St. Helena and Un,sel gold 

ores when Tables 8.1a, 8.1b and 8.2 are studied carefully. a is quite 

interesting to note that this conclusion was drawn qualitatively earlier in 
chapter 4. 

From Figures 8.4 and 8.6 and Table 8.1b the measure of clustering for the 

milled Kinross, Beatrix. St. Helena and Barberton is again more or less tha 

same (M'1 = 0.85). It is again, however, evident from the centres of gravity 

(Table 8.1 b) that the ores exhibit different characteristics, mainly due to 
their different origins. 

The unmilled as well as the milled WDL ar:d FSG gold ores are clustered 

closely together and it is evident from Figures 8 3 to 8.6 that they eJIChibit 

totally different mineralogies from the non-refractory ores such as Kinross. 

Leslie, etc. The Barberton gold ore, as expected, differs quite substantially 

(centres of gnvity -Table 8.1 a) even from the WDL and FSG gold ores, 

due to the ore's unique mineral composition (chapter 3.1.5; 4.5 and 4 6). 

Despite these differences, the Euclidean distances between the centres of 

gravity of the unmilled and milled WDL and Barberton ores are more or 

less the same (0.46 and 0.40 respectively). This means thus that there is 

some resemblance in the way the ores liberate gold when comminuted. 

8.3 NEURAL NET MODELS OF DIAGNOSTIC LEACHING RESULTS 

As mentioned earlier, a back propagation neural network was used to 

model the diagnostic leaching results presented ,n chapter 4 (Tables 4.1 to 

4.22 and Figures 4.1 to 4 20). The structures of the back propagation 

neural nets that were used are shown in Figure 8.8 and 8.9. 

As a first approach, it was assumed that the II be ration of gold from the 

different minerals was independent of the characteristics of the specific 
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minerals. It thus means thus that the brea age of the different gold-bearing 

minerals was assumed to be the same. This assumption was made to 

provide for a sufficient number of data. The geometric mean particle size in 

a particle size fraction (x1) and the fraction of gold(%) associated with each 

of the minerals in eacn particle size fraction in the unmilled ore samples 

(X2) were used as the input values. \Nhile the fraction of gold(%) associated 

with each of the minerals in each particle size fraction 'Jf the milled ore 

samples (y,) were used as outputs. The set of data was randomised pnor 

to subdivision into a test (50 vectors) and a training data (166 vectors) set. 

After training, the net was tested against the test data This procedure is 

essential to venfy the capability of the net to generalise the relationsh ps 

between parameters correctly. The results (model 1) are presented in 

Figure 8.10. 

In the second case (model 2), the followiny data of the unmilled ore 

samples were used as the inputs to the back propagation net, namely, the 

particle sizes (x1); the mass distribution of the unmilled ore (X2), the head 

grade (><.J), the percentage free gold (~). gold associated with BMS (><6), 

pyrite (><e), silicates (xr) and carbonaceous material (><e) in each particle size 

fraction . The outputs were the mass distribution of the milled ore (y,), the 

head grade (Y2), the percentage free gold (y,). percentage gold associated 

with BMS (y.), pyrite (Ys). silicates (Ys) and carbonaceous material (Y1) in 

each particle ~i~e fraction of the milled ore samples. The net was trained 

with the d;1ti. ':Jf • gh~ 1,; ' (d ~.:,48 vectors) and the data of the ninth ore 

were then us•.d ln ;.~st ~~-a accuracy of the net (model 2) predictions. The 

.-,ets of traine f and test data that were used as inputs and outputs were 

thus varied r,ir.e times. The results obtained are presented in Table 8.3a to 

8.3i. 

In order to test the accuracy of the predictions made by the BPNN model 1. 

it was compared to the predictions made by a multllinear regression (MLR) 

model and multiquadratic regression (MOR) model \Nhich were also fitted to 

the experimental data. This comparison was, however, necessary since no 

other model!' were available to establish the accuracy of model 1. Only the 

predictions of the leachable (liberated) gold in each particle size fraction 

made by the BPNN model 2 was compared to the predictions thr.t were 

made by the empirical models in chapter 6, since the objective of the 

empirical models was only to predict that fraction of leachable gold in each 

particle size fraction of the milled ores and not the gold deportment in the 

various minerals. The same criterion that Vl."3S used in chapter 6, namely 

the a.,erage percentage error. equation 6.10. was thus used to test the 
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accuracy of the models. The average percentage error encountered by the 

different models are presented in Tables 8.◄a and o.4b. Since the neural 

model 2 also predicts the gold deportment. head grade and mass 

distribution in each particle size fraction of the milled ores. the predicted 

values were compared qualitatively with the experimental values. It was 

unfortunely not possible to obtain average percentage errors, encountered 

by the model that could be compared meaningfully due to large 

experimental errors. 

ll is evident from Figure 8.10 that the net performs better than the MLR and 

MQR models when compared to the experimental results. The average 

errors (Table 8.4a) for he BPNN, MLR and MQR are 62.93±48.68%, 

69.56±4-4.56% and 91 .29±85 7%, respectively However, the pred1ct1ons 

by the BPNN model 1 are fairly inacc-urate mainly due to large experimental 

errors in the data (see chapter 4) and shortcomings in the assumptions. It 

was assumed that the liberation of the gold is h ,dependent of the 

characteristics of the ore. This Is unfortunately not the case as illustrated 

with the different empirical models (equations 6.2, 6 .3, 6 4 and 6.5) for the 

locked gold in each particle size fraction of the various gold bearing 

minerals in chapter 6. 

In the derivation of model 2, a more accurate approach was followed. The 

gold deportment of the various unmilled ore samples and milled ore 

samples was used as inputs and outputs, respectively. Despite the small 

training set, the net was able to generalise the relationship between the 

input and output variables fairly well . It is evident from Table 8.4b that 

· ,._ r .t e average errors encountered by the different models are 

~c n1 a:~d. th:1t the empirical models perform in most cases better than the 

r _,, especially with the refractory ores (Barberton, FSG and WDL). 

Attt,ourh the net was trained on eight sets of data compared to four sets for 

the empirical models, the number of data were insufficient to train the net 

properly. It must also be noted that the predictions by the neural net model 

and the empirical models could not be directly compared since 31 { (8 

inpJts+1 bias)x3 nodes in the hidden layer+ (3 nodes+1 bias)x1 output= 

31} parameters were used in the neural net modelling and only 25 {8(a1 .. a., 
b1 b.)x3 + 1 (particle size) = 25} in the modelling by the empirical models 

It can thus be concluded that the empirical models predict the fraction of 

leachable gold in each particle size fraction slightly better. 

It is evident when Table 8.3a to 8.31 are compared qualitatively to Tables 

4.1 to 4.22 that the net fails to predict the gold associated with the 
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carbonaceous material and the head grade. This is probably due to 

experimental errors, Since the experimental values of the gold associated 

with the carbonaceous material are in most cases the smallest (Tables 4.1 

to 4.22), a relatively small change (relative to the values of the other 

minerals, for example those of the gold associated with the silicates) in 

these experimental values will result in a large percentage error. 

Furthermore, the presenre of different types of carbonaceous materials 

with different liberation and fracture characteristics in various quantities i1 , 

the different ores will prevent the net to correlate the gold associated with 

carbonaceous material efficiently. 

The net predicts the gold associated with the BMS only with moderate 

accuracy (Tables 8.3a to 8.31). This is probably due to the fact that the 

base metal sulphides include various minerals, with each having its own 

characteristics and texture and thus liberating gold differently. Thi 

phenomenon was also found when the empirical model was derived (see 

chapter 6.4) 

8.4 SUMMARY 

Although mineral liberation is well discussed and defined in the literature by 

vaI1ous researchers, Gaudin (1939), Wiegel (1967), King (1979), Austin 

(1983), Meloy (1983-1994) etc. it is still a highly complex problem. However, 

only very little research (Lorenzen, 1992a; Lorenzen and Var. Deventer, 1994) 

has been done until now to understand the interrelationship bet'Men mineral 

liberation and leaching behaviour. Neural networks were thus used to assist 

in the understanding of this relationship. 

From this preliminary investigation of the modelling of diagnostic leaching 

results of unmilled and milled ores by neural networks it can be concluded 

that the use of neural net methods can be a very efficient way of analysing 

this type of data. Although the models (model 1 and 2) only give reasonable 

predictions, it must be taken into account that these models are only 

provisional and that some refinement is still needed before they can be used 

to quantify the relationship bet'Men liberation and leaching behaviour 

satisfactory. It will thus be possible when sufficient data are obtained, not 

only to predict the leachable gold but also the deportment of gold in the 

various minerals in a milleci ore when the deportr.,..,,,t of gold 1n the unmilled 

ore is known It is furthermore evident that although the predictions by the 

empirical models are at this stage more accurate than those by the neural net 
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rnodels, the latter could be used more extensively and generally than the 
empirical models (equation 6.6) derived in chapter 6. 

It is also possible that th& gold deportment and liberation characteristics of a 
new ore could be classified by using SOM analysis 

I ( 

I • . . ' i • . . . 
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TABLE 8.1a 

THE MEASURE OF CLUSTERING AND CENTRES OF GRAVITY FOR EACH 

UNMILLED ORE . 

Symbol Orea Meaaure of Centre: x- Centre: y-

cluatering coordinate coordinate 

A Kinrou 0.719 0.291 0.538 

B Lealie 0.608 0.269 0.490 

C Beatrix 0.698 0.437 0.470 

D Harmony 0 920 -0.128 0.863 

E St. Helen.:J 0.705 -0.166 0.480 ,_ 
F Unisel 0.913 -0.163 0.285 

G Barberton 0.712 -0.177 -0 862 
l---

WDL 1.000 0.476 -0.823 I H 

t . I 1FSG 1.000 -0.204 -0.709 

TABLE 8.1b 

THE MEASURE OF CLUSTERING j1ND CE►1TRF.S OF GRAVITY FOR EACH 
IV I 

-
Symbol Orea ' I Centre: x- Centre: y-

coordinatr coordinate 

-
A Kinrou 0.851 -0.604 0.145 

B Lealie 0.375 -0.171 0.104 

C Beatrix 0.795 -0.168 0.486 

D Harmony 0.623 -0.581 -0.304 

E St. Helena 0.840 0.390 0.527 

F Uniael 0.566 0.191 0.091 

G Barberton 0.892 0.315 -0.618 

H WDL 1.000 0.380 -0.806 

I FSG 0.910 0.788 -0.472 
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TABLE 8.2 

Tt1E EUCLIDEAN DISTANCES BETWEEN THE CENTRES OF GRAVITY OF 

THE UNMILLED AND MILLED ORES. 

Symbol Orea Euclidean distances 

A Kirvou 0.604 

B Leslie 0.242 

C Beatrix 0.384 

D Harmony 0.588 

E St Helena 0.255 

F Uniael 0.183 

G Barberton 0.465 

H WDL 0.404 

I FSG 0.097 

TABLE 8.3a 

BPNN-MODEL 2 PREDICTIONS FOR THE KINROSS MILLED ORE. 

Particle Mu• Hea~ %Free %Au in %Au in %Au in %Au in 

size µrn fraction Grade Au BMS Pyrite Carbon Silicate 

350 5.84 4.41 11.56 1.76 31 .75 13.56 5209 

2~2 4.28 15.55 79.60 5.45 12.14 1.49 -0.27 

126 4.28 15.55 79.62 5.44 1211 1.50 -0.26 

89 5.00 15.31 79.76 5.49 11 .71 1.47 -0.23 

58 26.57 10.67 82.60 7.09 5.71 0.83 -0.43 

23 57.67 5.91 85.87 9.34 023 0.16 -0.60 
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TABLE 8.3b 

BPNN-MODEL 2 PREDICTIONS FOR THE LESLIE MILLED ORE. 

Part:cle Mau Head %Free %Au in %Au in %Au in %Au in 

aize~ fraction Grade Au BMS Pyrite Carbon Silicate 

350 16.14 2.52 22.50 10.08 15.65 10.48 44.79 

212 8.83 5 .75 89.17 6.15 3.85 1.63 0.41 

126 9.01 5.45 89.31 4.40 3.06 2.39 2.26 

89 9.05 5.44 89.33 4.35 3.04 2.41 2.31 

58 9,04 5.44 89.33 4.34 3.04 2.41 2.32 

23 43.26 3.07 8828 4 .-44 3.64 3.13 2.09 

TABLE 8.3c 

BP~IN-MODEL 2 PREDICTIONS FOR THE BEATRIX MILLED ORE. 

Particle Mna Head %Free %Au in %Au in % Au in 
1 

% Au in 

size~ fraction Grade Au 9MS Pyrite Carbon Silicate 

350 30.94 4.87 18.86 19.99 27.99 11.16 21 .10 

212 533 28.67 86.42 8.69 3.73 0.90 -1.53 

126 5.34 28.94 87.03 8.43 3.51 0.83 -1 .59 

89 5.66 28.86 87.06 8.40 3.51 0.&4 -1.57 

58 15.24 26.36 86.39 8.03 . 0.87 -0.93 

23 61 70 15.24 83.62 6.68 6.17 1.11 2.06 
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BPNN-MODEL 2 PREDICTIONS FOR THE HARMONY MILLED ORE. 

P.ticle Mna Head %Free %Au in %Au in %Auln %Au in 

aizet,a1 ,raction Grade Au BMS Pyrita Carbon Silica• 

350 46 37 3.94 15.51 15.20 2067 12 34 42.50 

212 0.41 10.56 78.79 6 ,37 0.72 :..34 5.31 

126 0.61 10.67 80.75 6 ,68 C,,88 2.76 3.28 

89 037 10.80 81.51 6 .24 -0.18 3.0:i 4.47 

58 36.33 4.90 24.54 13,4-+ 16.11 10.59 33.90 

23 4'U)6 7.74 83.25 13.01 -2.20 2.39 2.64 

TABLES.le 

BPNN-MODEL 2 PREDICTIONS FOR THE St. HELENA MILLED ORE. 

Particle Maas Head %Free %Au in %Au in %Au in %Au in 
size t,a1 fraction Grade Au BMS ~ c.bon Silicate 

350 1.66 5,77 12.33 -0.23 8.76 11 .16 68.11 

212 6 .32 7.61 84.28 9.01 2.74 0.90 5.59 

126 6.40 7.63 84.89 9.16 2.68 0.83 5.18 

-
6~ 6 ,62 7.19 75,85 13.28 6.95 0,84 4.26 

58 16.13 6.00 86.15 8.29 2.46 0.87 4.81 

-
23 61 .76 4.63 90.06 5.16 1.69 1.11 3.85 
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TABLE 8.3f ( 

BPNN-MODEL 2 PREDICTIONS FOR THE UNISEL MILLED ORE. 
' 

Particle Mass Head %Free %Au in %Au in %Au in %Au in size µm fr;iction Grade Au BMS Pyrite Carbon Silicate 

350 3.09 13.36 13.4S 5.66 6.60 9.47 68.37 

212 3.01 29.63 84.11 8.38 1.93 1.99 3.48 

126 3 01 23.75 84.50 8.34 1.86 1.97 3.30 
89 3.11 29.7 3 84.58 8.32 1.86 1.97 3.25 
58 6 54 28.48 84.74 8.23 2.14 2.08 2.81 
23 61.60 14.12 86.33 5.55 3.77 3 98 0.95 

TABLE 8.3g 

BPNN-MODEL 2 PREDICTIONS FOR THE BARBERTON MILLED ORE. 
,_,__ 

Particle Mass Head %Free %Au in ~-Au in %Au in % J.,u in size µm fraction Grade Au t3MS Pyrite Carbon Silicc!te 

--350 13.07 1.51 12.51 37 97 50.89 1.04 1.97 
212 '13.05 •iS.1 12.53 37.99 50.90 1.03 1.94 

-126 10.01 3.10 3~.12 28.12 34.CS 1.33 0.99 

·-I 89 7.86 4.67 54.84 18.50 21 .85 1.58 0.30 
_,_ 

58 5.37 7.34 81 .76 7 24 7 70 1.95 
I -0.57 

I 
23 57.05 2.29 74.92 8.21 8.64 1.0 I 3.12 

-

- • . f . . ' . \,, . . . ' . . . . . ' . . . '.,. . . . \, . . .. ,- ' 

., 4 ' • .• ' • ._ ' ' . •• • ' , . • 
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( 
TABLE 8.3h 

BPNN-MODEL 2 PREDICTIONS FOR THE WDL MILLED ORE. 

Particle Maas Head •;. Free •;. Au in %Au in %Au in 0/4 Au in 

size µm fraction Grade Au BMS Pyrite Carbon Silicate 

350 -2.19 11.53 7.36 25.75 51.57 6 .66 -0.91 

212 4.96 14.29 28.80 27.12 42.49 3.57 ~.05 

126 6 .73 14.67 34,03 27.06 40 53 3.14 ~ .46 

89 10.24 13.89 37.40 25.65 37.83 2.91 ~ .24 

58 35.50 10.20 45.06 22.37 31 .19 2.16 -5.67 

23 61 .81 6.15 58.33 15.78 19.91 1.355 -3,80 

TABLE 8.3i 

BPNN-MODEL 2 PREDICTIONS FOR THE FSG MILLED ORE. 

-
Particle Mass Head %Free •;. Au in %Au in o/o Au in j % Au in 

size µm fraction Grade Au BMS Pyrita Carbon Silicate 

350 5.07 8 .40 6 .25 26.70 63.99 6 .23 1.92 

212 2.75 16.57 41 .74 20 5 49.24 1.22 -5.99 
.._ 

126 2.14 19.29 57.33 18.57 43.~ 1 0 30 -7.03 

89 1.96 20.36 63.61 17.75 40.39 -0.01 -7.35 

fil,409 19.62 6'i.14 17.74 38.93 -0.16 -7.43 

57.48 3,28 34.37 26,60 48,71 
I 

1.03 -4.40 

·-
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TABLE 8.4a 

AVERAGE PERCENTAGE ERRORS E~•--11NTERED WITH BPNN-

•,•ODEL 1, MLR Al . , ~-

. -· - -I 
dPNN ['/4] MLR (%1 MQR [ 0/4] 

Model 1 - 62.93±48 68 69. 56±44.56% 91.29±85. 7% 

TABLE 8.4b 

AVERAGE PERCENTAGE ERRORS ENCOUNTERED WITH BPNN MODEL 2 

AND EMPIRICAL MODELS 1, 2 AND 3 FOR THE DIFFERENT ORES. 

Ores BPNN Empirical Empirical Empirical 

model 2 model 1 model 2 model 3 

Kinross 4.65±2.44 3.74±2.40 15.01±3.62 

Leslie 5.00±4.27 3.79±1 .36 3.92±1 .87 

Beatrix 3.33±2.98 5.72±6.54 7.06±4.52 

Harmony 23.5±25.4 9.08±1 .90 8 76±2 05 

St. Helena 7.:":>±5.40 6.50±3.46 6 71±3.20 

-
Unisel 8.32±7.98 11 63±10.13 9.70±5.58 

Barberton 122.73±73.44 26.78±28.03 38.79±17 44 

WOL 179.40±80.60 17.36±12.41 71.40±20.90 

FSG 69.60±47.01 18.30±8.17 15.80.t:5 98 

( 
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CHAPTERS 

CONCLUSIONS AND SIGNIFICANCE 

From the results presented in this thesis it can be concluded that the 

leachability (that is, the degree to whict a specific ore is leachable) of an ore, 

is not only dependent on the degree of liberation of that ore when 

comminuted, b1Jt that it is al~o very much dependent on the degree of 

exposure of go/d grains throughout the ore. It was found that all the 

theoretical liber2,tion models as well as the exposure (leaching) model of Hsih 

and co~workers (Wen et al, 1995) underestimated the fraction of leachable 

gold in e~ch particiti 'iizP- fraction. mainl~ due to the neglect of exposed gold 

grains situated in minor cracks and fissures. The following specific 
concl..Jsions can be drawn: 

Ores from different regions and even different locations within a 
specific region yield different liberation characteristics. 

It is believed that both transgranular and intergranular breakage occur 
when a gold ore is commir,uted. 

The empirical models discussed in chapter 6 predictea the leachab1lit1 

of gold fairly accurately and it was found to be a function of the particle 

size and the deportment of gold in the unmilled ore sample. 

Liberation of gold from the silicates is quit~ effective compared to the 

o( 1r minerals because gold grains associat~d with silicates seem to 
be coarser than those associated with the other minerals. 

The liberation pattern of gold from the BMS of one ore can only be 

extrapolated from one ore i:, an approximate m3nner to another ore 

because BMS include a variety of minerals, each having its own 
libe,·ation characteristics. 

It was concluded that the liberation pattern of gold from the 

carbonaceous material of one ore cannot be extrapolated at all to 

another ore due to experimental errors and drfferent liberation and 

fracturing c , ,'teristics of the different carbonaceous material in the 
differ~nt ores. 
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The liberation (leachability) pattern of the Barberton gold ore differs 

substantially from the other ores due to differences in mineralogical 

composition. 

An explicit solution to King's liberation modei was modified in order to 

predict teachable gold in different particle size fractions. A function 

with two argument was added to the sol•Jtion to provide for the fraction 

of teachable gold that cannot be attr!buted directly to liberation and the 

fraction of liberated gold that is due to fracturing along grain 

boundaries. It was found that the model predicts the leachability of 

gold from all the ores, except the Barberton gold ore, fairly accurately. 

The exposure model developed by Hsih and co-workers was 'lxtended 

by the addition of a function with one argument, to provide for the 

fra1..1ion of leachable gold that cannot be attributed directly to 

liberation. The leachability of gold from all the ores, including the 

Barberton ore, was predicted accurately. 

It was found that the fraction of leachable gold that is not directly 

related to liberation (due to both trans- and intergranular fracture) is a 

function of particle size. 

The use of neural net methods can be a very efficient way of analysrng 

this type of data. Two back propagation neural models v.,t,ich use the 

gold deportment m unmilled ores as inputs and the gold deportment of 

the milled ores as outputs were constructed. Although the models are 

only provisional, reasonable predictions were maoe but some 

refinement and more data will still be required in order to predict 

leachable gold as a function of the mineralogy and particle size, 

accurately It will, however, be possible to predict the leachable gold 

as well as the deportment of gold in l.,e various minerals in a milled 

ore from the deportment of gold in the unmilled ore. 

It can be expected that the neural net models after some refineme,,t 

will generally be more applicable than the empirical models. 

Self-organising neural mappings were found to be an easy and 

efficient way of classifying the gold deportment of an ore. 

I ~ 
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It became evident in this research that in order to model the reachability of 

gold fundamentally, the data obtained from diagnostic leaching tests in this 

thesis are insufficient. Data concerning the quantities of gold bearing 
minerals present in the ores as well as SEM cata of the gold grains are 

needed along with diagnostic I aching results to model mineral liberation 
accurately. 

Another question to be answered in future work, is: ·How does the method of 
breakage affE"cts the degree of liberation?•. 

It is evident from this thesis that liberation or the leachab1lit1 of gold frnm a 

specific mineral in an ore is a highly complex phenom nnn. It Is clc r that 

although many resear.,;hers have contributed to the field of liberati n, much 

work is still needed to understand the interrelationship between hberat,on nd 
leaching behaviour. 
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ABSTRACT 

D, gttDstic leaching is a11 anaJ;tic-al l()(}l which has bun de'tle/opcd at the Anglo American 
Research 1Abora1ories (MRL) during the mid /98()'s, This tuhllique has bun used 

:dely by i•arious i11Stitu1io,as during t last eight years to-uh mucd rrsulzs, mainly due 
,u ivujJid cnt urformat,on rt;arrh'lg the ttchlliquc or :, ignorance w11h rrgard to lht 
a·•~·clopmcm of a I I procedure and w analysis of results. The tcchn,quc had bun 

rit .! to some dt1, ru fun11g tire l'JSt few )can al the Department of Chemical 
,ururi11g of the Umvcnity of Sullcnbosch. This pape~ conu.':tu al/ the rrltvant 

i,ifonnarion rrquired for implemcntine the uch111que at a ia.'-Jorarorv successfully, and 
some backgro,md informa11011 to i111trprr1 rtSu/ts obta111ed from this procedure is also 
included E~1de111 'y. 111c m111tralogy of the maJru tnattrial (sample) is the mam factor that 
ltttm1111er 11 ch sttps III such a technique art ntcessnry 111 order to obram optimal ruults. 

Diagnowc leacning u only a tool to help the nu11tralogis1 or metallurgist to get a much 
clearer view of tht depunment of gold in an orr or a sample. This will enable him or her 
to design ntwftowshttrs, alter existing ones and identify problem areas in plants and unit 
op~ration.•. 

Ktywords 

Mineralogy; diagnostic leaching, analyhcal technique 

INTRODUCllON 

UsuaJlv the meraJlurgm's f.rst question 1s, "To what size do I need to gnnd the ore 10 liberate the golM" 
If more accurate mineralogical data were avadable, the first question might be, "With which minerals is the 
gold associatt-d and how will this affect the extraction roure I use?". 

01agnosuc leaching was developed by the Anglo Amencan Re.search l.aboratones [ l ,2) to answer the above 
(lUQlJOn and in doing so, opened up the f.eld of mineralogical analysis LO the metallWJist. With diagnostic 
leaching, the metallurgist or scientm is able to ge: a moch clearer view of which minerals the gold u 
associated with. When a mineralogist looks at the deportment of gold in an ore, he/she 1s usually looking 
for an clement which is present in pans per million, so that errors in samplin1 arc multiplied cf.ramaticaJly. 
Diagnostic leachin1 offers a che:.p, simple, pracucaJ altemauvc. In order to detennine with which minerals 

the desued precious metal i! associated. a specific mineral is first t-liminated usin1 a selective oxidative 
leach, and c1an1dation is used to cxtracr the precious metal (in rh.is case gold) liberated by the destruction 
of this mineral. The precious metal extracted can be measured in soluuon to give a fairly accurate record 
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•f the ""'"""' •f •be ""'""" m,w ._i.,,J •i<h <ha, .. ,.,,,, '"""""'""'· •be "'"d"' fr•m w fin, 

,ug• "" be '"bJ«k<! <o '"°"'" "'"''" r,d l=h.""' lhc-,,. .,,.,. ... •"''""•• dil"" - ,nd 
,y.,,.1, ,,. • ., ,,. ,1,, be""" <o """"Y '"""'<!<po'"· """'d"re <an be """" "''"'' ,r. 
miooralogy •r <be m,.,, =•~i,I A, the ood •r <hi di''"°'"' loach lhc """''""'" !, lofl ..;u, • ••mplo<o 
"'""" of u,, d<portmom •f ,be "''"•"• m,..,. HoJSbe "" oow "" "'" ior0n-u•on Co, .,,.,.,, •• <l<,iso a IT'et.:11lurg1cal tlowshut 10 treat lhc ore. 

Th, fim nop m lhc <1<,,s,. , a,,...,,., l0><h,01 uponm•M '"°"'d be.,"""'""''" •r<h• ......... ., 
•r u,, ., .. pl<•• be '°~Ykd '"d ,,_ F....., oC,«tiog lhc """"°• or 1•U"" i, """Y ,..,, •r • 
.. ,""101,QI "'""' K,owl<dg• •C lhc ""°""'ogy •r lhc .,. o, """"""'<al "'°"""' <• be "'"d, Ir 
"PP"'PnMdy <ombu«d .,., ,r. m"'"'°'"~ ''-"•orlc. m,y belp <o «pl,io •ario"' ,.,,.,, ""•"'•• • .., .. ,, ""°''"' o.,,,.,.,, l•><hmg " <h"'., ...i,..,... <ool whkh no h< ""d by •be """'1",gi,, oo, 
••ly <o •,am;,•"'•°"' ho, ,1,o <•loot" prob!< .. , _,,;,g """"'I.,...,_ Th, P'O«d""' i, oo, 
•• ,, 1, ... ..., "' • ..,,""' n,, • .,,, ""'" '"'""' ""' ., .. ~,, '"" ., """""''"' prod,., .... "''"" .. 
a plant 

• un,, lhc • .., .,,.. yc.v, VOrimu _,, on d,._.,,. lc,ohi,, ••re pobH,bed AU u,.., p,po.,, ho-,•«. 
nude"" •rd, ..... .., ••""••1 •• <ry "'d «pl,i, lhc .,,ly,i<.,J "<hmq..,•, .. n,,. ,d '"''"' 'PPli,.,.;..,. 
" <be <l<•dopm•M or mi""/ proc,,,;., "'"i•. f,uh d,,...,;, on pl"" Ond io "'°'"' ,.,._ ""'1y,i, 

or'-'••-•• "'" lhc '""'"'" of b,J"" o, "''id"' """""'· How,-.,, oo -" how, be<o p,bl•bed 
oo lhc d"'So .,d "'·"P • C •"<h ,n "P<Tim<M, n,;, hu '"""' "'"°"' ""'""""" <o <1<-.Jap lhci, ••• 
.. ..;, ., •r ..... , ....... """' ioronn .. ,., ................ p,..,.,, .. ronn,1 """'"' .... ..,.,..,, 
<amm,.;.,.,,., .,., poop/, m"<>l"<d io lhc de.<1"""""' of lhc <«Jmiq.., Thi, ha, be<o mo.,, d«rim"'-oJ 

lo <ho :~hoiq"' • ..;,g <o ,om, °'"'"" P"'""'Y ,, hu """"'d a,•"'"'' of,,_., pi,a« <«hoiq""· 
S<>m< .r ,., .. ,., """''"' mod, by ..., ""'"'"'ben" •od pl,., ""'°""'' «mid be «la<<d lo <h, c,., 
,.,, ""'"I> .,. "''" ha, be<, ""d Co, ,11 cy,.,, or «ponm""· '"""""" of lhc ""'Pl•'• """'"'•n. 
Th., h" h<<o ,gg,.,,.,d by p,,,, fo"""'""°" or"''"'" owiog lo • t..k or koowl<da• ••<h "B'"' 1o "'• 

"'·"P .r"" """''"'"" ... loi,iog or •• ," .. '• .... ""' """""" '"""' , .. """m'""· •1• ..., roc,o, hn, l<d ,om• P<Opl•, "r«iolly pl,,. ponooo,J, lo beb•>< <ha< lhc <ttlm1q"• d°" oo< ri>< <h• quafit) of re ults that can !>c trusted and bcltevcd 

Thi, p,po, -.u •«•mp< <o P"••d• ,om• ,.id<ho" Co, lhc d<><lopm•"' of dfa100<ti, ,.,.,,.,, ""'""''""· 
i, ••ll upla<o on,Jy•i"I Pmbl•m• ,-a""""'""' m <h, '"~y,;, or '""pie, ob"'""' from ... ., m "'• 
Pro<<d""· '"d "<om• d•,n,• i< ••II d,,..., lhc i"'""'""°' or"'"'"· Th, buu '"P«< ha, olreody be<o discussed in dct.l!i in previous papers (2-4] . 

Th• '°""P' 01 <:.ga, ,.,, l"<hi,g, " ol""'y m,,.;oo<d, u ><ry .imp/•. Th, l•w '""'• ,.;.,"1 p,..,,,, 
io .., ma<n, or lhc mpl• i, fin< "'"b,li,«! io ,q"<ou, ,cid m<d.,m. Th, '"id"' i, "'"""• • .,,..., 
C•·•«<ldil"« •dd), ,y.,,.k,J <o """' lhc gold libe,.«J '"'d ..,,..., •i<h • d,J"« <YWd• ,ol,tlo,. Th, 

P""'•" ""'-~'"" wi<h, more o,id,ti., '<<d lmh '""' ,u lhc ,.,.,.,.,....,,"' <y,nid<d gold i, '"'""" 
by "'• ,y.,,d• <o ''" ., .,,_ "'°"' of <be ""°""' of aol< "'°''""' ••<h lhc •onow """""· Ao 
O•<rl•p of lhc """ ofl'-'<hio1 d°" °""' 131, ho< ;, l•0<nUy lm,i«d <o - or lhc "'l"i,<d ,.;,..., and 
10% of lhc ""'mo,,'""'• miou,J. Th,--,,;,,.'"'" of ,.,d P"-""'°""' a<,d lhc .. ;,.,." .,., ;, w;n most likely destroy arc presented in Table I anJ Figure I. 

EXPERL\fENTAL 

A, "Pl,Uo<d "'""· ,o dfaroo,"' l<a<hiog "P<rim•0<"" be de,,g,<d •ffi«<ody wi<ho,< • mi°""oai,oJ 
"""i'"'°" •C lhc umpl•. Th• .. ,,."1,IY i, ""Y im.....,, "P<dolly ff"" oo, i, "'"""" u "'""""Y· 
... h o,id:>ti-. 0<id I- "•P i, <l<,iao<d <o di,mJ,. • •P«<fi< o, • <ombmation of .. i....,,_ Th, 

••""""'" "'•· i .•. lhc •onow "'''"" W<d <o """"' .., mm"'1,, d•pood, o, lhc "''"'""•= of lhc 

DESIGN OF AN EXPERIMENr 
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minerals present. how much of the msneraVs 1s in the sample and a1 "hal pH and Eh will !his mineral likely 
be dcstro)cd, thus lc:i.:hcd The first p:irt of the cxpcnmcn1 c:in best be c.lcscnbed schcmaucally as in Figure 2 

I. 
2. 
3 
4 

s 
6. 

7. 

8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 

TA BLE 1 Stlccthe prc-tru tment leac:h stag« and the minerals dcstroyt'd 

Prt"-lrt:itm,nt sta e 
NaCN washes 
SaCN 
Na2CO3 
HCI 

HNO3 
Oulic Acid Washc 
HF 
Acctorutnlc elution 

Minerals likt'ly to be d e:.troJed 
Prccipi1a1ed gold 
Gold 

Gyp um and Arscnatcs 

Pyrrhotuc, Caki1c. Dolomite, Galena, Goclhire, Calcium 
c:irbonare 

Calcine, Hacmaure, Fem1es 

Uransnite, Sph:ilcnce. labile Copper Sulphtdes, Labile 
Base Metal Sulrrudes, labile Pynre 

Sphalerrte, Galena, Labile Sulphide , Tctrahedrite, 
Sulphide Conccntm1es 
Pyrire. Arscnop)ntc, Marcasue 
Oxide Coa1Jngs 
Silicates 

Gold adsorbed on Carbon, Kcrogcn, Co:il 

Note: All th· above mentioned pre-treatment stages can be varied according 10 the matnx of !he marcnal. 
Temperature, potential. conccntra1ion, t:cating time, etc. all play a major role in the selection of 
the desired prc•trcatrr,cnt stage. 

1000-,---------------------- ----
to 

80 

l0 

20 

10 

O<>-t----

Fig. I 'typical diaanostic lc::ch procedure for the deportment of gold 

( 
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Send smiplc IO lie a.a&lyscd for mioen101ial a.a&ly sea 

♦ 

N.aC!'l ,r,ub followed by a 2• bout NIQf leach 

.I, 

Does the s.tmple COCUain moIC lhaa l " of a.ay of the followuig ~s: l)'J)Sum 111d &ncn&tes? 

Yes 
No 

N:tOJ'HCl lexb 
Na N leacb 

' 

Does the sample Couuia more IJl.aa l " of any of the follO'lllmg mlnenls: P)'mlc)(ue, wcite, fcmtes, 
dolomire, &alena. lucmatire, aor.uue, calciwn carbonate? 

Yes 
No • HCJ leach and/or HC!,SnC1

2 I NaCN leach 

!• 

Does the s.tmple CX>l1L\ia more lhaa I " of aoy of the followiD.1 IZU!lenlJ: lllalliiuie, labile copper 
sulphides, Llbile base mew sulphides, labile pymc? 

Yes 
No ffiSO• lea:11 

NaCN leacb . . 
Does the szmple conWD more lhaa 10 " of any of the follOWiag minerau: letnhcdrirc, plera, 

splwcnre 111d ~ pynte? 

Yes 
No F~ leach 

NIIC 

Does the sample COl1lm1 more lhaa 1 " of any of the followuii lllinera!s: PYrite, uscnopynrc &lid 
marcas1re? 

Yes 
No HN°J leach 

NaC leach 
~ ,, 

Does thc sample comai.a any of the followina miDerab: carbon, keroaen, Llmxuhre, shoal and tNJ? 

Yes 
No ACWonitrile dlllioq 

or burn off• 700 •c followed by cyauidation 
* 

The ~due CUI be destroyed with a HF lexb (which u 110t recommended) followed by a cyarude 
leach, Cid/or CUI be assa,ea for aold contcnc 

• Caa be rep.teed with a HC1/Sna2 leach if 1110n: lhaa 5" calctDe IDd/or hacuiaure is prc:scm 

I Caa be replaced or followed by a FeC13 leach if there iJ Si,niflC&D( amounts of spbalerite i1M tetnbedritc:s present with 1&1ena in the sample. 

Fig.2 Detarled diagnosoc leaching procedure 

I 

I ( 
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The minerals mentioned m Figures I and 2 are only the major minerals in which gold is occluded or wiL'l 
which gold 1s usually closely assveiatcd in me vario11s South African ores. There arc, ho\\evcr. other 
minerals wuh which golo 1s au5ociated, that do not contain significant amounts of gold. and these arc 
usually grouped with the silicates. After the mineralogical analysis is rcccivcJ from rhe laboratory, the ne:itt 
step is to dccid.: on an appropriate d1agnosuc leaching route for t.'le sample. Thh can be done with the help 
or Table I and Figure 1. It is usually better 10 keep the procedure as short and simple as possible, as this 
reduces sampling crrc,rs and lime to :i minimum 

Sample Prepar.ation 

The s:imples as received should be thoroughly blended and spht into fraction of say I kg each If the 
s:imple is :in uncru hed or unm1llcd sample. the sample as received should be crushed 10 minus 1.65 mm 
before blending and sphtttng. After sphtllng the original sample, c,nc sample should be spht equally and 
both submn:ed for mineralogical examination. The remainir.g sample should be milled down to 70 pc'r cent 
p:i.s:;mg 74 microns This sample should then be blen<'ed and spin into fractions of 150 g each. Two ~mplcs 
( 150 g) should be submined for head assays (Au), or.e sample should be submmed for s0 , S at I 400lC after 
CO3 leach (1.c. sulphides) and SO4

2-, and one sample for U ,01 and total carbon assay (if necessary). Some 
of the remaining ISO g samples wdl be used for the d1agnosuc leaching procedure. TI1e cthe=-s (crushed -
I leg and milled - 150 g) will be marked and stored in the event of a lost sample and the procedure havin6 
to be repe:ited. 

For residue and "normal" \\'itwatersrand feed samples, 150 g wdl be sufficient for a d1agnost1c leaching 
procedure. Howeve,, for refractory samples, 1.e. sulphide concen·-ates, calcine, arsenates, etc., 300 grams 

arc needed for a dragnosuc !:aching procedure due to the mass loss of the sample Juring the acid le:iches. 
All expenrnents shoulo be done 1n duplicate to have a ch«k on results 

The mass of the solids as well as tre liq1.o1d/solids r:illo should be recorded throughout the expenmental 
procedure, especially the mass before and after each oxidative acid leachi"" stage. 

Cyanide "ash and cyaoidations 

To suut. make up a stock soluuon of 0 02 g/1 NaOH (CP) and 0.1 g/1 NaCN. Label this solution "Cyanide 
wa h soluuon". This soluuon v.111 be used after each cyan1d:i11on to wash the filter ca.kc. 

Take the sample of dry solids, d-etcrm1nc the mass and add d1 ulled water tJ male up a I I hqu1d/sohd 
(US) ratio by mass. Add CaO (( ,'I, cond111on for about 30 rrunutcs at ambient temperatur~ (25l>C). 2 kg/t 
CaO 1s usu:illy sufficient to en~un: a pH of 10 or more. If the pH 1s 10 or more, add I kg/t NaCN (5 kg/t 
in case of sulphides. calcine and refractory matenal) and leach for 24 hours at•amb1co1t i.:mperaturc. At the 
end of the leach. measure the pH. Eh. residual NaCN and dissolved 0 2• If res1du:il NaCN is below 75 ppm. 
repeat the tC5ot Please note that the normal titrauon method for the determination of residual cyanide a:.o 
determines the cyanide comolcxes that arc present (4). llus can be ",orded by analy,ing the samples 1111th 
an 100 chromatograph 

After the cyamdauon, filter the pulp. collect tiltr.ue and send in for Au analym. Rcpulp the sol•·· \\ith the 
cy:inrde wash soluuon ,t roughl) 2; I US ratio and filter. Collect the filtnue and send 1n for Au &Nlys1s. 
Rcpulp whds with d1st11led water and filter. The filter cake can now be used for the scco:id d1agn<>-'UC 
leaching stage Please rcmemh-:r to determine the mass of the wet solids after the leach This stage is 
repeated throughout the diagnosuc leachng proccc.iurc m between O:\rdauve :icid leaches. This •l iC can, 
howe\er, be snortened significantly if lc.incuc curves are obwned Juring the first cyanidauon. If 1t 1s found 
th:it the leaching I\ completed after say 4 hours, all subsequent cyamdauc.ns can be performed for only 4 
hours. 

Usina high reagent add1uons, the cyanrdauon SUlg~s aim to le.icb all the fr:e gold (or liberated gold) m the 
am )le. Su~h leaches an. mvanably camec. out •n rolling bottle , but rf this fx1l11y I) not av:ulable, beakers 

1n waterbatlu c:in be used 
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After the last cyo.nidauon Mage, the filtrr c-ake 1s Jr1ed an an oven, weighed and split into two samples for 
assays of the residue. 

Sodium carbonate leach 

The aim of the sodium c:irbona1e le.1ch 1s to rn' "t,1hse calcium sulphate as sodium sulphate and then remove 
any calcium carbonate which may be fornc: •. ,v , ao Jeous lexh solullon containing th,: sample and 60 g/1 
sodium carbonate is prep3ttd at a US of 10. l ~no bolled f()( 2 hours. 1bc sample is then filtered, washed 
and rcpulped in 0 .1 M HCI solution at a US of 2: l ~,id iea .. hed at pH I until the acid consumpuon is 
neghg1ole. 

Oxidi:.inc hydrochloric acid leach 

This leach varies, depending on the 1mneralogy of t:ac r:-rc. 1'. ,~ cor.~ ntrauon, temperature and duration of 
the leach varies from mineral to mineral. However, a 3LAf!d.::t1 rcc=Jwe for this leach which will :mack 
and destroy almost all L'ic m11"Jcrals as indicated 1n Table 1 (◄J ;. fol'r·1'S: 

a high ttmptraturr (50 to 80"C), HCI (32 9& by ,...eighl) leach " o IS of 2:/ 

For samples containing large amounts of calcine, ferrites and I en, 1te, the following procedure is 
recommc nded: 

.5~ VN- Conunuuud HCI (30 tu 32,_, by 'Weight HC/)/dcs11/itd wa:•1 conUJining 15 g/1 SnCl
1 

(stannous 
chloride), leach hot (80 to 980C) at US of 10: / Wlllil rrdd1s!1 colour dut:.pptar1. 

Stannous chloride is used as the rcductant. and the amount added is 1oichiomc:.1, lty equivalent to L'le mass 
of the mineral 11t the ~pie. The end point of the leach can be identified clcar1~ by the colour of the pulp. 

Filter and wash the samples thoroughly with disullcd water before subsequent cylln!d. t n. Record mm loss 
(dry sample before cyamd:111on) and use only chemically pure (CP) grade reagents. 

OxicfuiJ,, sulphunc acid leach 

The conditions of this leach should b( optimised to give the highest exrrPction of labile base m,. •:1! sulphides 
and uranium However, if a shorter leach is required, then the time could be cut by half with o:1ly a I Cl! 
decrease in uranium extncuon, wh,cli indicates that most of the gold locked by uranium minerals wi!l be 
hberated. The Eh of the soluuon can also be manipulated to give a selective oxidative leach between the 
various minerals present [SJ. 

This teach will de troy pyrrhoute, urananue, labile base meta! copper and labile base metal sulphic!es as well 
as removing cooungs from the gold surfaces. The gold d:JSoluuon rate has been shown to in.:re.asc 
drarnaucally after base metal sulphide removal, ard therefore shorter cyamdauon times can be used [6J. 

Add di~tilled water to the wel/or dry sohds (weigh the sample) to make up a US of 1:1 by ll\8S$. AdJ 70 
kg/t H2SO• (AR) and cond1uon for 3') minutes at 800C. Ad<l S k&lt MnOi (CP) or H2Ci until the Eb is 
bove 500 mV (vs SCE). Allow 10 leach for 24 ltoun at 800C and ensure that the Eh is always above SOO 

mV (vs SCE) (+ or - 50 mV) by >Uldiuon of MnO2 or H2O2 and that the pH 1s r.evcr higher than 2 by the 
add1uon oi H2SO• If lower potcnuals should be achieveJ [SJ, ferric sulphate (AR) can be used to reduce 
the potenual. 

Make up a stock ~oiuuon of sulphuric ac1c. at a pH of I and lahcl at "Acid wtih soluuon" At the end of 
the leach, filler the solids, repulp the solids 1n the ";acid wash soluuon'' at a US rauo of 2.1 and filter. 
Repulp the solids an t!istillcd water and filter. 1be filter cake can now be dried to determine the mass loss 
before cyanidauon . 

. . 
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FerTic lrachmg 

Femc le:achmg (ferric chloride) 1s recommended when concentnlted pynto;, sph:ilerite and tetrahednte 
samples arc •re:ited 

The ferric chloride leoch ,s conducted at 95c-c for about 6 10 24 hours at a constant Eh of 500 10 .. OC mV 
(vs SCE) using hydroger. peroxide addition. The ferric leach solu1on consists of 100 g/1 Fc3• (fcC13) and 
2M HCI. A US rauo of 2: 1 is used. After the leach. the sample is filtered and washed with distilled water. 
The mass loss of the solids can be detemuned by the dryina of the sam;,lc: before cyanidauon 

Nitric acid leach 

The nitric acid leach destroys all remaining sulphides, especially pynte, marcasne and some 11rSenopyrire, 
The rcacuon of HN03 (AR) with lphides 1s highly volaule and envolves dangerous brown fumes of N02. 
The le ch must be carrieJ out in a well venulated fume cupbo11rd and the nitnc acid should be added slowly 
lo the 11g1tated slurry before hcatin~. 

Make up a stod. solution of 1:1 concentrated HNOJ (SS1ji,)/d1s11lled water by volume and add this solution 
to a beaker containing the filtered wet solids to make up to roughly 10· J US ratio. 801I for 6 hours or unul 
no further reaction occurs (i.e. no brown fumes of N02 evolve) If bro-.11-ri fumes arc sull present after 6 
hours, then allow to boil for II furtlier 2 10 3 hours. This may require l'.ddltlonal HN03 to be oddcd to make 
up for evaporation losses. At the end of the leach, filter the sohds, r :pulp the solids in d1s111lcd water to a 
US of about 2.1 and filter Repeat this s1cp 31 'cast two umes. The filtrate of the HNOJ leach ~hould be 
sent for Au nnalyscs (ICP), as it was found by previous researchers that this lllmple contains some dwoJved 
gold. ll has been noted ( I J that in some casu gold 1s extracted during this rep, possibly by total liberation 
of ultr, ':nc gold from pynte, or actual leaching due to the presence of chloride tons which fonn 11 type of 
aqua reg1a. D1s111lcd water must thus be u ed throu;hout the le:sch to avoid the presence of chlori le ion~. 
Usually this loss is n hg1ble nd can be ignored. Dry the solidi. in an oven to determine the m :.s l<»s 
before cyanidauon. Jt was found th:st the biggest masi lo» occurs durm& thi leaching step Gold mr.ainm~ 
in the residue after the mtnc acid lexh and subsequent cyanid3uon i:. assumed :o be gold mainly associated 
11.1th s1hca1cs. except where large quanuues of kerogen, carbon or coal arc pre cnt. 

Acetonitrile elution/carbon burn off 

If the u.mple cont.ams significant amounts of carbonaceou, m:stcnal, 1t 1s suiigcsted that either a oceton,tnle 
elution or a bumina off of the carbon followed by a cyanid3tion be performed to determine the amount of 
gold ad orbed onto the carbon matcnal. 

Acetonitrile elution 

The eluate is 4~ VN acetonitnle in d1st11led water, JO g/1 sodium cyanide, and 2 g/1 cau tic. The US ratio 
is about I 0: I and the matenal 1s refluxed in a So,hlct rextor for 16 hours. 1iic solution analyi.es after the 
eluuon m11h1 be problemauc but an analyuc laboratory should be able to analyse the soluuon for aold with 
an ICP. 1be sample must be thoroughly washed with disullcJ water before and after the eluuon (ace1on1trile 
is highly soluble in water) and the e solutions must also be analysed for aold . 

Burn off/cyanid.tion 

This procedure entails the burning of! of the carbonaceous matenal in a furnace at about 700oC for 6 h?Urs. 
This will bum off all the carbon :snd expose the ~old a<homcd for sub equent cy:sn1d:111on. The recording 
of the mass lou during the procedure •~ alsC' importanL 

The residue after the sami>I.: hacl been ~ubJected to the entJre or a part of tnc d1agnosuc leachina procedure. 
will now only cont:.in s1111:cous matenal, ai,d n 1s assumed that ihc a.mount of gold locked in such matcnal 
1s rcl:iuvely small and non-e,t.ractable. An HF/:iqua re11a leach can be conducted to destroy the~ minerals 
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to some degree, but owing to the nasty nature of these chcmrcah and the saf .. ty standards applied in labor tones, this 1s not re .. ommended. 

O"<.ilic acid pre-trutment 

o~alic acid can be used tor the determination of "dirty gold", thu~ gold ccatcd with O:(ide films, especially 
iron o,cide films and iron o,c1dcs hkc h.lcmat11c and magnct11c. This leach may, howc.,er, also dtSsoJ.,e base 
metal sulphides to some degree, depending on the e11erity of the leach. 

lro11 o,cidcs can d1ssol"e in oxalic ac,d at 11anous concentrauons (2.5 to 20%) a1 800C in leb than two 
hours. The idea is, ho"ever, to use this step as a pre-treatment step before cyanidation to destroy all 
pos 1ble oxide coaungs e pecially after HCI, H2S04 ont1 FeCIJ leaches. This c.in be achieved by washing 
the residue after the above ment.1.>ned lcnchcs w11h a 5% o,caJ1c acid solution for 30 m1nu1cs in a beaker 
before final filtrauon and sub equcnt cyanidat1on. 

Equipment an1 reagents required 

Most of the cyamda11ons can be performed in rolling boulc_s on rollers in a 'l.lltCJb111h 1f ava,lahle. If not, 
leaching can be performed 1n beakers in a wnrerbath w11h 011erhcad sturcrs. For the oxidat111e DC1d leaches, 
magnetic stirrer, with temperature control can be ui.cd It•• recommended rh:11 all c1d leaches be performed 
1n a fume cupboard Due 10 the fact that most of these leaches have to be controlled (, e. pH or Eh), a 
pH/redox potenual meter with automatic: titrator and valve 1s recommended. As mo I of the a,id leaches 
entail high tempcratur"s, strict control must be performed to ensure that there 1s sufficient solution in the 
containers at all limes, i.e. US ratios be controlled. All chemicals used DTC of chem,~lly pure (CP) grade 
e,ccept sulphuric acid and nitnc acid which arc analytically pure (AR). Mangane e dio.ude and fernc 
sulphate which can l'C used as oxidants or reductants arc al~o usually of AR srade. 

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

The 1echnic•1n/rescarcher perfomuns the work should record any abnorm.ihries In the leaches and should 
have a log book of ob~rvaoons for 1his purpose. The cumulative mas loss d:mng the leaches must be 
taken 1nto account, t!1us the gold in the residue and gold 1n soluuon mu~t be mult1rlied by the fracuon of 
the remaimns mass to give a true value related to the head of gold extracted during the lea1.h This 1s 
parucularly impona111 when dealing w11h sulphide concentr te.s ,s the mass lo55es here are large. When th: 
true values of the gold 1n soluu'>ns and residue.• h.lv: bo-cn found, then a calculat"'d head can be de1erm111ed 
by rclaung the gold in soluuons and in res1di.es to the gold onginally in th.., solids U.\IOB the hquid to solids 
ratios If there were no problems 1n the leach then the calculated head would be more accurate than the 
assay head due to th: accuracy ot gold nalys1s in solution compared to sohds. If the sample were 
thoroughly blended and split, the ca':l'latcd head should be close to the assay head. If not, then the 
calculated head should be checked first. That is why 11 is very important to analyse all the filtrate streams 
(cyanide washes 1nclud~d, after cyanidauon, to ensure that all the gold that might be lost in soluuon streams is accounted for. 

Once all the figures have been obtained for a matenal, 1her. the utracuon ,.,.,) after ca.ch pre-treatment stage 
can be found ft is helpful 10 relate these eJttr.icuon figures to others and in such a way obtain a picture of 
the aold deptlnment for a sample (sec Figure J as an example). If available, "normal" deportments for such 
an ore, 1.e. i)lant figures, etc., should be used for comparison The follow1nr paragraphs arc just a shon 
explanation with the help of one or two case studies of how results should ~ 1nte11reted 

Ores 

The deportment of gold 1n any sample 1s essentially related 10 the dearee to which the sample has l'Cen 
ground or milled. The cyanidauon step in diagnostic leach1na gives the maiumum amount of &old v:hich 
1s possible to extract under ideal condi11ons, 1.e. ultimate residue. Normally the plant eJttracuon should come 
cln~e to this althougli a substan1ial variation 10 the head assay could mean a big difference 1n the deportment 

... . .. . .. . , . . . 

( 
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~•in of• d1~,no.111c lcaclun1 upcnmcn1 

of free gold A belier means of analysing plan1 efficiency WOL•!d be to test whether there is still free go!d 
remaining in the plant residue. D1ag,os1ic leaching of ores is useful at the stage before the; arc combined 
and fed inio a plan,. especially 1f the or.::s originate from different plants ar,d thus ore bodies. Using 
dr1gnost1c leaching. it may be po s1ble 10 sec 1f a pJiticular ore 1s causing problem~ at the plan1. For 
example, if an ore IS hola1ed and milled 10 the plant grind, ii may be fo1:nd 1ha1 it h~ a m<1ch higher gold 
in sulphide value lhan the others, and should thus be treated separately. II 1s also important to note that the 
grind practised on r'1nts might not be the most efhcient and cost effec:ive gnnd Diagnostic leaching 
analysis of ore sami;lcs milled to various size fractJons, can help to answer the above :.cenano. 

ulphidc Conccolratcs 

Cyanide Wash • Prccip1111cd Gold 

Cyanide Luch · Fm: or Lachable Gold 

HCL Cyanidation • Gold WOtl.lted 11111h pyrrhoutt>, 
ca!cue, fcrrues, cu: 

H,S04 Cyanlaarlon • Gold HSOCwed •rth IAl>i!c a,ppcr 
sulphides, labtlc pyme, basc meul sulpbjdcs, u:arururc, 
CIC 

H:-iO,iC,anidarion • Gold &noc1atcd wuh pyruc. 
anel'Opyme, m.arcurrc 

lnrunaae .¼cld Washa - Surface coauna 

Aceton itrile Elution • Gold ■Jsorbcd on carbon, 
kerogcn. coal 

Fig.3 T pu:al prescntauon ol d1agnos11c leachrng data 

The deportment of gold m sulphide conccntrillcs 1s dependent on which minerals were present in the float 
plant feed 11nd with what efficiency they arc ffo:ited. A high sulphide recovery should indicate that the gold 
recovery in sulphides will t,e hiah. Prcc1p1tated gold will nl't float unless It is precipitated in pynte or 
pyropyllite which are the main constituent minerals of the concentrate. In a &ood float, the free gold 
recovery should be high. unless the material 1s abnonnally coan.e. The way to find the gold flotatJon 
recovery from each mrneraJ phase 1s to find the gold deportment m the feed and tails of the flotation plant 
and compare this to the gold deportment 1n the concentrate. In a good float the gold recovery from pynte 
hould be high 100 and should match the pynte recovery. Gold recovered from the base metal sulphides and 

uranm1te phases may be low or high depcnd111g on whether these mincr,lls are floateJ with pynte or not 
Gold usoc1a1ed with silicates should not be reco\cred unless It ~ mostly associated w11h pyrophylhte and 
not quanz during flotauon. 

Calcines 

11-iesc 1111ncrals ar.: the mo\, comphc.:ated to deal with llS most of the minerals present have undergone a 
physical ch:11111c D1agnosuc le;ichma cc'1d111ons for the MW.fer product have not been opum1sed yet. It is 

. . 

( 
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suggested that the sample be cyanided first, followed by a HCUSnCl
2 

leach and a subsequent cyanidauon. 
A more accurate method for analysing problems 1n a calctne product is to do a diagnostic leach on the 
pyrite feed 10 the roaster, This together with a HCI/SnCl2 leach will enable one to make more meaningful 
conclusions of po•\ible problems, i.e. an increase in gold as~ociatcd with base metal sulphides could mean 
an increase in gold lock up in arsenates and fem1es 

Residues 

These have already been menuoned as being the most effective way ,,: monitoring pl.int perfonnan-:c. By 
finding changes in the gold dcponment it will indicate where problem~ arc possibly occurring. A high 
residual gold value in silicates may be rlue to the fact th:11 the plant grind had coarsened 100 much, or tha, 
a change m mineralogy did occur due 10 the fact that mining h:is moved into a different area. AnalySts of 
a plant residue lo~ether wuh the feed and some intennedia1e stream S3mples arc sull the best opti ns for 
analysing problems on a plant. 

CONCLUSIONS 

D1agnost1c leachmg coru.ists of a set of relauvely simple experimen~ which can dctennine the deporunent 
of gold accurately in various mtneral matrices. 1 ne me1allurg1s1, chembt or scicnttst can use thu informntion 
10 design metallurg1cal llowshccts, solve problems occumng at an existing plant and/or evaluate the effect 
of various re.1genb on the pcrfonnancc of an existing plant. 1nc technique can cope w11h any plant problem 
caused by a (i) change in operaltl)n, (11) change m reagents used, (111) change in the mineralogy and/or gold 
deportment of the feed to the plant or (iv) a combination of the above mentioned. 

It '"an also deal with new ore deposits, refractory mmerals, 1.c. calcines, roaster clinker, sulphidt minerals, 
etc. The method is llexible and depends on the sample to be analysed. The data obtained from a modest 
amount of testwork enable the derivation of possible process routes for treatment of the ore-body/refractory 
minerals for gold recovery. The routes chosen depend on uch fa.:tors a:. the economics of the pro1cc1, 
location of the ore-body/refractory minerals and the relative amount of the latter. 

It is imponan1 that the procedure •hould be applied as accurately as possible, and 1ha1 the develoi;men1 of 
a diagnostic leaching treatment route ~hould be conducted in collaboration with a gcolog1s1 and/or 
mineralogist. The technique i~ very powerful if used correctly, and care should be talcen especially with the 
analysis and mterpreta11on of results. 
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APPENDIX B 

ADDISIONAL TABLES 

TABLE 81 

THE LEACHABILITY (EXPERIMENTAL AND PREDICTIONS BY THE MODIFIED 

KING MODEL - EQ. 7.3) OF THE KINROSS AND LESLIE GOLD ORES VS 

PARTICLE SIZE. 

Average Kinross Leslie 
P•rticle 

size [JJffl] Exp f';edlcted %error Exp Predicted 'I.error 

212 76.46 -9.86 8.63 79.48 80.04 0.70 

126 75.20 ~·t: --•3 4.96 88,85 86.36 2.80 
r--- -

89 79.90 )•) ..... 3.32 92.44 89.09 3.62 
-

58 89.00 86.G 3.28 96.36 91.78 4.75 
. -23 91.25 91.77 0.57 89,74 96.12 7.11 

Average • 15 3.80 I 

I ( 

. ' 

. . ) 
' 11• • " • " .... . , . , ,. ,.,. . . -
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TABLE 82 

THE LEACHABILITY (EXPERIMENTAL ANO PREDICTIONS BY THE MODIFIED 

K!NG MODEL - EQ. 7.3) OF THE BEATRIX AND HARMONY GOLD ORES VS 

PARTICLE SIZE. 

Average Beatrix Harmony 

particle 

size [µm) Exp Predicted •-',error Exp rreoicted %error 

212 82.88 78 sa 5.22 72.11 80.43 11.54 

126 88.31 82.62 6.44 92.28 86.47 6.30 

89 86.96 85.17 2.06 92.35 89.63 2.95 

58 84.54 88.26 4.40 94.99 92.78 2.32 

23 76.97 94.31 22 53 92.37 97.65 5.72 

Avera,e 8.13 5.76 

TABLE 83 

THE LEACHABILITY (EXPERIMENTAL ANO PREDICTIONS BY THE MODIFIED 

KING MODEL - EQ. 7.3) OF THE St HELENA AND UNISEL GOLD ORES VS 

PARTICLE SIZE. 

Average St Helena Uniael 
particle 

size [µm] Exp Predicted ~~rror Exp Predicted •!.6rror 

212 85.49 83.62 219 81 .16 73.52 942 

126 86.14 l .41 0.32 87.93 77.81 11 .51 

89 88.71 87.87 0.95 68.08 80.37 18.05 

58 78.98 89.36 13.14 80.51 83.19 3.33 

23 80.36 92.05 14.55 82.55 88.18 6.82 

Average 6.23 9.82 

. l 
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TABLE EW 

.,.HE LEACHABIUTY (EXPERJMENT .. LAND PREDICTIONS BY THE MODIFIED 

KING MODEL - EQ. 7.3) OF THE WDL AND FSG GOLD ORES VS PARTICLE 

SIZE. 

Average I WDL FSG 

particle 

aize [µm] Exp Predicted •A.error Exp Predicte1 •A.error 

212 68 79 15.78 18.2 17.7 2.54 

126 11.2 i 1.7 4.40 25.6 35.8 39.99 

89 18.5 16.6 10.06 46.0 43.5 5.53 

58 21.3 21 .3 0.19 55.1 49.5 10.09 
;. 

23 22.8 25.S 13.49 54.2 59.7 10.10 

Average 8.78 13.65 

TABLE BS 

THE LEACHABIUTY (EXPERIMENTAL AND PREDICTIONS BY THE MODIFIED 

KING MODEL - EQ. 7.3) CF THE HARTIES AND BARBERTON GOLD ORES VS 

PARTICLE SIZE. 

Average Hartiea Barberton 

particle 

aize (Jan] Exp Predicted %error Exp Predicted %error 

212 26.5 23.29 12.12 24.67 9.76 60.42 

126 32.8 38.75 18.13 24.62 13.6◄ 44.62 

89 54.6 54.65 0.09 22.68 16.99 2508 

58 75.8 67.11 11.'16 2446 22.14 9.50 

23 77.0 n.83 1.08 29.51 37.21 26.08 

Average 8.58 33.14 
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TABLE 86 

THE LEACHABILITY (EXPERIMENTAL AND PREDICTIONS BY THE MODIFIED 

EXPOSURE MODEL - EQ 7.7) OF THE KINROSS AND LESLIE GOLD ORES VS 

PARTICLE SIZE. 

Average Kinross Leslie 

particle 

size wml Exp Predicted %error Exp Predicted %error 

212 76.46 76.48 0.02 79.48 85,69 7.81 

126 75.20 79.75 6 .06 88.85 88,80 0.06 

89 79.90 82.63 3.42 92.44 91 .47 1.05 

58 89.00 86.70 2.58 96,36 95.11 1.30 

23 91 .25 90.64 0.67 89.74 96.70 7.75 

A,erage 2.55 3.59 

TABLE 87 

THE LEACHABILITY (EXPERIMENTAL AND PREDICTIONS BY THE MODIFIED 

EXPOSURE MODEL - EQ 7.7) OF THE BEATRIX AND HARMONY GOLD ORES 

VS PARTICLE SIZE. 

Average Beatrix Harmony 

particle 

eize [µm] Exp Predicted %error Exp Predicted %error 

212 d2.88 7694 'l.17 72.11 79.83 10 85 

126 88.31 81.45 ,.n 92.28 85.05 7.84 

89 86.96 85.26 1.95 92.35 89.28 3.~2 

58 84.54 90 31 6.83 94.99 94.63 0.38 

23 76.97 9208 19.53 92.37 95.12 2.97 

Average 8.67 5.07 

1 
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TABLE B8 

THE LEACHABIUTY (EXPERIMENTAL AND PREDICTIONS BY THE MODIAED 

EXPOSURE MODEL - EQ 7.7) OF THE St HELENA AND UNISEL GOLD ORES 

VS PARTICLE SIZE. 

Average St Helena Uniael 

particle 

size CJ.ml Exp Predicted •"8rror Exp Predicted %error 

212 85.49 t,2,:13 3.41 81 .10 
i 

n.02 5.10 

126 86.14 84.76 1.60 87.93 79.17 9.96 

89 88.71 86.70 2.26 68.08 81 .oa 19.09 

58 78.98 89.46 13.26 80.51 83.81 4.10 

23 80.36 90,89 13.10 82.55 86,88 I 5.24 

Average 6.73 8.70 

TABLf. B9 

THE LEACHABIUTY (EXPERIMENTAL Al'.:. PREDICTIONS BY THE MODIFIED 

EXPOSURE MODEL- EQ 7.7) OF THE \WL AND FSG '30LD OP.ES VS 

PARTICLE SIZE. 

Average WDL FSG 

part!cte 

size [J,m] E1tp Pradicted •,<.error Exp 1iCted %errM' 

212 6.8 87 27.9 18.2 21 .1 15.8 

126 11 .2 12 1 8.2 25.6 2il7 16.2 

89 18.5 15.0 18.8 ◄60 36.9 19.8 

S8 21 .:; 1S.CJ 11 .0 55.1 46.2 16 2 
-

23 22.8 26.1 14.6 54.2 56.7 4.7 

Average 16.1 I I 
14.5 

I 
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TABLE 810 

THE LEACHABILITY (EXPERIMENTAL AND PREDICTIONS BY THE MODIFIED 

EXPOSURE MODEL - EQ 7.7) OF THE HARTIES AND BARBERTON GOLD 

ORES VS PARTICLE SIZE. 

Average Harties Barberton 

particle 

size [µm] Exp Predicted •,4error Exp Predicted %error 

212 26.5 29.7 12.22 24.67 2:; 81 3.50 

126 32.8 43 0 31.06 24.62 2425 1.52 

89 54.6 53.7 1.59 22.68 24.71 8 93 

58 75.8 67.0 11.58 24.46 25.56 4 .49 

23 77.0 77.0 0.05 29.51 29.65 0.49 

Total 11.30 3.79 

TABLE 811a 

THE AMOUNT OF GOLD IN EACH PARTICLE SIZE FRACTION ASSOCIATED 

WITH BMS AND PYRITE FOR A HOMOGENOUS KINROSS ORE 

Average BMS Pyrite 

particle 

size [µm) Unmilled Milled •founlibe- Unmilled Milled •I.unlibe-

ore [1,19] ore (1,19] rated ore [1,19] ore (µg) rated 

350 18.09 14.51 80.22 29.61 35.76 100.00 

212 9.57 5.60 58.55 15.66 3.67 23.47 

126 34.dO 19.68 56.56 56.96 10.16 17.84 

89 63.00 28.81 45.73 103 12 24.26 23.53 

58 59.45 19.18 3226 97.31 11.11 11.42 

23 251 37 44.94 17.88 411.45 58.19 14.14 

Total 436 ?.8 132.72 714 10 26043 

( 
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TABLE B.11b 

THE AMOUNT OF GOLD IN EACH PARrtCLE SIZE FRACTION ASSOCIATED 

WITH CARBONACEOUS MATERIAL ANO SILICATES FOR A HOMOGENOIJS 

KINROSS ORE 

Average 
Carbonaceous material 

Silicate~ particle 
Unmilled Milled 0/4unfibe- Unmilled Milled %unhbe-size [µm] ore [µg] ore [µgJ rated ore [µg) ore (µg) rated 

350 5.66 9.12 100.00 94.10 73.14 77.72 212 3 00 4.30 100.00 49.77 5.82 11.70 126 10.90 10.15 93.12 181.02 22.94 12.67 89 19.72 39.17 100.00 327.i2 21 67 6.61 58 18 61 11.84 63.58 309.27 13.75 4.44 23 78.70 14.58 18.52 1307.65 59.89 4.58 Total 136 60 89.15 
2269.54 197.22 

TABLE 812a 

THE AMOUNT OF GOLD IN EACH PARTICLE SIZE FRACTION ASSOCIATED 

WITH 3MS ANO PYRITE FOR A HOMOGENOUS LESLIE ORE 

Average 
BMS 

Pyrite prirticle 

size [µm) Unmilfed Milled 0/4unfibe- Unmilled Milled %unlibe-ore [µg) ore [µg) rated ore [µg) ore [µg) rated 350 131.92 86.45 65.53 169.39 83.50 49.30 212 14.29 14.56 100.0 18.35 8.59 46.84 126 2593 ✓.4 .83 95.78 33,29 9.65 2900 - r--09 54.15 37.89 6997 69.53 3.86 5.55 58 71 01 35.21 49.59 91.18 8 .95 9.81 --23 400.98 142.99 35.66 514.87 8906 17 30 Total 698.27 341 93 
896.61 203.63 

( 
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TABLE B12b 

THE AMOUNT OF GOLD tr,1 EACH PARTICLE SIZE FRACTION ASSOCIATED 

WITH CARBONACEOUS MATERIAL AND SILICATES FOR A HOMOGENOUS 

LESLIE ORE 

Average Carbonaceous material Silicates 

particle 
Unmilled Milled •kunlibe- Unmilled Milled %unlibe-

size [µrn] ore [}Jg] ore [µg] rated ore [µg] ore [µg] rated 

350 40,58 €835 100,00 701.39 936,29 100.00 

212 4 39 2.18 49,61 75 97 5.58 7.34 

126 7.97 2 03 25.!j2 137.84 7.09 5.14 

89 16.66 4.86 29.19 287.92 8,97 3.12 

58 21 .84 3.58 16,39 377.55 9.44 2.50 

23 123,33 48.52 ::.9.34 2131.94 19.50 0.91 

Total 214.77 12e.53 3712,61 986.86 

TABLE B13a 

THE AMOUNT OF GOLD iN EACH PARTICLE SlZE FPACTION ASSOCIATED 

WITH BMS AND PYRITE FOR A HOMOGENOUS BEATRIX ORE 

Average BMS Pyrite 

·-

particle 

size [µrn] Unmilled Milled •,4unlibe- Unmiiled Milled %unllbe-

ore (µg) ore [µg] rated ore (J,g] ore [µg) rated 

350 155.62 113,81 73,14 151.81 209.36 100.00 

212 3.20 2.50 77.88 3.13 3.81 100.00 

126 7.94 10.76 100.00 7.74 9.19 100.00 
-~ 

89 30.79 30.10 97.78 3003 2642 87.97 

58 59.69 44,95 75.30 58.23 53.10 91.18 

23 486.45 378.33 77.78 474 55 320.51 67.54 

Total 743.68 580 45 I 
725 50 622.38 
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TABLE B13b 

THE AMOUNT OF GOLD IN EACH PARTICLE SIZE FRACTION ASSOCIATED 

WITH CARBONACEOUS MATERIAL AND SILICATES FOR A HOMOGENOUS 

BEATRIX ORE 

Average Carbonaceous material Silic~tes 

particle 
Unmilled Milled %unlibe- Unmilled Milled •;.unlibe-

size wm] ore [µg) ore [µg] rated ore [µg) ore[µ£] rated 

-·-
350 106.19 219.46 100.00 813.72 768.42 94.43 

212 2.19 1.G0 72.97 16.75 0.e7 520 

126 5.42 4.41 81.50 41 50 4.84 11.67 

89 21 .01 34.28 100.00 160.98 2.87 1.78 

58 40 73 41 .80 100.00 312.14 3.11 I 00 

23 331.93 271 .58 81.82 2543.64 19.96 0.78 

Total 507.46 573.14 3888.74 800.08 

TABLE B14a 

THE AMOUNT OF GOLD IN EACH PARTICLE SIZE FRACTION ASSOCIATED 

WITH BMS AND PYRll E FOR A HOMOGENOUS St. HELENA ORE 

Average BMS Pyrite 

particle 

size [µm) Unmilled Milled 0/eunlibe- Unmilled Mi!led •;.unlibe-

ore [tJQ] ore [µg) rated ore [µg) ore [µg] rated 

350 161 .18 93.62 58.ou 166.32 275.44 100.00 

212 13.07 71 .88 10000 13.49 6 .76 50.13 

126 23.29 89.00 100.00 2403 20 20 84.03 

89 47.11 76.60 100.00 48.62 16 22 33.37 

58 73.47 98.81 100.00 75 81 20.59 27.1 5 

I 

1-------
23 49380 370.39 100 00 50954 101 75 19 97 

·-
Total 811 93 800.30 75.01 337.80 440.96 

( 
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TABLE 614b 

THE AMOUNT OF GOLD IN EACH PARTICLE SIZE FRACTION ASSOCIATED 

\MTH CARBONACEOUS MATERIAL AND SILICATES FOR A HOMOGENOUS 

St. HELENA ORE 

Average Carbor,aceoua material Silicates 

particle 
Unmilled Milled %unlibe- Unmilled Milled %unlibe-

size [µm] ore [µg] ore (µg) rated ore (µg) ore [µg] rated 

350 264,07 95.29 36.06 1375.02 360.66 27.66 

212 21.41 4.75 22.21 111 .49 2.42 2.17 

126 36,16 7.21 16.68 198,70 3.47 1.75 

89 77.19 7.96 10.34 401.93 7.57 1.66 

58 120.37 56,91 46,94 626.74 813 1.30 

23 609,03 200.70 24,81 4212.60 37.55 0.69 

Total 1330.23 I 374.84 6926.48 439.81 

TABLE 815a 

THE AMOUNT OF ,,o• !l iN t.ACH PARTICLE SIZE FRACTION ASSOCIATED 

\MTH BMS A,~O PYRITE FOR A HOMOG.=NOUS HARMONY ORE 

Average BMS Pyrite 

particle 

size wm] Unmi!led Milled %unlibe- Unmilled Milled %unlibe-
ore [µg) ore (µg) rated ore [µg] ore [µg] rated 

350 3.42 0.69 20.08 2.41 I 1.62 67.10 

212 12.30 86.95 100.00 6.67 18.78 100.00 

126 2067 19.92 96.33 14.56 4.87 33,41 

89 14.69 11.60 78.95 10.35 0.10 0.99 

58 20.16 14.30 70.94 14.20 2.61 18.39 

23 99.61 ~.5i 36.66 7017 12.74 18.16 

Total 170.87 169 98 120.35 40.72 

. l 
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TABLE B15b 

THE AMOUNT OF GOLD IN EACH PARTICLE SIZE FRACTION ASSOCIATED 

\MTH CARBONACEOUS MATERIAL AND SILICATES FOR A HOMOGENOUS 

HARMONY ORE 

Average Carbonaceous material I Silicates 

particle 
Unmilled Milled •founlibe- Unmilled Milled •founlibe-

size (µm] ore [µg) ore [µg] rated ore [µg] ore (l,lg) rated 

350 17.55 4.40 25.07 19.39 34.83 100.00 

212 63.20 4.50 7.12 69.81 5.67 8.12 

126 106.20 7.26 6.84 117.31 4 .59 3.91 

89 75.48 10.32 13.67 &3.38 3.07 368 

58 103,57 7.08 6.84 114.41 2.72 2.38 

23 511.71 11.66 2.28 565.24 14.32 .2.53 

Total 877.71 15.09 969.54 65.20 

TABLE B16a 

THE AP./":.. I I • 1 ,- • GOLD IN EACH PARTICLE SIZE FRACTION ASSOCIATED 

! 1 ,-,5 AND PYRITE FOR A HOMOGENOUS UNISEL ORE 

-,· 
Averagu BMS Pyrite 

particle 

size [µm] Unmilled Milled •A.tmlibe- Unmilled Milled •I.unlibe-

ore [µg] ore [µg] rated ore [µg] ore [µg] rated 

350 94.44 215.68 100.00 158.79 306.14 100.00 

212 25.54 98.61 100 00 42.95 42.25 98.37 

12: 44.42 53.41 100.00 74.69 43.02 57.60 

99 62.23 239.56 100.00 104.63 124.31 100.00 

58 78.59 62.82 79.93 132.15 95.13 71.99 

23 461 07 23097 50.09 775.22 318.89 41.14 

Total 766.31 901 04 1288 43 929.74 
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TABLE B16b 

THE AMOUNT OF GOLD IN EACH PARTICLE SIZE FRACTION ASSOCIATED 

WITH CARBONACEOUS MATERIAL AND SILICATES FOR A HOMOGENOUS 

UNISEL ORE 

Average Carbonaceous material Silicates 

particle 
Unmilled Milled %unlibe- Unmilled Milled o/ounlibe-

size [µm] ore [µg] ore [µg] rated ore [l,19] ore[µ~] rated 

350 107.28 222.55 100.00 217.08 197.41 90.94 

212 29.02 8.71 30.00 58.71 20.82 35.47 

126 50.46 1.55 3.07 102.10 10.17 9.96 

89 70.69 20.71 2929 143.04 11 .98 8.38 

58 89.28 11 .02 12.34 180.65 18.74 10.38 

23 523.75 61 .37 11 .72 1059.77 81 .72 7.71 

Total 870.47 325.90 1761.35 340.85 

TABLE B17a 

THE AMOUNT OF GOLD IN EACH PARTICLE SIZE FRACTION ASSOCIATED 

WITH BMS AND PYRITE FOR A HOMOGENOUS BARBERTON ORE 

Average BMS Pyrite 

particle 

size [µm] Unmilled Milled %unlibe- Unmilled Milled o/ounlibe-

ore (µg] ore [1,19] rated ore (µg] ore [ltg] rated 

350 149.70 46.61 31 .14 584.95 388.04 66.34 

212 54.74 86.C9 100.00 213.88 83.97 39.26 

126 81 .32 119.54 100.00 317.77 248.22 78.11 

89 126.55 215.23 100.00 494.47 731 .53 100.00 

58 137.78 678.89 100.00 538.35 797.63 100.00 

23 963.72 2085.57 100.00 3765.~: 2098.40 55.72 

Total 1513.81 3231 .94 5915.10 4347.80 
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TABLE 7.17b 

THE AMOUNT OF GOLD IN EACH PARTICLE SIZE FRACTION ASSOCIATED 

WITH CARBONACEOUS MATERIAL AND SILICATES FOR A HOMOGENOUS 

BARBERTON ORE 

Average Carbonaceous material Silicates 

particl 
Unmilled Milled o/.unli~- Unmilled Milled %unlibe-

size [µm] ore (µg) ore [µg] rated ore [µg) ore [µg) rated 

350 71.73 62.43 87.03 38.M 26.79 69.70 

212 26.23 2.83 10.79 14.05 3.00 21 .33 

126 38.97 14.78 37.93 20.88 3.35 16.03 

89 60.64 37.52 61 .88 32.49 6 .75 20.79 

58 66.02 90.98 100.00 35.38 C.23 23.26 

23 461 .78 174.18 37.72 24745 56.19 22 71 

Total 725.36 382 72 388.69 104.31 

TABLE B18a 

THE AMOUNT OF GOLD IN EACH PARTICLE SIZE FRACTION ASSOCIATED 

WITH BMS AND PYRITE FOR A HOMOGENOUS FSG ORE 

Average BMS Pyrite 

particle 

-

size [µm] Unmilled M"lled 1.4unlibe- Unmilled Milled 1/.unlibe-

ore (µg] ore [µg) rated ore (µg] ore [µg] rated 

350 12.48 746 59.72 10.50 5.95 56.69 

212 141.48 83.65 59.13 119.03 67.79 56.95 

126 251 74 152.88 60.73 211 .81 134.67 63.58 

89 21846 109.20 49.99 183.80 120.67 65.65 

58 201 .81 112.40 55.70 169.80 123.88 72.96 

23 1254.56 770.15 61 .39 1055.56 874 83 82.88 

Total 2080.53 1235.74 1750.51 1327 80 

. ~ 

. .,, . . . ; ·,., 
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TABLE B18b 

THE AMOUNT OF GOLD IN EACH PARTICLE SIZE FRACTION ASSOCIATED 

WITH CARBONACEOUS MATERIAL ANO SILICATES FuR A HOMOGENOUS 

FSGORE 

Average Silicate• 
particle 

aize [µm] Unmilled Milled %unlibe-

ore (µg) ore wg) rated 

350 3.57 0.89 24.94 

212 40.46 17.10 42.26 

126 72.00 34.30 47.64 

89 62.48 60.61 97.00 
I 

58 I 5772 35.05 60.73 

23 358.81 672~ 18.76 

Total 595.04 _I~ 215.?"_ 

T . , 
THE AMOUNT OF GOLD IN EACH PARTICLE SIZE FRACTION ASSOCIATED 

WITH BMS AND PYRITE FOR A HOMOGENOUS WDL ORE 

-
Average BMS Pyrite 

particle 

size [Jr.I] Unmilled Milled •.4unlibe- Unmilled Milled %unlibe-
ore [µg] ore (µg] rated ore [l,g) ore (µg] rated 

350 13.58 8.77 6~.57 20.96 10.92 52.11 

212 59.98 40.34 67.26 92.58 62.50 67.51 

126 144.86 110.16 76.04 223.58 165.07 73.83 

89 109.78 106.84 97.32 169.43 142.56 84.14 

58 102.99 126.60 100.00 158.95 170.22 100.00 

23 700.55 77988 100.00 1081 .23 1077.99 99.70 

Total 1131 .75 1112.59 I 1746.74 1629 26 

------------ -------------

. ( 
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TABLE B19b 

THE AMOUNT OF GOLD IN EACH PARTICLE SIZE FRACTION ASSOCIATED 

WITH CARBONACEOUS MATERIAL AND SILICATES FOR A HOMOGENOUS 

WDLORE 

Average Silicates 
particle 

Unmilled Milled %unlibe-
size (JJm] ore [µg] ore (µg] rated 

350 7.15 1.20 16.77 
212 31 .58 5.83 18.46 
126 76.27 20.63 27.05 
89 57.80 20 51 35.48 
58 54.22 40.20 7~.15 
23 368.83 196.97 53.40 

Total 595.84 285.34 
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APPENDIX C 

ADDISIONAL GRAPHS 
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FIGURE C 1 '. THE f RACTION OF GOLD IN EACH PARTICLE SIZE FRACTION 

hJSOCIA TED WITH DIFFERENT MINERALS FOR A 
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FIGURE C4: THE FRACTION OF GOLD IN EACH PARTICLE SIZE FRACTION 
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At'PENDIX D 

TURBO PASCAL PROGRAMMES 
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Program Kingmodel; 
uses crt; 

var 
x, dp, Vt, B, mhuml, mh~11r.2, mhum3, mhum4, avel, ave2, 
ave3,ave4,z,sum,k,m 
V,D,L 
LL 
Fmel,xx,Frn 
Pl,P2,P3,P4,P,mhul,mhu2,mhu3,mhu4,R, 
avl,av2,av3,av4 
Du 
a 

Procedure Invoer; 

.Jegin 
d[l):=490; 
d(2] :=212; 
d[3] :=126; 
d[4) :=89; 
~[5]:=58; 
d(6] :=23; 

Du [l] : ::800, 
Du [ 2 J : = 3 0 0 ; 
Du(3) :=150; 
Du[4) ;:106; 
Du[5) ::75; 
Du [ 6] : =53; 

R (l] : •800/300; 
R (2) : =300/150; 
R[3] :=150/l0b; 
R[4) :=106/75; 
R (5] : =75/53; 
R(6) :=:>3/45; 

Z:=0.01; 
k:=2; 
m: =:?.; 
{PP:=1;} 
LL[l] :z:94.43; 
LL [2}: =5. 200; 
LL [ 3 ] : = 3 . 5 0 0 ; 
LL [ 4 ] : = 1. 7 8 0 ; 
LL ( 5) : = 1. 0 0 0 ; 
LL[6) :=0.780; 

end; 

Procedure Bereken; 
Begin 

{Sum:=LL[l)+LL[2]+LL[3]+LL(4) ~LL[S)+LL[6]; 

L(S] :=1-LL(6] /sum; 
L [4) : =-LL (5) /sum-+L (51 ; 
L(3) :=-LL(4) /sum+L(4]; 
L[2) :=-LL[3) /sum-+L[3]; 
L[lJ .•-LL(2) /sum+L[2J;} 

:real; 
:array (1 .. 6] of real; 
:array (1 .. 6] of real; 
:array (1 .. 6) of real; 

:array (1 .. 6) of real; 
:array [l .. 6) of real; 
:integer; 

( 
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L [ l) : = ( 10 0 - LL [ 1] ) / 10 0 ; 
L [ 2 ) : = ( 10 0 - LL [ 2 ] ) / 1 0 0 ; 
L [ 3) : = { 10 0-LL [ 3] ) / 10 0 ; 
L[4] :={100-LL[4] )/100; 
L ( 5 ] : = { 10 0 - LL [ 5 J ) / 10 0 ; 
L I 6 J : = ( 10 0 - LL ( 6 J ) / 10 0 ; 

end; 

Procedure King; 
Begin 

For a:=l to 6 do 
Begin 

mhul [a] : =50; 
mhu2 (a) . =10; 
mhu3 (a] :=0.1; 
mhu4 [a] : =800; 

Repeat 

Pl (al : =2*tnhul [a a) /D (a)* (mhul [a] - (mhul (a] +D (a)) *exp (-0 (a] /mhul [a 
mhul[a) :=mhul(a i ; 

{writeln(mt.ul(a):o:4,' ',Pl[a]:8:4,' ',L(a]:8:4,' ',a);} 

Until abs(Pl(a)-L(a]}<=0.001; 
mhu2[a) :=mhu2[a]-z; 

Repeat 

P2(a) :=l-D(a]/(2*mhu2(a]+D(a])*tl-exp(-2-D(a]/mhu2(a])){+10*exp(-3*D 
mhu2 [a] : =mhu2 [a) +z; 
{writeln(mhu2[a]:8:4,' ',P2(a]:8:4,' ',L(a]:8:4,' ',a);} 

Until ars{P2[a)-L[aJ)<=0.001; 
mhul fa) :=mhul [a) -z; 

Repeat 
B:=R[a]*R[a]+sqrt(2)•Du[a]/mhu3[a]; 
P3[a) :=l+sqrt(2)•Du[a]*(l-B-exp(-B)}/(mhu3ta)*B*B); 
mhu3[a] :~mhu3fa)+z; 

{writeln1mhu3(a]:8:<;,• ',P3(a):8:4,' ',L(a]:8:4,' ',a);} 
Until abs(P3{a]-L[a])<=0.001; 

mhu3 (a] : =mhu3 [a] -z; 

Repeat 

{P4[d] :=l-0.86S*D[a] /mhu4(a]+D{a)/(2*mhu4{a)+k*D{a])*(-l+exp(-2-k*D( 
mhu4 {a] : =mhu4 {a) +z;} 
P4{a] :=l-4*D{a)/mhu4[a)-2*D{a]/(k*mhu4[a])*(exp(-k)-1}-2/m•(exp(-m•o 
* (-l+exp (-k-m•D[a) /mhu4{a] )) ; 
mhu4[aj :=mhu4[a]+z; 
{writeln(mhu4[a]:8:4,' ',P4[al:8:4.' ',L(a]:8:4,' ',a};} 

Until abs{P4(a]-Lfa])<=0.001; 
mhu4[a) :=mhu4[d]-z; 

end; 

mhuml:={mhul[l] +mhu1[2]+r.lhul{3)+mhu1[4)+mhul[5J+rnhul{6J l/o; 
mhum2:-(mhu2[1J+mhu2[2J+mhu2[3]+mhu2[4]+mhu2[5]+rnhu2[6J)/6; 
mhum3:=(mhu3[1] +mhu3{2J+mhu3(3]+mhu3f4)+mhu3{5J tmhu3(6])/6; 

. . . ' . . . . 

( 
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.nhum4: = (mhu4 {l) +mhu4 [2] -'r-°11•14 [3) +mhu4 [4) +mhu4 [SJ +mhu4 [6]) /6; 

For a:=l to 6 do 
begin 
avl[aJ :=(-mhuml+mhul[a))/mhum1+100; 
av2{a) :=(-mhum2+mhu2[a) )/mhum2+100; 
av3[a] :=(-mhum3+mhu3[a))/mhum3+100; 
av4[a) :=(-mhum4+mhn4[a])/mhum4+100; 
P [ a J . =l -D ( a J / ( 2 "mhum2 +D [ a] ) + ( 1-exp ( - 2 -o [ a) /mhum2) ) ; 

end; 

avel:=(abs(avl[l))+abs(avl[2J)+abs(avl(3])+abs(avl[4])+abs(av1(s])+abs 
ave2:=(abs(av2(1J)+abs(av2[2])+abs(av2(3J)+abs(av2[4])+abs(av2[5J)+abs 
ave3:=(ahs(av3[l])+abs(av3[2J)+abs(av3[3])+abs(av3{4])+abs(av3[5J)+abs 
ave4:=(abs(av4{l))+abs(av4[2J)+abs(av4[3J)+abs(av4[4J)+abs(av4{5))+abs end; 

Procedure Afvoer; 

begin 
writeln('King Medel'); 
writeln (' ') ; 

writeln('mhul' :8, 'avel \' :8, 'mhu2' :8, 'ave2 \' :8, 'mhu3' :8, 'ave3 \' :8, 'mhu wri te:ln (' ' ) ; 
For a:•l to 6 do 

writeln(mhul[a] :8:2.avl[a] :8:2,mhu2[a} :8:2,av2[a} :8:2,mhu3[a] :ij:2,av3[a} writeln(''); 

writeln{tnhuml:8:2,avel:8:2,mhum2:8:2,ave2:8:2,mhum3:8:2,ave3:8:2,mhum4:8 writeln(''); 
writeln(''); 

end; 

Begin 
clrscr; 
Im,oer; 
Bereken; 
King; 
Afvoer; 
Readln; 

End. 

I ( 
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Program HsihWenmodel; 
uses crt; 

var 

LL,L,Fk,P,dd,D,K,Fk2,dd2,k2,P2,dev,dev2 
Du,R 
a 
ave,ave2,devm,devm2 

Procedure Invoer; 
Begin 

d[l] :=490; 
d[2J :=212; 
d[3]:=126; 
d(4] :=89; 
0(5] :=58; 
d[6J :=23; 

Dull] ·=800; 
Du ~2] : •300; 
Du [1] : ::l r; 0; 
Du( ] :=106; 
Du (5] . =75; 
Du[6J :a:53; 
Uu [7) · =10; 

R(l) :=800/300; 
R [2] : =300/150; 
R(4] :=150/lOc; 
R(S] :=106/75; 
R[6] :=75/53; 
R(7] :=53/10; 

LL[l] :=90 . 94; 
LL f 2] : =:-5. 4 7 • 
LL[3) :=9.960; 
LL [ 4) : :z: 8 • 3 3 0; 
LL[S) ·=8.000; 
LL[6] : •7.710, 

end; 

Procedure Bewerking; 
Begir. 

L (1) : .. ( 100-LL [l]) /100; 
L r 2 J = = , rn o -LL r 2 1 , ; 1 o o ; 
L(3) :=(100-lL[3) )/100; 
L [ 4 J : = ( 10 0 - LL [ 4) ) / l O 0 ; 
L[SJ :=(100-LL[5] )/100; 
L[G]:-=(100-IL ])/100; 

end; 

Procedure Wenl, 
Beg.in 

:array (1 .. 6] of real; 
:array (1 .. 7) of real; 
:integer; 
:real; 
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For a:=1 to 6 do 
begin 
dd[a) :=0.l; 
k [a] : :D [a] /dd (a] ; 
P[aJ:=0; 
Repeat 

FK [aJ: =P [aJ * (K [a] *K [a] *K [a] - (K [a) -2),.. (K [a] -2) * (K [a] -2)) / (K (a] •K [aJ 
( 1-P [ a J ) ,.. ( K [ a] + K [a J ,.. K [ a] - ( K [ a] -1) • (Kia] -1) ,.. ( K [a] -1) ) , ( K ( aJ * K [ a) ,.. K ( 
dd(a] :=dd[aJ +0.01; 
k{a] :=D[a)/dd(a]; 
{writeln(dd[a):4:4,' ',FK[a):8:6,' ',L{a]:8:4,' ',a:2);} 

Until abs(FK[a]-L(a])<=0.001; 
dd[a! :=dd[a]-0.01; 

end; 

ave:=(dd(l]+dd[2]+dd[3J+dd{4]+dd[S}+dd[6))/6; 
devm:=0; 
For a:=l to 6 do 
bes-in 
de\· [a] : = (ave-dd {a) ) /ave• 100; 
devm:=abs(dev(a))+devm, 
end; 

devm:=devm/6; 
End; 

Procedure Wen2; 
Begin 

For a·.: co 6 do 
begin 

dd2 [a) :=0.1; 
k2{a) :=D(a]/dd2[a1; 
P2 (a] : =l; 
Repeat 

FK2[a] :=P2[a]*(K2[a) *Y.2[a]*K2!a]-(K2(a]-2)*(K2[a]-2) ... (K2(a)-2))/(K 
(1 P2 fa):* (K2 [a] "K2 (aJ •K2 {al - (K2 r aJ -1) * (K2 [al -ll * (K2 [a) -1> J / :K2 [a) 
dd2[a] :=dd2[a]+0.01; 
k2 [a) : =D [a} /dd2 [a) ; 
{writeln(dd[a] :4:4, ' ' , FK [a J : P : f;, • 

Ur.til abs(FK2(a]-L[a])<~0.00l, 
dd2[a) :=dd2(a]-0.01; 

end; 

',L[a]:8:4,' 

ave2:=(dd2{l)+da2[2]+dd2(3]+dd2[4)+dd2[S)+dd2[6])/6; 
devm2:=0, 
For a:=l to 6 do 
begin 
dev2(a] :=(ave1-dd2[a])/ave2*100; 
devm2:=abs(dev2[a))+devm2; 
end; 

devm2:=devm2/6; 
End; 

Proc~dure Afvo~r; 
Btgin 
writeln (' ' ) ; 
riteln 'Fk' :8, 'L' :8, P' :8, 'dd' :8, 'dev t' .8); 

writeln(''); 
For a . =l to 6 cto 

, a. - . } 
' ,. r£ I I 
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writeln(Fk[aJ :8:4 , L(a) :8 : 4,P(a] :8:2,dd[a] :8:2,dev[aJ :8:2); writeln(''); 
writeln(ave:32:2,devtn:8:2); 
wri teln (' ') ; 
For a:=l to 6 do 

writeln(Fk2[aJ :8:4,L(a] :8:4,P2fa) :8:2,dd~[aJ :8:2,dev2[aJ :8::.); writeln(''); 
writeln(ave2:32:2,devm2:8:2); 
wri teln ( ' ' ) ; 

End; 

BEGIN 
clrscr; 
Invoer; 
Bewerking; 
Wenl; 
Wen2; 
Afvoer; 
Readln; 

END . 
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